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This thesis investigates two kinds of syntactic dcpendcncics in Mandarin Chinese: uninterpretable feature 

checking of clause-level functional hcads and dou quantificational binding. Three issues are discussed 

with respect to checking: object shift, yeslno questions. and the aspect panicle le raising. Chines? object 

shin is argued to be triggered by a focus marker which adjoins to an abject. This study also presena a 

unified veatment of various types of ycslno questions in Chinese. The uninterpretable [Q] of y c s h  

question C is checked either by the merged panicle ma, by w e n  movement of hulmei(you)-V fiom Z to 

C, or by coven movcment of [QI of shi-bu-shi and A-not-A words. In both object sNn and questions the 

aplionality between ovcn and coven chccking occurs Thc thesis argucs that the strong value of the 

feature strength of a functional head can be triggered by a cenain feaarc in ill campiem~nt domain. Thus 

the choice of overt vs. coven checking can be determined in the cumputanon. The Ihesis also explains the 

interactions between yeslno questions and negation by Relativized Minimalily and fcature compatibility. 

FurUlemore. the thesis argues that sentence final leis base-gcneratcd in I and moves to C. 

As for do" quanhlication, it is shown that a licenscr of dou can be an element which is capable of 

measuring the eventuality, a vnivcrsai quantifier, an irltcnogalivc operator or a WH variable, or an 

element which has the word wuitcn 'no-matter' adjoincd to it. A pronominal binding appmach is adopted 

rather than a movcment chccking or unseiective operator binding approach. Dou binding allows multiple 

licenses and Ihe BoiBei-phrase blocking ellccl is cxplaincd by the notion of Complelc Funchonal 

Complex. Like chccking, dou binding also respecct thc Shonesl Distance Principle. When dou's licenser 

has a dependent, whelhcr it is a trace or an operator variable. the dependent must be base-generated in h e  

same clause where dou occun. Based on the case studies of b t h  chccking and binding. !he thesis 

advocates a unified treatment lo lhese two kinds of syntactic dependencies in the compumtion sysam. 
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Chapter 1 Intoductton 

1.1 Goals 

A central question in linguistics is: what principles govern choices among syntactic 

operations within a language. For example, Chinese yes-no questions can be represented by 

merging of a question marker o'o at C in one case, by merging and subsequent movement of a 

word such as meiyou to C in aoother, and funhennore, by no sgecial oven merge or move to C 

at all, as in A-not-A questions. 7he first case is simtlar to English embedded yes-no questions, 

where a word wherlzcr or if is m~zrged at CP. Tile second case is similar to English mauix yes-no 

questions, where do-suppon ma:y be required and an auxiliary raising to C occurs. The third case 

IS similar to Chinese WH qoesrions, where no special overt merge or move to C can be found. 

All of these three optlons are available for a mahix Chinese yes-no question. However, they do 

not co-occur in one sentence. The current feature strength parameter hypothes~s cannot explain 

the vanation wthin one language. Recall that more than a decade ago, when quite a few 

linguistic parameters were proposed, syntactic operations used in different languages were taken 

to be unrelated. For example, it was assumed to be pointless to ask why Chinese does not have 

overt WH movement while English has. Recent research has revealed that the choice of 

movement is morphologically decided (Tsai 1994, among others). Even within Chinese, the 

morphological properties of a 'WH form decide whether the dependency between a question 

operator and its vanable ~nvolves a covert movement or merge-binding. This study aims to 

funher explore the chotce between overt and coven checking operations. We will see that the 

choice among syntacttc operations is, to a cenain degree, related to the morphological 



properties of the elements involved, and to the feature interacfons of the elemens in the course 

of the computation, rather than to the language type in general. Different numeration plus the 

interactions of the relevant features in the course of the computation explain why a formal 

feature is strong in one case and weak in another and decide the convergent syntactic 

operations. The development of linguistic theories is providing explanations for the parameten 

orchoices with respect to syntactic operations and reducing the arbitrariness in the theories. 

n u s  the fnst goal of this thesis is to explore the principles underlying the apparent choices 

among computational operations. The data studied are Chinese object shift and yes-no 

questions. 

Another central quest~on in the theory of grammar is: what princ~ples govern the 

syntactic dependencies between two elements tn a sentence. Anaphor binding exhibits one kind 

ofdependency, while movement of an element shows another. The other goal of this thesis 1s to 

capture the similmties and differences between these two kinds of dependencies In Mandarin 

Chinese. The dependencies studied involve feature checking of Chinese clause level functional 

categories. Specifically, I study object shift, aspect particle movement and movement of 

elements in yes-no questions. The case study of non-movement dependencies is the investigation 

ofChinese adverb dou 'all', which provides a sentence with a distributive meaning. 



1.2 Theoret~cal framework and assumptions 

1.2.1 Strength of uninterpretable features and (c)ovenchecking 

This thesis adopts as its theoretical foundation the feature attraction model of Chomsky's 

(1':QS. Chapter 4) Minimalist F'rogram of Generative Grammar. In this model, cross-linguistic 

variation, expressed by parameters in the past, is restricted to an irreducible difference in the 

strength value of uninterpretable features associated with functional categories such as C 

(Complementizer), I (Inflection), y (the head of v"") and D peterminer). Syntactic 

computations aim to check off ;dl uninterpretable features, either overtly, if the feature is strong 

in the language, or covertly, if the feature is weak in the language. 

Checking is feature attraction to the checking domain of the relevant functional head. 

Checking can proceed either by merging of an element which contains a corresponding feature, 

or by copying such a feature fiom the complement domain of the relevant functional head. In 

overt checking, the copying of a feature is accomplished by copying the category which hosts 

the feature (pied-piping). 

1.2.2 Relativity of feature interpretability 

In this thesis, I will adopt Chomsky's (1995) distinction between interpretable and 

un~nterpretable syntactic features In addition, 1 will adhere strictly to a principle which is 

implied in Chomslcy (1995). 1 call this principle Relative Interpretability. 



(1) Relative Interpretability: 

The interpretability of a certain feature depends on its host. 

For example, according to Chomsky (1995). a phi feature of a verb is uninterpretable, while a 

ph; feature of a nominal is interpretable. Similzly, a categorial feature of a lexical item h 

interpretable, while a categorial feature of a functional category is not interpretable. 

This Relative Interpretability has some desirable consequences. For instance, a feature 

being interpretable on one category does not entail that the same kind of feature is interpretable 

when hosted by another category. For example, the [QI feature of a WH phrase in English is 

interpretable (Chomsky 1995: 290). However, the [Q] feature of C is not necessarily 

interpretable. Chomsky (1995: 289) claims that [Q] of C is interpretable and can be checked by 

[Q] of a WH phrase. Thus it seems that two interpretable features can check each other. This 

contradicts Chomsky's (1995) assumption that the motivation for checking is to eliminate 

uninterpretable features. If we treat [Q] of C as an uninterpretable feature, as we do with a phi 

feature of a verb, no such contradiction occurs. In Chapter 4, 1 will assume that [Q] of yes-no 

intemgative C in Chinese is uninterpretable, and can be checked by interpretable [Q] of 

question words such as A-not-A words. 



1.3 Main claims and empirical conhibutions 

1.3.1 Main claims 

This thesis wtll make theoretical claims regarding choices among different checking 

operattons and regarding the relatk~nship between binding and checking. 

With respect to cliolce in checking operations, I will claim that languages differ in the 

default strength of a fonnal feature, rather than in the absolute stronglweak values of the 

feature. The choices between ovart and covert checking can be decided by the presence of a 

certain feature in the complement domain of the relevant functional head. The analyses of 

Chinese object shift and yes-no questions support my claim. 

Binding and checking are different in many respects. For example, checking involves 

feature deletion, while binding does not. Checking requires all unchecked formal features, both 

interpretable and uninterpretable ones, such as Case, to be compatible between the ateactor and 

the attracted, while binding only requires the compatibility of interpretable features, such as phi 

features, between a bindee and its binder. In this thesis, the dependency exhibited in Chinese dou 

sentences will be argued to be a kind of binding operatioa, rather than a checkingoperation. My 

study on the Chinese dou dependency will show that like local anaphor binding in English, dou 

binding also requires the notlon of Complete Functional Complex (CFC, Chomsky 1986a) to 

restrict the binding domain. CFC is basically a semantic notion rather than a syntactic one. In 

checking, a semantic notion such as CFC plays no role. 



However, binding and checking do exhibit some similarities. My study of the Chinese 

dou dependency will show that binding, like checking, also requires the Sholtest Distance 

Principle in cenain contexts. In addition, dou binding requires dou and the dependent of its 

licenser, regardless of whether it is a trace or an operator variable, to be in the same clause. This 

fact suggests that the two kinds of dependent, a trace of movement and a variable of binding, 

play the same role. 

In the concluding chapter (Chapter 8). I will pursue the possibility of integrating binding 

with checking in the syntactrc computation system, contrary to Chomsky (1995b 1995 lecture 

notes), who assumes that binding is external to the syntactic computation. I will claim that both 

checking and binding serve to eliminate undesirable elements for Full Interpretation. Checking 

deletes uninterpretable fearures while binding repain referentially defective features. Checking 

operations such as merge and copy are driven by Attract (Chomsky 1995) and binding is driven 

bx Greed. Attract means mughly that a feature enters into a cenain dependent relation to satisfy 

the morphological requirement of another feature, the atnactor, while Greed means roughly that 

a feature enters into a cenain dependent relation in order to satisfy its own morphological 

requirement. Both Greed and Abstract can be generalized under Lasnik's (1995) Enlightened 

Self-Interest. Regardless of the dependency orientation, both checking and binding serve 

interpretation and ensure the syntactic acceptability of a sentence. 



1.3.2 Research Findings 

The empirical contributions of this thesis include a description of the syntactic properties 

of Chinese focus markers and root and epistemic modals, an analysis of the base position of the 

aspect panicle le, a unified treatment of various types of yes-no questions, the licensen of dou. 

the binding properties and some of its semantic characteristics of dou sentences. 

In Pan A of this thesis l'find that prenominal focus markers can adjoin to a nominal, but 

they are different from adjectives; in many respects. In addition, a focused element must be M- 

commanded by an adverbial focus marker. I also find that object shift is triggered by a focus 

marker which adjoins to an object. Object shift fact shows that NegP or ZP in Chinese is 

projected between vP and VP. In a default case, V-to-p raising in Chinese is coven. I show that 

Chinese has Infl, which is neither marked by an aspect suffix nor by modal. Some new 

arguments support the hypothesis that root modals are control verbs and epistemic modals are 

raising verbs. Sentence final aspect particle le is argued to be base-generated in I and move to C. 

In Chinese yes-no questions the uninterpretable IQj of C is checked either by merging of the 

question particle mn, by oven movement of the word bulmei(you)-V from Z to C, or by coven 

movement of [Q] of shi-bu-shi and an A-not-A word. S-not and S-not-V questions are argued to 

be PF variants of the same question type. The interactions between sentence negation and ayes- 

no question show the Reiativizedl Minimality effect. The strong value of the [Ql strength in C is 

triggered by a feature related a, an interrogative I VO-not-VO questions are argued to be 

alternative questions, different from regular yes-no questions. The contents of Part A are all 

related to syntactic feature checking. 



Pan B of this thesis focuses on a case study of binding: dou quantification. It shows that 

a license of dou can be an element which is capable of measuring the eventuality, a umversd 

quantifier, an interrogative operator of a WH variable, or an element which has the word wulun 

'no-matter' adjoined to it. I also argued that a pmnominal binding approach is superior to an 

unselective operator binding approach and to a movement checking approach. I find that in dou 

binding, the Shonest Distance Principle is respected in certain contexts. The BalBei-phrase 

blocking effect in dou linking is explained by the notion of Complete Functional Complex. Dou 

antl the dependent of its licenser, a trace or a variable, must be base-generated in the same 

clause. Dou never links to a restrictively focused element, and does not link to an instrument. 

Finally, I investigate the different syntactic, semantic and phonological propenies of dou when it 

&curs in a focus sentence and when it occurs in a distributive sentence. 

1.4 Organizatio~i of the thesis 

There are two major parts in this thesis. Part A is on the checking dependencies of 

Chinese clause level functional categories. This pan includes Chapter 2 on object shift, Chapter 

3 on I-to-C mising of the aspect pxticle ic, and Chapter 4 on C checking in yes-no questions. 

Pan B is on the binding dependencies in Chinese dou sentences. This part contains Chapter 5 on 

licensing conditions of dou and the arguments for the binding relation of dou dependency, 

Chapter 6 on the locality constraints on dou binding, and Chapter 7 on some semantic properties 

ofidou sentences. Chapter 8 discusses the theoretical implications of this study and concludes the 

thesis. 



PART A CHECKING [)EPWDWCIES OF CLAUSE LEVEL FUNCXTONAL CATEGORIES 

Chapter 2 Triggered Object Raising 

2.1 Introduction 

The main goal of this chapter is to account for the syntactic motivation and the 

propenies of Chinese object shin. as m (2b), which has k e n  taken to k an optional movement 

III the current literature (Qu 1994 among others). 

(2) a. wo knn-la zheiben shu. 

1 read-ASPthis book 

'1 have read this book.' 

b. wo zheiben shu kan-le. 

I this book read-ASP 

'I have rend THIS BOOK.' (not that book) 

(capitalized pan is semantically focused.) 

I will propose that all types of object shift in modem Chinese check a strong nominal feature of 

s higgered by the focus marker of the object. Thus there 1s no arbitrary optionality in object 

shift. 



The Trigger Hypothesis proposed in this chapter claims that languages differ in the 

default strength of a formal feature, rather than the absolute suonglweak parameters, as 

assumed in the present linguistic theories. The default sh-ength can be changed under certain 

conditions. Exploring such conditions enables us to explain the vadations between coven 

checking and overt checking of the same formal feature in a single language. 

In the following discussion, I inhwluce three types of focusing: contrastive, additive and 

restrictive types (the latter two terms are from Konic 1991: 33). An example of the contrastive 

focusing is (3). The unstressed word ski is a contrastive focus marker.' 

(3) ta shi xingqtsm kan-le neichang dimying. 

he be Wednesday see-ASP that movle 

'He watched that movie on the WEDNESDAY.' (not other days) 

Vie additive or inclusive focusing highlights that some alternative is ~ncluded as a variable of the 

sentence meaning. The restrictive or exclusive focusing, on the contrary, highlights that none of 

the alternatives under consideration satisfies the relevant meaning of the sentence. For example, 

the subject of (4a) is additively focused, while the subject of (4b) is exclusively focused. 

(4) a. Even John has come 

b. Only John has come 

' When shi is suesscd, it means 'indced'. nthor than conuaswe 



(4a) implies that there are several persons who have come, and John, who was not expected to 

come, is included. In conwst, (4b) implies that no one else except John has come. 

Section 2.2 poses the issues of order variations between SVO and SOV and the absence 

of focus markers with an in situ object. Section 2.3 describes the structural properties of various 

focus markers. Focus markers which focalize a nominal are argued to adjoin to a nominal but 

thry are not adjectives. Section 2.4 proposes the Trigger Hypothesis and discusses the locality 

cvnstraint on triggering and the nature of the higgered stmng feature. Section 2.5 extends the 

research to the interactions between sentence negation and object shift. The last section, 2.6, 

summarizes and concludes the chapter. 

2.2 The issues 

2.2.1 Three types of preverbal objects 

Chinese has been assumed to be an SVO language. However, a direct object of a 

transitive verb can occur between the subject and the verb in certain contexts. I will present 

three types of preverbal objectr in Mandarin Chinese. All of them are focused. They are the 

conhastive, additive and restrictive types, as in ( 5 )  to (7). The words in bold face are focus 

markers. All (h) sentences haw: the snme meaning as the fust reading of (a). In other words, 

when an object occurs to the left of a transitive verb, it is semantically focused. 



CONTRASTIVE (5) a. ta shi kan-le neiben shu. 

he be read-ASP that book 

i. 'He has read THAT BOOK.' 

ii. 'He has READ that bwk.' (kan is stressed) 

iii. 'He has READ THAT BOOK.' 

b. ta m y  kan-le. 

'He has read THAT BOOK.' 

ADDITIVE (6)  a. ta shenzhi bei-guo zheipian sanwen. 

he even memorize-ASP this prose 

I.  'He even memorized THlS PROSE.' 

ii. 'He even MEMORIZED this prose.' 

lii. 'He even MEMORIZED THlS PROSE.' 

b. ta (lian) zhei~ian sanwen dou bei-guo. 

he (even) this prose all memorize-ASP 

'He even memorized THlS PROSE.' 

REsTrUCrlVE (7) a. ta zhi he hong-cha. 

he only drink red-tea. 

i. 'He only drinks BLACK-TEA.' 

ii. 'He only DRINKS black-tea.' 

iii. 'He only DRINKS BLACK-TEA.' 

b. ta zhiyou M a  cai he. 

'He only drinks BLACK-TEA.' 



I investigate the syntactic properties of the focus marken ski, shenzhi, rki, lion, dou, 

zhiyou, and coi in sect~on 2.3. Tho analysis sheds light on the cause of the ambiguity of the (a) 

sentences above (section 2.3.4). 1 then turn, in section 2.4, to the syntactic motivation for the 

SVOISOV variation shown above. Before I discuss these two questions. I describe an impoRant 

dishibution constraint on focus markers in the next subsection. 

2.2.2 The ab,sence of focus markers with 0 in VO order 

One important observation with respect to focus markers and a focused element is that if 

a focused element which is not an object occurs in its canonical position, it can be preceded by a 

focus marker. However, a postverbal object cannot be preceded by a focus marker. The 

occurrence constraint of the contrastive focus marker shi is shown in (8). 

(8) a. ra xiu-hao-le ilxingche. 

he repair-god-ASP bike 

'He has repaired the bike.' 

b. sbi ra riu-hao-le zuingche. 

' H E  has repaired the bike.' 

'HE HAS REPAIRED THE BIKE.' 



c. f a  shixirr-lrao-le zixingche. 

'He HAS REPAIRED the bike.' (phonological stress is on xiu) 

'He has repaired THE BIKE.' 

'He HAS REPAIRED THE BIKE.' 

d. ta shi qiaoqiaodexiu-hao-le zixingche. 

he FM secretly repair-good-ASP bike 

'He repaired the bike WITHOUT BEING NOTICED.' 

e. to slri zuotian xiu-hao-le zixingclte. 

he F M  yesterday repair-good-ASP bike 

'He REPAIRED THE BIKE YESTERDAY.' 

'He has repalred the bike YESTERDAY' 

f. *ra xiu-hao-le slri zixingche. 

The above observation about fccaiizatlon is also true of restrictive and additive 

focalizations. 

I will start wtth additive focalization. The additive focus marker in Chinese is shenrhi or 

lion 'even'. If shenzl~i is used, the XP following shenrhi can be one of various categories: and if 



lion is used, the XP following lian must be nominal Thus, if lion is used before a nominal, it is 

changeable with shenrhi. Hencefonh. I will use lian, rather than skenzhillian, whenever the 

following phrase is nominal. The focus marker lian always co-occurs with another focus marker 

dou or ye. In all example sentvnces in this chapter, dou is interchangeable with ye (For more 

discusrion of dou and ye see (chapter 7, section 7.6). Therefore I simply use dou instead of 

drndye 

If a focused element wh~ch is not an object occurs in its canonical position, the focus 

marker shenzhillmn appears to its left. However, postverbal object cannot be preceded by 

shenzhiilian. 

(9) a. llan LaoWong dou kon-guo zheben shu. 

even LaomWang all read-ASP this book 

'Even LAOWANG has read this book.' 

In Ule following sentence xie rin 'wrlte lalers' is nominalized, sinco it does no1 allow a modal, a ncgalive 
adverb.or an aspat marker (Tsao 1987. among others). 

0) o lian nit: r in dou yao wo pangmang. 
he even wl-ile letter also ask me help 
'Heeven asks for my help with lclwr writing.' 

Lion can also occur berore a preverbal complement CP: 

(i i )  a, woslanzl~~i bu rhidao lcr o qu-lc Bcijingl 
I cvcn no1 know hc go-Asl) Bcijing 
'I evcn do not know hc has goneu, Bcijing.' 

b. wo lian 10. o qu-lc Bcijingl dou bu zhidao 
I even hcgo-ASP Beijing all not know 
'I evcn do no1 know hc has gonc lo Bcijing.' 



b. LuoWang lian Xingqirian dou skanghan. 

LaoWang even Sunday also work 

'LaoWang works even on SUNDAYS.' 

c. ra shenzlri hei-guo zhepian sanwen. 

he even memoriz€-ASP this prose 

'He even MEMORIZED this prose.' 

'He even memorized THlS PROSE.' 

'He even MEMORIZED THlS PROSE.' 

d. LaoWang shenzhiyong gaoya-guo zku mianriao. 

LaoWang even with pressure-cooker cook noodle 

'LaoWang cooks noodles even IN A PRESSURE COOKER.' 

e. ramen shenziri zai bangongski-li liaowu. 

they even at office-in dance 

'They even dance IN THE OFFICE.' 

f. *LnoWang kan-guo lian zhcben shu (dou). 

LaoWang read-ASP even this book (all) 

'LaoWnng has read even THlS BOOK.' 

As w~th  the contrastive focus marker ski, when the additive focus markerskenzhi occurs 

before a verb, the sentence is ambiguous in that the focused element can be the verb if it is 

phonologically stressed, the postverbal object or the whole VP, as given In (9c) compared to 

( 8 ~ ) .  



Two kinds of focus maxkers are used in restrictive focus constructions: zhiyou can be 

used before various categories, while zhi is usually used before non-nominal elemens. As with 

shi and lion, zhiyou cannot occur to the lefc of an object when it occurs in its canonical position. 

(10) a. dtiyou Zhou Hong mai-le zheiben shu. 

only Zhou Hong buy-ASP this b w k  

'Only ZMOU HONG bought this book.' 

b. Zhou Hong zlriyou wanshang zai jia. 

only evening at home 

'Zhou Hong is at home only IN EVENINGS.' 

c. Zhou Hong zhi mai-le rheiben shu. 

'Zhou Hong only BOUGHT this book.' 

'Zhou ilong only bought THIS BOOK.' 

'Zhou Hong only BOUGHT THIS BOOK.' 

d. Zhou Hoflg d ~ i  yong kuarzi chi fan. 

Zhou Hong only with chopsticks eat meal 

'Zhou Hong eats meals only WITH CHOPSTICKS.' 

e. Zholr Hong zhi zal gongyuan-li jian-guo xiongmao. 

Zhou Hong only at park-in see-ASP panda 

'Zhou Hong has seen pandas only IN PARKS.' 



f. *Zholi Hong mai-le zlriyou zheiben shu. 

Zhou Hong buy-ASPonly this book 

'Zhou Hong has bought only THIS BOOK.' 

One might explain the absence of focus markers with 0 in VO order by a consmnt  

relating to the adjacency between a verb and its object. However, I will show in section 2..3.2 

that a prenominal focus marker can adjoin to the nominal and fonn a constituent. If a focus 

marker and a nom~nal can form a constituent, the adjacency constraint between a verb and its 

object cannot be used to account for the absence of a focus marker before an in situ object. 

2.3 Structural properties of various focus marken 

The semantic function of viu~ous focus markers is to mark the focus type: shi for the 

contrastive type, shenzhillinn . .  doulye for the additive type and zhi(youJ .. cai for the 

restrictive type. The focus features on these words are interpretable, and no checking b 

therefore required according to the Minimalist Program. All of them are base-generated 

(merged) at the# postions wlth respect to the element they focalize. In this section. I discuss the 

internal relationship of these focus markers, their syntactic categories and funct~ons. 



2.3.1 Archi-forms of focus markers 

In this subsection, I will show that all syntactically focalized sentences require a focus 

marker and various focus markers of the same type can be analyzed as context sensitive 

realizations of the same archi-form. 

In the additive type of foralization, there are four focus markers: lion, shenrhi, dou and 

ye. Lion occurs only to the left of a nominal? shenzhi occurs to the left of various categories, 

and dou and ye occur only to the left of non-nominal categories, such as a verb or a preposition. 

My first observation regalding to the additive focusing is that the focus marker dou can 

exchange with another focus marker shenzhi in some cases, if the focalized element is to its 

right, and can exchange w~th  mother focus marker ye if the focalized element is to its left. 

Reading (ii) of the following sentences is from a syntactic analytic dictionary (Lii et al. 1980: 

154) 

(11) a. wo dou bs zhidao ni hui lai. 

I all not know you will come 

i. 'Even I did not know you would come.' 

ii. 'I even DID NOT KNOW YOU WOULD COME.' 

Lion 'even' can also occur before a preverbal complement CP. See fwmote 2 on page 10. However, lhiyou 
'only' cannor 

(i) a. worl~i rl,illao Ice w qu-lo Bcijingl 
I only know ho go-ASP Beijing 
'I know only that hc has gono lo Beijing.' 

b. 'wozhiyau lcp Is qu-lo Beijingl (rai) zhidao 
I only he go-ASP Beijing only h o w  



b. zhen baoqian, wo dou wang-le ni de mingzi le. 

really sorry I all forget-ASP you DE name ASP 

i. 'I am sorry, even I forget your name.' 

ii. 'I am sorry. I even FORGET YOUR NAME.' 

If dous in (1 1) are changed into shenzhi, reading (i) of both (a) and (b) is lost, while reading (ii) 

is $till kept, though the dou-form is more casual than the shcndi-form in style. If dous in (11) 

arechanged into ye. reading (ii) of both (a) and (b) is lost, while reading (i) is still kept if the 

subject is preceded by the focus marker lian. Thus dou, shenzhi and ye in a focus sentence might 

be 'semantically grouped into :I more general archi-form. This archi-form is obligatory in a focus 

sentence. It provides the focus interpretation of the sentence. The realization of this archi-form 

depends on the position of the focused element after Spell-Out as well as the style. 

My second observation regarding the additive focusing is that if the focalized element is 

to the left of this arch-form of the focus marker, another focus marker lian, or shenzhi, or 

shenzhi lian, can precede the focalized element. 

(12) a. (shenzhiflianfshenzhi lian) ta x~ngqitian dodye gongzuo. 

even he Sunday alValso work 

'Even he works on Sundays.' 

b. ta (shenzhi/lian/shenzhi lian) xingqitian dodye gongzuo. 

he even Sunday alValso work 

'He even workson Sundays.' 



The focus markers lian, shenilti, or shenzhi lian in the above sentences can be deleted at 

PF if the focused element bears a stress and lhus no ambiguity occurs. 

Notice that in the above sentences, shenzhi orland lian occurs to the left of the nominal, 

while dou or ye, occurs to the h:ft of a VP. It is well established that dou and ye are adverbs &ii 

1980, among others). I will di!;cuss the categorial status and functions of prenominal lian and 

shenzhi in the next subsection. 

Thus a syntactically focalized sentence requires a focus marker and various focus 

markers can be seen as context sensitive realizations of the same archi-form. These facts can also 

be seen in the reshictive focus markers. In the restrictive type of focalization, there are three 

focus markers: zhiyou, zhi and cai. Zhi and cai are interchangeable, if the focalized element is 

a post-verbal quantified element. The following sentences are hom the syntactic analytic 

dictionary (Lii et al. 1980: 87) ~nentloned before. 

(13) a. wocal Iran-ie y~ bnn, haiyao zai kan y~ bian. 

I only mad-ASP one time, yet want again read one time 

'I only read i r  ONCE. I want ro read it again.' 

b. ta cai lbi wo zao dao yi tian. 

he only than I early come one day 

'He came only ONE DAY earlier than 1 did.' 



Tlie cai in (13) can be changed into zhi without any change in meaning. Thus cai and zhi in 

f d u s  sentences might be semantically grouped into a more general archi-form. 

In a restricted focalized sentence, either zhilzhiyou, or cai, or both, must show up. When 

the focalized element occurs to the left of cai, rhi or zhiyou occurs to the left of the focused 

element, while car occurs to the left of a VP. Cai is an adverb. I will discuss the categorial status 

and functions of prenom~nal ihi and zhiyou in the next subsection. 

Unlike the additive focus markers, the occurrence of the restrictive focus markers is 

cdnstrained by aspectual factors. For example, cai usually occurs in the absence of an aspect 

marker. If cai does not show up, zhiyou must be present lo show the focus meaning. 

(14) a. zhiyou/*zhi Xiao Wang (cai) zai jia gongzuo. 

only Xiao Wang only at home work 

'Only Xiao Wang works at home.' 

b. zhiyouRzhi Xiao Wang (*ca~) lai le. 

only Xiao Wang only come ASP 

'Only Xiao Wang came.' 

c. Xiao Wang zhiyouPzhi xmgq~tian (cai) gongzuo. 

Xiao Wang only Sunday only work 

'Xiao Wang works only on Sundays.' 

d. Xiao Wang xingqitian *(mi) gongzuo. 

Xiao Wang Sunday only work 

Intended: 'Xiao Wang works only on Sundays.' 



e. ta zhi:rou hang-cha *(cai) he. 

he onlly red-tea only drink 

'Ne o~nly drinks black tea.' 

n ~ e  above discussion shows that various restrictive or additive focus markers can be 

seen as context sensitive realizations of the same archi-form. Although each focus marker is 

listed in the lextcon as a single entry, it has a closer relationship to the other focus markers of the 

s m e  type than to the focus markers of another type, and an abstract archi-form can be 

abstracted from the fmus mzukers of the same type. 

2.3.2 Against adjective status of prenominal focus markers 

111 this subsection I discuss the syntactic categorial status of focus markers, which have 

been taken to be adverbs generally. Adverbs have been assumed to be licensed by the head of a 

verbal projection (the term verbal projection is from Grimshaw 1991 and 1993) such as C, I, and 

V, since they adjoin to these projections (Travis 1988). Accordingly, the scope of an adverb is 

the complete XP to which it adjoins (Tang 1990). No adverb should have a scope exclusive to  

the Spec of XP which it adjoins to.' For example, when an adverb adjoins to IP, its scope is the 

' English subject-oriented adverbs, as in (1). may scope over bolh lhe subject and h e  predicate. Such adverbs 
usually occur with stage-level pccdicatcv, mthcr lhan individual-level prediciltes. They are relaled roan evenr A 
focus marker in Chinese can occur with individual-level predicates, as in (ii). In addition, a prenominal advet6 in 
Enaliih can be distinauishcd fronl other Wgociics such ss an ad'wtive mor~holagkally, while a I- matker in 
~hhese  has no morphological m:wker to show its category. 

(i) Eagerly. John chewed hisnails. 
(ii) lian Lao Wang dou xihuan Jing-ju. 

cvcn Lao Wang all like Beijing-opra 
'Even Lao Wang likes Bcijing-operas.' 



IF', rather than the Spec of IP, say, the subject. However, when a Chinese focus marker, which is 

claimed to be an adverb generally, occurs to the left of a subject, the scope of the focus marker 

can either be the whole IP, i.e. the whole sentence, or the subject only. There is no problem in 

the former situation: the adverb adjoins to 1P and has scope over IP. However, in the latter 

situation, if the focus marker adjoins to IP, it should not have a scope which is the Spec of the 

IP. It seems that a presubject focus marker adjoins to Spec of IP, i.e.. the subject DP, when the 

subject is focused, while it adjoins to IP when the whole IP is focused. 

Similarly, tf a focus marker precedes an adverbial nominal such as zuorian 'yesterday' in 

(8e). its scope can be either the adverbial nominal exclusively or the whole verbal projection to 

which the adverbial nomnal adjoins. In the former case, a focus marker seems to adjoin to the 

nominal rather than to the verbal projection to which the nom~nal adjoins. 

Furthermore, if a focus marker precedes a preverbal object, as in (6b) and (7b). its scope 

is the preverbal object only. Thus, again a focus marker seems to adjoin to a nominal rather than 

to a verbal projection. 

Shyu (1995) assumes that a prenominal focus marker is an adject~ve and a focus marker 

elsewhere is an adverb. Sybesma (1996: 13) comments on Shyu's heatment of a focus marker, 

stating that "calling it an adject~ve is unfortunate, but the idea that it is adjoined to the phrase it 

forms a constituent with is correct." Sybesma does not explain why the adjective heatment of a 

prenominal focus marker is unfortunate. 

It is true that focus markers which focalize a nominal are different from adjectives. The 

difference is shown in its position with respect to a demonstrative. 



shi zheiwei lao xiansheng mai-le neiben shu. - 

FM this old gentleman buy-ASP that book 

'THIS OLD GENTLEMAN bought that book.' 

shi ta niai-la neiben shu. - 
FM he buy-ASP that book 

'HE bough1 that book.' 

*ha zheiwe:i xiansheng 

old this gentleman 

*gangnade ta 

tall he 

*zheiwei shi xiansheng mai-le neiben shu. 

this FM gentleman buy-ASP that book 

*zheiwei lila shi xiansheng mai-le neiben shu. 

t l~is old FM gentleman buy-ASP that book 

zheiwei ha xiansheng mai-le nelben shu. 

this old gentleman buy-ASP that book 

"This old gentleman bought that book.' 

nelwei ha xiansheng mai-le neiben shu. 

that lall old gentleman buy-ASP that book 

'That tall old gentleman bought that book.' 



(15) shows that adjectives do not occur to the left of a demonstraove, while focus markers do. 

(16) shows that focus markers do not occur to the right of a demonstrative, while adjectives do. 

Thus, although both an AP and a focus marker can adjoin to a nominal phrase, they have 

different s m c t ~ ~ r a l  positions. The former is lower than the latter. In this way, calling focus 

markers adjectives is indeed "unfortunate". 

The syntactic positions of Chinese demonstratives and funcoonal projections of Chinese 

nominal expressions are conhovenial in the literature (Tang 1990, Cheng and Syksma 1996. Li 

1997). It remains undetermined within the analysis so far provided whether a prenominal focus 

marker occurs in Spec of DP, adjoins to DP, or occurs in some other position of a nomtnal 

expression if there is no DP in Chinese. However, it is clear that it cannot be an adjective. 

If a focus marker can be merged to a nominal projection, it can k part of a nominal 

constituent. Thus a presubject focus marker can be part of the subject, a focus marker preceding 

anadverbial nominal can be part of the adverbial nominal, and finally, a focus marker preceding 

a preverbal object is part of the object. In section 2.4, 1 will discuss why a focus marker cannot 

occur with an in situ object. 

2.3.3 M-command of doulcoi on focused elements 

Recall that when an focused element occurs to the left of the focus marker dou or coi, 

another focus marker such as lian or zhiyou may occur in a sentence and adjoin to the focused 

eMment. Dou and cai are adverbs and occur to the left of a VP. This was shown in sectton 2.3.1. 

For example, in the following (17a), lion adjoins to the focused nominal zheiben shu 'this book', 



while dou occurs to the left of the verb !an 'read'. In (17b) zhiyou adjoins to the focused 

nominal xingqirian 'Sunday', while cai occurs to the left of the verbxiu*' 'rest'. 

(17) a. wo lian zheiben shu dou kan le. 

I FM this book FM read ASP 

'I have even read THIS BOOK.' 

b. wo zhiyou xingqrtim cai xiuxi. 

I only Sunday only rest 

'I rest only on Sundays.' 

In this section, I show that tho adverbs dou and cai must M-command the focused elements. 

Specifically, when lian, shenzhi or shenrhi lian adjoins to an element, dou must M-command the 

element, while when zhi, or zhiyou adjoins to an element, cai, if it shows up, must M-wmmmd 

the element. 

If an additive or restrictive focus marker adjoins to a subject, which is at Spec of IP, dou 

or cai cannot be in vP. In the following sentences, the adjuncts gei Xiao Wang 'for Xiao Wang' 

and yizhi 'aU the time' are vP or VP adjuncts, rather than 1P adjuncts (Tang 1990, among 

others). Thus if dou or cai occurs to the left of these adjuncts, it is possible that dou adjoins to a 

pmjectton of Inn, and M-comnlnnds the focused nominal which is adjoined by the focus marker 

lian or zhiyou, as in the (a) and (b) sentences below. However, if dou or cai occurs to the right 



of these adjuncts, it adjoins to a projection of y, and cannot M-command the focused nominal. 

which is at the Spec of Inn, as in the (a') and (b') sentences below.' 

(18) a. lian LBO WU dou [gei Xiao Wangl zuo-le wan-fan. 

even Lao Wu all for Xiao Wang make-ASP evening-meal 

'Even Lao Wu made a supper for Xiao Wang.' 

a'. Wan Lao Wu [gei Xiao Wang] dou zuo-le wan-fan. 

even Lao Wu for Xiao Wang all make-~s~evening-meal 

b. lian Lao Wu dou [yizhi] baocun-zhe dianhua-dan. 

even Lao Wu all always keep-ASP phone-bill 

'Even Lao Wu always keeps the phone bills.' 

b'. *lian Lao Wu [yizhi] dou baocun-zhe dianhua-dan. 

even Lao Wu always all keep-ASP phone-bill 

(19) a. zhiyou Lao Wu cai [gei Xiao Wang] zuo wan-fan. 

only Lao Wu only for Xiao Wang make-ASP evening-meal 

'Only Lao Wu makes supper for Xiao Wang.' 

a'. *zhiyou Lao Wu [gei Xiao Wang] cai zuo wan-fan. 

only Lao Wu for Xiao Wang only make-ASP evening-meal 

b. zhiyou Lao Wu cai [yizhil baocun-zhe dianhua-dan. 

only Lao Wu only always keep-ASP phone-bill 

'Only Lao Wu always keeps the phone bills.' 

' ~ h e s c  dam are in convast lo the dam in which dou occurs in an evcnaality quantificalional scnvncc. See (285) 
- (288) of sectlo" 6.4. 



b'. *rhiyaa Lao Wu [yizhi] cai baocun-zhe dianhua-dm. 

only Lao Wu always only keep-ASP phone-bill 

(20) a. The stlucture of (18a,b) and (19a,b): doulcai M-commands lianhhiyou 

Lo. lianlzhryou . doulcar [,p vP-adjunct 

b. The structure of (18a'.b') and (19a',b'): doulcai does not M-command 

lianlzhiyou 

*[p lianlzhiyou ... [,p vP-adjunct ... doulcai 

However, if the focused norn~nal adjoined by the focus marker lian or zhiyou is a 

preverbal shifted object, which will be argued to be at Spec of vP in section 2.4, dou or cai is 

also in vP. Thus the M-commanding requirement is satisfied. 

(21) a. Lao We lian wan-fan dou [gei Xiao Wang] zuo-le. 

Lao Wu even evening-meal all for Xiao Wang make-ASP 

'Lao Wo even made a supper for Xiao Wang.' 

a'. Lao Wu [gei Xiao Wang] lian wan-fan dou zuo-le. 

Lao Wu for Xiao Wang even evening-meal d l  make-ASP 

'Lao Wu even made a supper for Xiao Wang.' 

b. Lao Wu lian dianhua-dan dou [yizhi] baocun-zhe. 

Lao Wu even phone-bill all always keep-ASP 

'Lao Wu even always keeps the phone bills.' 



b'. Lao Wu [yirhil lian dianhua-dan dou baocun-zhe. 

Lao Wu always even phone-bill all keep-ASP 

'Lao Wu even always keeps the phone bills.' 

(22) a. The structure of (a, b): doulcai M-commands lianlrhiyou 

[,p lianlzhiyou ... doulca ... vP-adjunct 

b. The structure of (a', b'): doulca~ M-commands lianlzhiyou 

LpvP-adjunct ... linnizhiyou ... doulcai [vr 

In addition, if the focused nominal is a subject, which is at Spec of IP, dou or cai can be 

either to the left or the right of an 1P-adjunct, since in either case doulcai M-commands the 

focused nominal. Adverb jianjiande 'gradually' has been argued to be an IP adjunct by Tang 

(1990: 146). (23) shows that dou can occur either to the left or the right of jianjiande 

'gradually'. 

(23) a. Ijianjiande] lian Lao Wu dou bu chi rou le. 

gradually even Lao Wu all not eat meat ASP 

'Gradually even Lao Wu does not eat meat.' 

b. lian Lao Wu Ijianjiandel dou bu chi rou lc. 

even Lao Wu gradually all not eat meat ASP 

'Gradually even Lao Wu does not eat meat.' 



c. lian Lao Wu dou ijianjiande] bu chi rou le. 

even Laa' Wu all gradually not eat meat ASP 

'Gradually even Lao Wu does not eat meat.' 

(24) a. The structure of (23a): dou M-commands lian 

[m IP-adjunct ... lion ... dou [.p 

b. The structure of (23b): dou M-commands lian 

[s. lian ... IP-adjunct ... dou [,P 

c. The structure of (23c): dou M-commands lian 

[P lian . . .  dou ... IP-adjunct [,P 

This M-command condition suggem that when dou or cai adjoins to a verbal projection, 

the focused element cannot occur in a higher different verbal projection It seems that when dou 

or cai adjoins to a verbal prnjation, the head of the projection has some strong feature, and the 

focused element checks the strong feature. If the focused element adjoins to a higher projection, 

the wrong feature will not be checked and the derivation will be cancelled. I leave this for funher 

research. 

2.1.4 Principle of Lexical Association 

In section 2.2.1, we have seen the ambiguity of sentences of the pattern S--focus- 

marker--VO order, in that the pnssible focused element can be the verb. the direct object or the 



whole predicate VP. Sentences of the pattern S-focus-marker-O-V, in contrast, do not show 

ambiguity. For example, 

(25) a. la slienzl~i bei-guo zhe~oian sanwen. 

he even memorize-ASP this prose 

i. 'He even memorized THIS PROSE.' 

li. 'He even MEMORIZED this prose.' 

iii. 'He even MEMORIZED THIS PROSE.' 

b. fa (liarr) rheroian sanwen dou bci-guo. 

'He even memorized THIS PROSE.' 

This phenomenon can be accounted for by Tancredi's (1990) Principle of Lexical 

Association, which states th:lt an operator like orlly must be associated with a lexical constttuent 

in its c-command domain 1i.e not with the trace of an element]. The relevant English examples 

are: 

(26) :i. He only likes Mary. 

b. Mary; he only likes ti 

c. Who does Mary only like ti? 

The word only associates w~th lexical elements likes and Mary in (a), w~th  lexical element likes 

in (b), and with lexical elemelit like in (c). Thus (a) is ambiguous, but not (b) and (c). Similarly. 



in the above Chinese data, the focus marker shenzhi C-commands the verb, the object and the 

whole predicate verb phrase in (2511). so any one of them can be focused. In (25b). however. the 

focus marker lion, which adjoins to the preverbal object DP. Ccommands the preverbal object 

only, thus only the object is focuxed. The focus marker dou in this sentence M-commands the 

focused preverbal nominal, as cliscussed in the previous subsection. 

2.4 Opt~onality and triggered strong features 

2.4.1 Triggering Hypothesis 

The SOV order inuoduced in sectton 2.2.1 above brings us two questions: whether this 

order is base-generated or arises from movement, and if it arises from movement, what is the 

syntactic motivation for the mo~ement .~  

Modem Chinese is gene:rally taken to be an SVO language. That SVO order is a default 

order is shown by the fact that all SOV order sentences have a correspondent synonymous form 

of SVO order, while the other way around is not true: not all SVO sentences can have an SOV 

variation. Arguments for the moved rather than base-generated status of preverbal objects in the 

contrastive and the additive types of focusing can be found in Qu (1994) and Shyu (1995). 

Their arguments can also be applied to the restrictive type of focusing. Based on the default 

status of SVO order and the studies made by Qu (1994) and Shyu (1995). among others. I adopt 

the movement analysis for SOV order in Chinese. 

91n this chapter. I do not discuss tla: SOV order of Chincse BA-consvucdon, which has long been studied (See 
Huang 1982 andTravis 1984, amonp: ohers). 



An assumption of the Minimalist Pmgram is that all oven syntactic movement is driven 

b y  smng  feature checking. Any movement that is not triggered by a requirement of 

morphological feature checking is excluded. This is known as Last Resort and hocrastinate. 

Accordingly, I propose that the preverbal object is moved from a postverbal position to check a 

strong feature. In other words, the syntactic motivation of object shift in Chinese is suong 

feature checking. 

However, Xthe formal feature checked by the shifted object were strong In all cases in 

Chinese, we would expect that Chinese objects should always occur to the left of verbs, contrary 

to fact. Chinese is generally taken to be an SVO language, not an SOV language. With respect 

to object raising, Chomsky (1995: 352) claims that "the choice 1s arbitrary, forced, or 

unavailable as the language has optional, obligatory, or no oven object raising, respectively." 

Obviously, the latter two choices are not applicable in Chinese. Object shift is neither obligatory 

nor absent in Chinese. Thus object shift in Chinese has been taken to be optional or arbihary. In 

fact, this is not true. We have seen that a prenominal focus marker can adjoin to a shifted object, 

asin (21), but never to an in situ object (section 2.2.2). This fact implies that whenever a focus 

marker attaches to an object, the object must shift to a preverbal position. Thus, if movement of 

object in Chinese is driven by a strong formal feature, the strong value of the feature strength 

should be triggered by a focus marker which adjoins to the object DP. In other words, only 

wlien a focus marker is present with the object DP w~ll the formal feeture in the relevant 

functional head be strong. So there is a triggering relationship: a focus marker adjoined to the 

object DP mggers a strong feature in a functional head, and the object moves to the checking 

domain of the functional head to check the strong feature. This is different from the strong 



feature checking in the current literature. My Triggering Hypothesis on formal feature strength 

is as follows? 

(27) a. The defiarlt strength of a feature varies across languages. 

b. The def61ull state con be changed under certain conditions, e.g., the 

presence of a certain feature in the complement domain of x can 

trigger a chattge of a weak feature of x to strong. 

An example of a default strong feature is the strong [Q] of English interrogative C, 

satisfied by the movement of a WH phrase to Spec of CP, as in (28a) below, or by the merging 

of wlwfher or if in CP, as in (28b). R e  strength of this feature is not triggered by anything.' 

(28) a. (guess) [CP which book [P John gave to Mary] 

b. 1 wonder [CP whether [IP he left yet] 

The idea of triggering is inspired by Marantz's (1991) 'Dependent Case'. His basic idea 

is that in some languages such as Icelandic the occurrence of a certain Case feature of one 

-- 
' I1 is unclear wlrctl~c~. a defi,ult strosl: fcvturc can be lriggered to be weak. 

One rntghl say lllal the [Q] of  a W H  phrase uiggers the suong [Q] of English C. However, in (28b). *ere is no 
lQl bcforc lhe CP is ptojeclcd. 



argument i s  dependent on the C a ~ e  feature of another argument? M y  Triggering Hypothesis can 

further be exemplified by WH movement in  Iraqi Arabic (data from Wahba 1991 and Simpson 

1997). In this language, a W phrase can remain in sim if it does not merge in a tensed 

embedded clause If a WH phrase merges in  a tensed embedded clause. tt must either move to  

the Spec o f  mamx CP or co-occur with a sentence tnitial question particle (QP). 

(29) a. Mona shaafat meno? 

Monasaw whom 

'Who did Mona see? 

b. Mona raadat [tijbir Su'ad [tisa'ad meno]]? 

Mona wanted to-force Su'ad trrhelp who 

'Who did Mona want to force Su'ad to help?' 

' In Icelandic, usually the subject a marked wlth nominative Case. However, tiit class of subject erpor~encer 
verbs exhibits a different disbibution ofCaso marking: Thc subject is marked with dativo Case, and the object is 
marked with nominative case. 

(i) a. Dagmamman bakaai brauaia. 
Oleday-rnornrnyxm baked tho bread, 
'Tho day.mommy baked the brcad.' 

b. Calvini liki vorkill. 
Calvinm, like j o b - I h e ~ ~  
'Calvin likes the job.' 

(ia) exemplifies thc unmarked case of Icelandic Casc marking. In (ib) the nomcnative Case assignment u, the 
subject is blaked by quirky Dative case, hence the object gels a chance u, recenvc nominative Case. Marantz 
(1991) calls the wudural. accuwtive Casc in Icelandic a Dopondcnt Case, because it is only assigned i f  
nominative Case is assigned UI another araumcnt in the clause (also sce Sauerland 1995: 2301. This de~endent 
Case feaare enemplili& (27b) above: in- Icelandic. the ~ccu&tive Case feature of the object argument is 
uiggered by the presencool Lho Nominative Casc fmturc of the subject argument. In (ib). the nominative object 
can check the INominrllvo Casel of Inn bv a covcrl movenlcnlu, Inn. The dative subicctmiaht check the sbana 
D of Inn only. The dalive ca& as a lexical case does not conflict with a svuctu~ l  C& fealwe of Inn. A 
structuml Casc fcature clash occurs only bctween two diffcrcnl sbucaral Cases. For more discussion an case, see 
Levin and Massam (1985) and Billner and Hntc (1996a. 1996b). 



c. *Mona tsawwarat [CP Ali istara sheno]? 

Mona thought Ali bought what 

Intended: What did Mona think Ali bought? 

d. Sheno; Mona tsawwarat [CP Ali istara ti]? 

what Mona thought Ali bought 

'What did Mona think Ali bought?' 

e. sh-Isawnwit Mona [Aii mall weyn]? 

QP-thouj:ht Mona Ali went where] 

'Where did Mona think Ali went? 

t (sll-)raadat Mona Ali ygaabal meno? 

(QP)wanred Mona Ali to-meet whom 

'Whom did Mona want Ali to meet?' 

I thus assume that in language!; such as Iraqi Arabic, in the default case, C does not have a 

strong formal feature for a WH movement. However, the strong feature of C can be higgered by 

a tense feature of its embedded IN1:L. This triggered strong feature must be checked by either a 

movement uf a wh phrase or n1,:rging of a question panicle. This example shows that a strong 

feature of a functional category can be triggered by a cenain feature in the complement domain 

of the functional category. 

Thus, it seems that language parameters are stated in terms of default strength of formal 

features, rather than in terms of absolute strength of formal features. 



Let us return to Chinese object shift. Since there are both SVO and SOV orders in 

Chines, it has k e n  assumed that object shift in Chinese is opttonal (Qu 1994: 161, among 

others). The advantage of my Triggering Hypothesis is that it has more explanatory power than 

other optionality theories do, which also make reference to strong features, for example the 

arbitrary selection theory proposed by Branigan (1992: 47) in dealing with verb and object 

movement in English and ~ r e n c h . ' ~  In the vlew proposed here, an apparent optional movement 

is in fact explicitly rather than arbitrarily conditioned in the Triggering tlypothesis. If there is no 

focus marker adjoined to the object, no strong feature is triggered and thus no object shift is 

allowed. 

Notice that the focus m;irker of a preverbal object 1s phonologically null in the case of 

the conhaslive type of focusing and sometimes deletable in the cases of the additive and the 

restrictive types of focusing (See section 2.3.1). 1 assume that the ellipsis of a prenominal focus 

m d e r  is a PF process. 

(30) a. Lao Wu (lian) wan-fan dou zuo le. 

Lao Wu even evening-meal all make ASP 

'Lao Wu even made the supper.' 

b. Lao Wu (zhiyou) wan-fan cai zuo. 

Lao Wu only evening-meal only make 

'Lao Wu only made the supper.' 

'O Bramgan (1992 47) clasms that "I conclude lhal m English. as m French. Ulere a some opuonalily m Ule 
slrenglh of fcaturrs a1 lhr pint 1 ul8i;ln 1r.xi.al rums ir: dmu!~ horn ihc lexicon. When an Agr or wrb ullh 
ruung fmwrer !r cl~osn. then aver1 i~~uvclllca ulll k hued (md allowed by Rucr;lnln~al. Whcll an Agr cr 
verb wilh w a k  ~CJIU~C;  ~,chnrcn. tLr. urrn rnovelncnl udI Ix &~llowed by Pr<rrm"nale " 



c. Lao Wu (*shi) wan-fan zuo le. 

Lao Wu FM evening-meal make ASP 

'Lao Uru made the supper.' 

Triggering is a kind of syntnctic dependency. It occurs in the computation system rather 

then in the numeration. It needs cenain structural conditions, for example, only when a focus 

marker adjoins to an object, not other structural categories, will a feature of a cenain functional 

head be strong. The triggering hypothesis departs fmm the current assumption that in the course 

of computation nothing is changed npm from rearrangements of lexical properties. 

This eiggering relatio~n is the motivation of the three lypes of object shift in Chinese: 

objects move to check a strong feature of n. The question why the strong feature is in Y is the 

topic of the next subsection. 

2.4.2. liocalily constraint on uiggering? 

According to Chomsky (1995: 232), only functional heads, such as C, I or n (light verb, 

see Chomsky 1995). have strong formal features. Universally, he claims, a transitive verb has 

the following projections: 



V object 

In this tree, Spec of y is the base-position of a subject. The Case feature of the functional head I 

is always compatible with that of a nominative argument, slnce I or T has the feature [asmgn 

nominative Case] (Chomsky 1995: 277). If an argument, whether i t  is a subject or object, has a 

shuctural accusative Case feature, it is not compahble with the [assign nominative Case] feature 

of I. Thus an element with an unchecked accusative Case cannot check any feature of I. If it did, 

whatever feature i t  intended to check (e.g., ID] of I), the Case features would clash." 

Chinese does not have any morpholog~cal case marking. In Chinese, the subject of a 

hansitive verb has a structural nominative Case feature, while the direct object of a transitive 

verb has a structural accusative Case feature. 

If an element moves overtly, it checks some strong feature of another element. Since 

only functional categories such as _v, I and C can have strong features, the landing site of an 

ovenly moving element must be w~thin the checking domain of a functional head. Since an 

accusative object is not compatible with I, object shift cannot land in the checking domain of I. 

However, since a shifted object must land in the checking domain of a functional head, it is 

" Thr [ J I I L L ~  ~ ; ~ u I J U \ P  Cx:] h..o.rc 01 V has kc18 c h ~ _ k c d  III lhc chwkl~lg c1olna.n ol y b l o w  V a(loil>, W I 
W RCI iw yhi lc81ure.; rhr~LCd b) thr S U ~ ~ X L  TIIJS h) the ultw V OIOYCS 10 1. V does I I I ~  conLlln my Cuw 
lcdlurcs. TLis arsunlplnlc$ ~rnploes llmt objril mi<i!tp. a l ~ n y s  prrrrdrs V-10-1 raosing 



assumed that a strong feature of y is responsible for object shift (Chomsky 1995: 352). 

Reposing of an object means moving of the object to the cchecking domain of n. 

Notice that one Spec of !r is filled by the trace of the subject. A shifted object must 

move to a different Spec of y. The relative order of these two Specs of y,  according to 

Chomsky (1995: 358). is that the shifted object is at the inner Spec and the subject is at the 

outer Spec. This order is also co~mpatible with Travis's (1993) and Koizumi's (1995: 102) Split 

VP hypothesis, which claims that the base position of a subject is higher than both of the base 

position and the derived position of an object (A~~OP) . "  

If a focus marker which djoins to an object in Chinese triggers a strong feature, this 

strong feature can only be in y. This locality restriction on the triggering is imposed by the 

feature compatibility requirement. We have just discussed why Infl cannot be the host of the 

strong feamre responsible for accusative object shift. Thus, the landing site of a shifted 

accusative object cannot be a Spec of I. In addition, if a strong feature, say [Dl, were triggered 

in I, the subject, rather than the object, would be the closer checker. 

If, on the other hand, there is no potential feature clash between the moved element and 

the features of the Functional head, long distance triggering is possible. In the Iraqi Arabic data 

shown above, the tense feature of an embedded I trlggers a strong [Q] of the matrix C, so a WH 

phrase moves from an embedded clause to the matrix CP. There is thus no special locality 

constraint on triggering and the Triggering Hypothesis does not add any stipulations to the 

computational system. 

"For morc discussion on chis issue, sa: Cbontsky (I995 lecturc notes) and Homslein (1997a). 



Theoretically, a focus marker which adjoins to an object can also trigger a strong feature 

in C. We have assumed that Chinese subjects are at Spec of I at PF. Thus if the triggered strong 

feature is in C, the shifted object should land at CP, which is to the left of IP, and the word order 

would be OSV, not SOV. Chinece does have OSV order However, other possible derivations 

for OSV order are topicalization movement and base-generated dislocat~on. In this thesis I do 

not discuss OSV order and its derivations. 

One might pursue the possibility of verb movement tn the preverbal object conshuctions. 

Specifically, the transitive verb might move to C first, and 1P, following Kayne (1994). might 

move to Spec of C later, as shown below: 

(32) 

A 
Spec 

VP 

V Obj 

However, this denvation is impossible, since we can have post-verbal elemenls in a conshucnon 

where the object occurs to the left of the transitive verb: 



(33) a. wo jian-l:uo xtongmao san ci. 

I see-A'iP panda three time 

'I have yeen pandas three times ' 

b wo xiongmao jian-guo san ci. 

I pand.1 see-ASP three times 

'I have seen PANDAS three times.' 

If dte verb in (33b) is at C, the lposition of the post-verbal phrase, son ci here, is hard to explain. 

2.4.3 Triggered [Dl and the trigger's [Specificity] 

Our next question is what kind of strong feature is checked in Chinese object shift. We 

have seen that the three types of object shift are focus-related. One might think that the triggered 

strong feamre is [Focus], an t~ninterpretable feature, and that the focused object moves to the 

checking domain of n to check the strong [Focus] feature of n, as in the case that a WH phrase 

in English moves and checks the strong [Q] of & Alternatively, one can assume that the 

triggered strong feature on y is a categorial feature ID]. It seems that there is no empirical 

difference between a [Focus] and a categorial feature hypotheses." I choose the categorial one 

unless it is proved to be wrong. 

" The suong leaarc checking ill English lntcnogative senlcnccs cannot be a calegonal feature chefking. 
altl~oagh Chomsky (1995: 289) a5sumes thal the checker fwture might bc ID]. In Zhnng (1997b). I argue that nf 
lllc \lro*lp. I r ~ l ~ r :  I. I c:tl;,wrt.l .>I ., iu uc ~~~.I:i!vd~lc irwll <rcxs.  On thr one hand. thr awnp. future of 
onlrlrosrllvc C cm ir rll;.kaI b, I V l .  ;... ordtng lo Chumik) (1995. 290). thus II swms 11131 eilher [Vl  or ID] 
rm chcck a wagutnl IP~~UIC uf C.: 011 lllc o I I I c ~ ,  nut a11 \\I1 1 1 ~ 3 ~ 1  ~ J V C  a ID1 feature, allhough Ulcy arc all 
able to check h e  suong fcaturc of C 



The specificity requirement on the conuashve type of object shift has been pointed out 

by Tsao (1990) and Qu (1994), among others. The following (34b) and (36b) show that 

contrastive focused and resvictively focused non-specific objects cannot shift. However, 

noqspecific objects do raise in the additive type of object shift, as shown in (35b). 

(34) a. fa baocun-le yixie iiu xinfeng. (non-spe obj) 

he keep-ASP some old envelope 

'He has kept some old envelopes.' 

b. * f a  yixie iiu xinfeng haocun fie). 

be some old envelope kecp (ASP) 

(35) a. m sher~rhi baocun-iheyixie fiu xinfeng. 

he even keep-ASP some old envelope 

'He even keeps SOME OLD ENVELOPES.' 

b. fa lion yixie iiuxin-feng dou baocun-zhe. 

he eve0 some old envelope all keep-ASP 

'He even keeps SOME OLD ENVELOPES.' 

(36) a, fa rhi  mai-guo y i x i e d e  vuanrhu-bi. 

he only buy-ASP some blue ball-pen 

'He only bought SOME BLUE BALL-PENS.' 

b. *m zhiyou ykie  l n n d e  yuanzhu-bi (cai) mai-guo. 



It has been claimed that nonspecific objects cannot be raised in Hindi, Persian, Turkish, 

Korean. Hungarian, and German (Karimi 1995). However, as shown above, Chinese does allow 

nonypecific and additively focusecl objects to shift. Since the present research is on object shift in 

general, and nonspecific objects can raise in some cases. I claim that the higger feature is not 

necevwily [specificity] in Chinese. 

2.4.4 AccusativeCase and clause bound conditions of object shift 

Chinese object shift is an Accusative Case related move. Elements which do not bear 

structural [Accusative Case] fealure cannot shift. The following (37) and (38) are from Qu 

(1994: 68): 

(37) a. la daozai-It: &$bong. 

he fall-ASP floor-011 

'He fell onto the floor.' 

b. *ta di-sh;mg daozai-le. 

he flwr-oln fall-ASP 

(38) a. bianlun chixu-le sanee xiaoshi. 

debate last-ASP three hours 

'The debate lasted three hours. 

b. *bianlun sinee xiaoshi chixu-le. 

debate three hours last-ASP 



(39) a. ta shenzhi song-le yiben sl~u gei LaoLi 

he even send-ASPone book to LaoLi 

'He even sent a book to LAOLI.' 

b. *ta lian LaoLi dou song-le yiben shu. 

he ever, LaoLi all send-ASP one book 

According to the Miniilialist program, languages vary w~th  respect to which movements 

are overt and which ones covert, but all languages are assumed to have subject and object 

raising at some level for the purposes of morphological checking (Epstein. Thraisson and Z w m  

1996: 40). The Accusative Case requirement of Chinese object shift indicates that Case checking 

is involved. According to Chomsky's (1995: 265) free-rider assumption, when a strong feature 

of a functional head is checked, all the uninterpretable formal features involved are checked as 

free-riders. In the case of objcct shift here, Accusative Case feature is checked along with the 

triggered strong feature. Thus, we do not need to take object shift to be a movement of an 

object to Spec of Agro solely for the sake of checking Accusative Case feature, as assumed by 

Qu (1994). This is a desirable outcome, since objects do  not always move overtly, suggesting 

that the Case feature is not strong in Chinese. 

Object shift in Chinese 1s also sensitive to the clause bound locality condition (Qu 1994. 

among others). Compare (b) and (c) of the foliow~ng. 



LaoWu renwei [CP LaoLi hen xihuan neiben shul 

LaoWu think LaoLi very like that book 

'LaoWu thinks that LaoLi likes that book very much.' 

LaoWu renwei [CP LaoLi neiben s k i  hen xihuan 61 

LaoWu think LaoLi that book very like 

'LaoWu thinks that LaoLi likes that book very much.' 

*LaoWu wi renwei ["~LaoLi hen xihuan tl 

LaoWu that bwk think LaoLi very like 

LaoWu lenwei [- LaoLi shenzhi hen xihuan neiben shul 

LaoWu think LaoLi even very like that book 

'LaoWu thinks that LaoLi even likes that book very much.' 

1.aoWu renwei [CI,Ln~Li lian neiixn S I I I ~ ~  dou hen xihuan ti] 

LaoWu Illink LaoLi even that book all very like 

'LaoWu thinks that LaoLi even likes that book very much.' 

*LaoWu lian neiben shui dou renwei LaoLi hen xihuan ti] 

LioWu even that book all think LaoLi very like 

LuoWu n:nwei LaoLi zhi xihuan neiben shul 

LaoWu think LaoLi only like that book 

'Lao Wu thinks that Lao Li only likes that book.' 

LaoWu n:nwei [CpLa~Li  rhiyou n e i h l l i  cai xihuan ti] 

LaoWu think LaoLi only that book only like 

'Lao Wu thinks that Lao Li only likes that book.' 



c. *LaoWu ahiyou neiben shui cai renwei [CP LaoLi xihuan g] 

LaoWu only that book only think LaoLi like 

However, restructuring can unify the domains of the embedded nonfinite verb and the 

matrix control verb Into one complex, thus licensing long distance object shift, shown in the 

following. The embedded object appears to the left of the matrix verb. 

(43) a. LaoLi dasuan [PRO fany~ p d o  de shu]. 

LaoLi plan PRO translate cook DE book 

'LaoLi has planned to translate cookbooks.' 

b. LaoLi penetiao de shui dasuan [PRO fanyi ti] 

LaoLi cook DE book plan translate 

'LaoLi plans to translate COOKBOOKS.' 

c. LaoLi lian penetiao de shui dou dasuan [PRO (*don) fanyi ti] 

LaoLi even cook DE book all plan (all) translate 

'LaoLi even plans to translate COOKBOOKS.' 

d. LaoLi zhiyou penetiao de shui cai dasuan [PRO (*cai) fanyi fil 

LaoLi only cook DE book only plan (only) translate 

'LaoLi plans to hanslate COOKBOOKS only.' 



The asqumption that restructuring has taken place 1s supported by the position of the focus 

markers dou and cat, which mur.t adjoin to the mahix verbal projection, not the embedded one, 

as shown in (43c) and (43d) 

2.5 Negation and object shift 

2.5.1 Chinese sentence negation 

A sentence negation mz~rker has scope over a whole sentence and thus gives negative 

value to the sentence (Haegemnn 1995: xt).I4 There are two negation markers in Chinese: bu 

and rnei(you). Both of them <:an he used either as a constituent negation marker or as a 

sentential negation marker. The following sentences show their role as a constituent negation 

marker. 

(44) a. zheiben !;bu zui mei-yisi. 

this book most not-interesting 

'This book is the least interesting one.' 

'' In this ll~sis. I do not distinguish predicate nqation fmtn scnkncc negation. The disunction between 
predicnlc ncgation and sonlenco nctration (mewlinguistic nogalion) is shown by the two readings of (i). The 
external rwding in (i) i s  metalinguislic negation, which is in theconlert of (ii). 

(i) Thc kinn of France is not bald. 

Tor a study of ncga1,on words bu and metyou wlth respect to metalingucrttc negation, see Hsich (1996) 



b. ni de hua tai mei-daoli le. 

you DE word too not-reason ASP 

'What you say is without reason.' 

c. bu-deng-hno 

not-quai-symbol 

'sign of inequality' (t) 

When bu and rnei(yos) are used as sentence negation markers, they differ in eventuality 

type. Eventuality is a general term referring to both event processes and states (Bach 1980). 

Unbounded eventualities cot~sist of permanent states and activities such as habitual actions. 

while bounded eventualities cover var~ous processes and states which have at least one temporal 

boundary. The latter has a starting andlor endpoint which constitutes the goal or outcome of the 

event. In contrast, the former has arbitrarily a starting and/or endpoint and can start and stop at 

any time. Thus bounded eventualities can be completed or terminated, while unbounded 

eventualities can only be terminated. Bounded eventualities use rnei(you), while unbounded 

eventualities use bu. 

(45) a. ta bu b:~o-zhe zhentou shu~jiao 

he not lhold-ASP plliow sleep 

'He does not sleep by holding apillow.' 



b. ta zuotian mei bao-zhe zhentou shuijiao 

he yestenlay not hold-ASP pillow sleep 

'Me did not sleep by holding a pillow yesterday.' 

(46) a. ta bu qu ~ e i ~ u o ! '  

he not go States 

'He will nlot go to the States.' 

b. l a  mei qu Meiguo. 

'He did not go to the States.' 

c. 13 mei qu-guo Meiguo. 

he not go-ASP States 

'He has not been to the States.' 

d. *tabu qu-guo Meiguo. 

he not go-ASP States 

The contrast between the (a) and (b-c) sentences above 1s in the bundedness of the eventuality. 

Sentence (d) shaws the conflict, n ~ d  the sentence is unacceptable. Thus Chinese Neg has aspect 

features. We will discuss the interactions between negation words and the sentence final aspect 

particle L in sectior~ 4.5.2. 

'I Qs Meigw 'go to L c  Swlcs' is a bounded eucnluslily. Howcvcr, I" Ulis sentence a modality meaning is 
implied and the negation word bu in fni:l ncgatcs he mDdalily ralhcr than he bounded evenlualily. 



2.5.2 Object wsing and NegP 

A shifted object occurs to the left of the negation word in a negative sentence. This is 

uue for all the three types of object shift. The (b) sentences of (47) and (48) show object shift of 

the contrastive focusing, the (b) sentences of (49) and (50) show object shift of the additive 

focusing, and the (b) sentences of (51) and (52) show object shift of the restrictive focusing. 

(433, (49) and (51) have the negation word me,, while (48). (50) and (52) have the negation 

word bu. The (c) sentences in all of these data are unacceptable, because the shifted object 

occurs to the riglit of the negt~tion word. 

(47) a. la mei kan-guo zheiben shu. 

he not read-ASP this book 

'He has not read this book.' 

b. fa zheiben shu mei kan-goo. 

he this book not read-ASP 

'He has not read THIS BOOK.' 

c. *ta me1 d i b e n  shu kan-guo. 

he not this book read-ASP 

(48) a. la bu xilluan zheiben shu. 

he not like this book 

'He does not like this book.' 



b. ta zheibsn shu bu xihuan. 

he this book not l ike 

'He does not l ike THlS BOOK.' 

c. *la bo zk iben shu xihuan. 

he not this book l ike 

(49) a. ta shenzhi mei kan-guo zheiben shu. 

he even not read-ASP !his book 

' I le has even not read this book.' 

b. la lian zl!dben$m dou niei kan-guo. 

he even this book all not read-ASP 

'He has even not read THIS BOOK.' 

c. *ta mei li8tn zheiben shu dou kan-guo.'6 

be not even this book all read-ASP 

(50) a. la shenzhi bu xlhuan zheiben shu. 

he even not l ike this book 

'He even does not l ike this book.' 

l6 Lisa Cheng iprsonal communicalion) gave me the followtng sentence, whore the shifted object occurs ~o the 
right of t k  ncgahn word: 

(i) w <"elyou linn zltcgc bei7.i <luu riung na. 
he no1 cvcn this cup all wnnl Llkc 
'Hedid no1 wnnt loinkc even THIS CUP away.' 

I have no explanation for this 



la lian rheibenshu dou bu xlhuan. 

he even this baok all not like 

'He even does not like THIS BOOK.' 

*tabu lian zhelben shu dou xihuan. 

he not even this book all like 

ta mei kan-guo zheiben shu. 

he not read-ASP this book 

'He h:ls not read this book.' 

ta zhiyou zheiben shu mei kan-guo. 

he only this book not read-ASP 

'Only 'THIS BOOK He has not read.' 

*ta me1 zhiyou zheiben she kan-guo. 

he not only this bookread-ASP 

tabu x~huan zheiben shu. 

he not like this book 

'He does not like this book.' 

ta zhiyou zheiben shu bu xihuan. 

he only this book not like 

'Only THIS BOOK he does not like.' 

*la bu zhiyou zhetben shu xihuan. 

he not only this book like 



Similarly, ~n German, a shifted object must occur to the left of a sentential negation word 

(llaupmann 1994, Santelmann~ 1994): 

(53) weil Johann das Buch nicht kaufte 

because I. the book not bought 

"because J. did not buy the book.' 

In Romanian, a preverbal focused object must also occur to the left of a negation word. 

The following example is from Motapanyane (1997: 18). 

(54) Nimeni [nimic] nu ti-ar face fara pile. 

nobody notliitie not to-you would do without connections 

'There's nothing anyone would do for you if you do not have connections.' 

Mompanyane (1997) claims tlint in this sentence, nimic 'nothing' is in a focus position, which is 

to the left of the negtnlon won1 nu 'not'. In West Flemish, a shifted object also occurs to the left 

of a negation word (H;iegeni:~r~ 1995). 

Following Santelmann (19941, Hauptmann (1994) and Haegeman (1993, who claim that 

NegP is situated between AgrOP and VP, I assume that NegP in Chinese is beneath v"" and 

above VP, since in the present version of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) v"" takes aU 

the functions of AgrOP of the previous version of the Minimalist Pmgram, as well as hosting the 



subject. 7he above data suggest that the strong feature checklog by object shift is camed out in 

F' , which is to the left of NegP 

According to Chomsky (1993, V has to adjoin overtly to y to assign a theta role to  the 

subject, which is merged at Spec of y. If NegP is between Pa and VP, and if the V-to-y 

adjunction is overt in Chinese, we predict that either a negatlon word is to the right of a verb, d 

the negation word remains in s~tu, as shown in (55a); or a negation word and a verb will be 

adjacent all the time, if the verb first adjoins to Neg and then [Neg-Vl adjoins toy,  as shown in 

(55b). The data in (56) and (57) prove both of these predictions to be wrong: 

(55) 

y NegP - v N&P 

Neg 4 covert .............. V o j 

(56) a. ta nici nlo wan-fan. 

he not make evening-meal 

'He did not make his supper.' 

b. *ta z11o mei wan-fan. 

he make not even~ng-meal 



(59) a. ta shi meii chi zaofan. 

he FM not eat breakfast 

'He indeed did not eat breakfast.' 

b. ta shenzl~i bu xihuan xiongmao. 

he even not like panda 

'He even does not like pandas.' 

Baqed on this co-occurrence fact, I assume that Chinese focus markers always adjoin to an 

elernent, such as a non~inal DP, a PP, VP, ZP, vP, IP, or a verb. In the above two sentences, 

focus markers shi and shorzlti adjoin to either XP or vP. Focus markers do  not have 

uninterpretable features and they never head a functional category." 

2.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, based on the investigation of Chinese object shift, I have made one major 

theoretical claim, namely, that the strength of a feature c a n k  triggered to be strong. This claim 

implies that lang~lages differ in default strength of a formal feature, rather than in terms of 

absolute stronglweak parameters. Empirically speaking, I have presented a unified analysis of 

the three types of object shift. Tltey are all triggered in the same way, having the same locality 

constraints and landing at the same position with respect to a negation word. I have also 

described the syntactic properties of various focus markers. Furthermore, an additively or 

~p 

"For a dillerenl approach, sec Shyu 1995, which claims a FocusP in Chincso. 
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restrictively focused nominal is M-commanded by another focus marker. Overall, this chapter 

reveals one checking dependency in Chinese syntax: focus-related object raising. 



(57) a. la lnei ["~gei  wo] zuo wan-fan. 

he not for I make evening-meal 

'He did not make a supper for me.' 

b. *la mei zuo [ ~ ~ g e i  WO] wan-fan. 

he not make for I evening-meal 

c *la [,pgei wo] mei zuo wan-fan. 

he for 1 not make even~ng-meal 

To avoid these wrong predictions, I assume that V-to-! movement in Chinese is coven, 

as shown in (55c). Thus a sentence negation word always occurs to the left of a verb, and it can 

be separated from the verb by a phrase. Boskovic and Takahashi (1995) claim that theta features 

are strong in E~lglish. Presumably, theta features are weak in Chinese. 

Notice that overt object raising in Chinese does not require oven V raising, conmry to  

Holmberg's Generalization (HG). However, Chinese does not need to follow HG. First, HG is 

not a syntactic constraint. Holmberg (1996) argues that object shift in Scandinavian languages, 

which has been assumed to be the evidence for HG, is a PF-niovement. He restates HG as "'Obj 

Adv X, unless X is phonologk:ally empty." He also claims that "HG cannot be explained by 

conditions on derivation, observing cyclicity." Second, object shift in Chinese differs from that in 

Scandinavian languages in that a shifled object in Scandinavian languages must be [-focus1 

(Holmberg 1996). while in colntrast, a shifted object in Chinese must be [+focus]. Thus the 

interactions between the foctzs fealure of an object and the movement of an object o r  a verb 
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might be different in these two types of languages. Third, in languages such as Finnish HG does 

not hold (Koskinen 1996). Thus, it is not a flaw in our analysis that Chinese does not follow HG. 

2.5.3 Focus markers and ZP 

Laka (1994) argues that the features of funcnonal head Neg can be either [negation] or 

[emphanc affirmationl, and these two features are in complementary disuibution. That this is the 

case for English is shown by the following paradigm: 

(58) a. I didn't, as Bill thought, go to the store 

b. I did, as Bill thought, go to the store 

c. *I didnot, as Bill thought, go to the store 

In 'the above (a). Neg has [negation], while in (b) Neg has [emphatic affmationl. These two 

features cannot co-occur, as shown in the unacceptable fonn of (c). Thus instead of Neg, she 

terms the relevant functional head Z, to cover both negation and ernphatlc affimlation features. 

Unlike the English emphatic affirmative word did in the above (b) sentence, Chinese 

preverbal focus markers do  not fill the head of Z independently. They are not in complementary 

distribution with a negation word, since they can co-occur with a negation word. 



Chapter 3 Forced I Raising 

3.1 Introduction 

According to Chomsky (1995). oven movement of an element can be optional, forced or 

unava~lable in a given language. We have shown in Chapter 2 that the so called optional object 

shift in Chinese is in fact a triggered obligatory move. An object raises to check a triggered 

strong feature of v. ?be unavailability of a certain oven movement means lack of the 

corresponding strong feature. The best relevant example in Chinese is WH movement Chinese 

does not have overt WH movement. Thus in Chinese C, there is not a strong feature which 

needs to be checked by a WH phrase. However, this claim does not mean that there is no strong 

feature m Chinese C. In this chapter and the next one, I will argue for the strong feature 

checking of Chinese C. The conlent of this chapter shows that in Chinese if C is specified with a 

cenain aspect feature, it has a smmg [VI feature. The strong [V] of C forces oven raising of an 

1 element which has [V] and compatible aspect features. 

Tlaee major Issues wlll k discussed in this chapter. One is Chinese Infl. Is there any 

evidence for Chinese Infl? (section 3.2.1) What is the relationship between an aspect suffix and 

the nouon of finiteness? (section 3.2.2) n ~ e  second issue is the relation between a modal and Infl 

(secllon 3.2.3). Ihe third issue is the syntactic properties of the sentence particle le (section 

3.3.1). All of these issues have been discussed at length in the literature. The conclusions made 

by prevlous studies are controvers~al. These issues however are crucial to any approach to 

Chinese clause StNCtUreS and functional projections. 



This chapter is divided into two parts. Section 3.2 is about Chinese IP and Section 3.3 is 

on  stmng feature checking of C. The controversial issues mentioned above are discussed in the 

subsections of these two sections. Section 3.4 is a summary. 

3.2 Chinese LP 

In current work on Chinese syntax, there we two conflicting assumptions about Chinese 

Infl. Huang (1989) claims: "In Chinese, there is a fairly systematic distinction between finite 

aria non-finite clauses which may be made on the bass of the potentla1 occurrence of any 

element of AUX cetegoly (such as an aspect marker or a modal)." On the contrary, Xu (1994) 

and Y. Huang (1992) argue that since both aspect markers and modals can occur in the 

complement of control verbs, no distinction between finite and non-finite clauses can be made in 

Chinese. Thus there might be no IP in Chinese. 

In this section, I will address three issues. Is there IP in Chinese? If yes, is an aspect 

suffix on the verb a finite marked Finally, where are modals merged? 1 will leave the sentence 

final aspect panicle le, which is not a verbal suffix, to section 3.3. 

3.2.1. The feature of [Finite] in Chinese 

In Chomsky (1995). 1 or T (I hencefonh) can have [Dl. [Case] (p. 278) and [+/-Finitel 

(p. 240) features. These untnterpretable features are checked by the [Dl feature of a subject 



(including PRO) or an expletivs:, the [Case] feature of a subject and the [+/-Finite] feature of a 

verb respectively, either overtly or covertly. 

The types of lo and their features are summarized by Watanabe (1993) as the following: 

(60) a. Finite TO bears a Nominative Case feature. 

b. lnfinidval TO bears a Null Case feature, which is for PRO only. 

According to Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), PRO must bear Case. The Case PRO bean 

is called Null Case. In addition, only PRO can bear Null Case. Hornstein (19964 1997b) argues 

that PRO of obligatory control (OC) is the residue of movement, i.e. it is equivalent to an NP 

trace, and PRO is what we call an NP-trace when movement is to a theta position. PRO of Non- 

obligatory control (NOC), however, is a null pronoun, i.e, pro. Instead of the Null Case 

hypothesis, he proposes that OC PRO is an NP trace of its 'controller'. The conaoller checks its 

Case feature in the higher selecting clause. NOC PRO, on the other hand, does not have a Case 

feature. He claims that both 0 (3  PRO and NOC PRO are restricted to the Spec of non-finite I. 

(P. 19). 

Regardless whether or not Homstein is right on his analysis of PRO, a generally 

recognized fact is that a speci;!l kind of empty category is related to non-finite Infl. This empty 

category has the following properlies. It is merged as an argument to a verbal projection," it is 

' PRO u<u:.lly is an rrl:ro8l arguolrol. Ilo*c%rr. III E n ~ l h h  scnlcnccs wrh as the lolloulng. PRO can bc an 
intcrn4 lrpumrnl. Chinrrr dwr nut lhxce a cnnrrp~ndin,: form 

(i) Tbcy want PRO, lo be soen 1, by (he audience. 



assigned a theta role by the verb, and it can never be replaced with a nominative nominal (NP or 

pronoun). In otlier words, the subject being obligatorily null is related to the non-finiteness of I. 

In Chinese, there is no evidence for temporal tense (see Cheng and Tang 1996, among 

others). Thus [+/-Finitel features do  not relate to tense morpheme of a verb. However, the 

empty category mentioned above, the obligatonly null subject, does exist in Chinese and 

contrasts with other kinds of subjects. Sentences like (61) contrast with (62) in that they allow 

only null subjects. 

(61) a. ta shitu PRO mausho wo. 

he try PRO murder me 

He tried to kill me. 

b. *fa shiru @ mousha wo. 

he try lie murder me 

c. *la shitu L d g u g  mousha wo. 

he try Lao Wang murder me 

(62) a. Xiao Wangi shuo [proi knndao-le Lao Li] 

Xiao Wang say [pro see-ASP Lao Li 

'Xiao Wang said that he had seen Lao Li.' 

b. Xiao Wangi shuo [h kandao-le Lao Lil 

Xiao Wang say [he see-ASP Lao Li 

'Xiao Wang said that he had seen Lao Li.' 



b Xiao Wang shuo [ L m  kandao-le Lao Li] 

Xiao Viiang say [Lao Wang see-ASP Lao Li 

'Xiao 'Vang said that Lao Wang had seen Lao Li.' 

In the complement clauses of certain verbs, normally called control verbs, the subject, 

which bears an independent theta role, cannot be realized phonologically.'9 According to a 

generally accepted assumptio~t, I-finitel 1nfl0 has a checking relation with an obligatorily null 

subject, which is PRO. If the contrast between an obligatorily null subject and an overt subject 

exists in Chinese, the contrast between [+finite] and [-finite] must occur in Chinese, and thus the 

functional category I is required in Chinese. 

3.2.2. Aspect suffixes and Infl 

This section argues that aspect suffixes on verbs are not finite markers in Chinese, 

contrary to Huang (1989) (set: the citation on page 62). 

Verbs wliose subjects must be null do allow aspect markers, as pointed out by Xu (1994) 

and Y. Huang (1992). Coolpare (63a) with (63b): 

"Scc ChangandTang (1995) for a dewllcd closnficaianofChincso conlrol ucrbs. 



(63) a. Wo qing ta [PRO chi-gu fan]. 

I invlte him eat-ASP meal 

'I have invited him to have a dinner.' (And he ate.) 

(The invitadon was accepted.) 

b. Wo q i a g - u  la [PRO chi fan]. 

I invite-ASP him eat meal 

'I have invited him to have a dinner.' (He may or may not have eaten.) 

(The invitation may or may not have been accepted.) 

Gdo is a stative perfect aspect marker (Smith 1994). It occurs with the embedded infinitival 

verb chi 'eat' in (63a). The scope of this aspect marker is the lower clause, denoting the 

completion of the eating. The scope of guo in (63b) IS the momx clause, denoting the 

completion of the inviting. The sentence does not specify whether the act of eating is completed 

or not. 

Li (1990) assumes that although an embedded verb such as chi 'eat' in (63a) can take an 

aspect marker, this aspect n~arker can only be linked to the masix verb. She claims that aspect 

suffixes are finite markers, end that infinitivals thus do not allow a:] aspect marker. But 

comparing (63a) with (63b), we find that when the aspect marker guo is suffixed to a verb in the 

complement clause it has a meaning different fmm when it is suffixed to the matrix verb. 

Infinitivals therefore do allow independent aspect markers. 



For control verbs, the event expressed by a control verb and the event expressed by its 

infinitival complement must b: related. Let us call them control event and complement event 

respectively. There are two w)ssible temporal relations. One is that a control event is before the 

complement event: a sequential relation. The other is that a control event and the complement 

event me at the same time: a simultaneous relation." 

For sequenttal cases, the attachment of the aspect marker to the matrix verb or to the 

embedded verb makes a differe:nce to the interpretation, as shown in (63) above. 

For simultaneous cases, as sliow~~ in (64). the attachment of an aspect marker to the 

m:tuix verb or to the embedded verb has no effect on the scope of the aspectual viewpoint for 

the whole sentence (Flere the tenn "view point" is in the sense of Smith (1994). Perfect and 

imperfect are two major viewpoints.). In either case, guo means the completion of both actions. 

But the contrastive meaning or the scope of the emphasis is different. 

(64) a wo pei Lisi [PRO guang-gj!g gongyuan]. 

I :scompnny Lisi PRO stroll-ASP park 

I have accompsnied Lisi to stroll in a park. 

(this is one of the things we did.) 

b, wo pei-ello Lisi [PRO guang gongyuan]. 

1 nccomp:~ny-ASP Lisi PRO stroll park 

1 have accompanied Lisi to stmll in a park. 

(this is one of the things I did.) 

" A sitr,~lar discusston os the anlporal rclatios bolwcen a mausx verb and iu infinitival compbment, and 
bclween a gerund and its conlrot verb in English can be found in S:owe11 (1982: 563). For another sludy on the 
lcn~ponl sernontics of English vcrbs, sec Cowper (1991). 



In (64a), the scope of the emphasis is both the control event and the completnent event. 

However, in (64b). the scope of the focus is the control event only. It ts narrower than that of 

(64a). 

Since an aspect marker suffixed on a verb in a complement clause gives a different 

meaning from the one suffixcd on the matrix verb, it cannot be the case that an aspect marker on 

the embedded verb IS construed wlth the mamx verb. There is a contrast between the presence 

and the absence of an aspect suffix on the embedded verb, as shown in (63). Therefore, aspect 

suffixes can occur m enher finite or non-finite clauses."' They me melevant to the distinction 

Wtween finite and non-finite clauses. Chinese aspect suffix, unlike English tense marker, 

therefore does not correlate with the distinct~on between Nominative Case and Null Case. 

lo Chinese all aspect markers indicate a realis with respect to a reference time. The 

otiligatory absence of an aspect marker contrasts w~th  other cases in that it indicates an inealis 

meaning with respect to a reference tlme. Aspect features indicated by a verbal suffix are 

interpretable, because they encode certain tetnporal relatlon between :in eventuality and a 

reference ume. According to Chomsky (1995). interpretable features do not need checking. 

Unless aspect suffixes have some uninterpretable features, they do not enter into checking 

relation with features of another element (See Cheng 1989 for a discussion on Chinese aspects 

and Cowper 1997 for a discussioti on realis features) 

In section 3.3 1 will show that unlike aspect suffixes, the aspect particle le, which is an 

independent word occurring at the end of a sentence, does relate to Infl 

" Funher sludrcs arc requnrod lo cxplaln why nspwt su(lircs such as gtro cannot oecur wtlh both a conuol verb 
and the ernbeddcd verb ~~rnullaneously 



3.2.3. Chinese modals and Infl 

Modality, or mood, is the semantic category through which speakers convey their 

attitude toward the truth of their asserlions (called epistemic modality) or express obligation, 

pennission, or suggestion (called root rnwfality). The sentences in the following pain differ as to 

their episternic mhlality. 

(65) a. She has probably left town by now. (probability) 

b. She has left town by now. (assertion) 

(66) a. Hany must've been very tall when he was young. (conjecture) 

b. Harry was very tall when he was young. (assertion) 

(67) a. They ney come to the party. (possibility) 

b. They are coming to the party. (assertion) 

And those in the following pairs differ as lo their root modality 

(68) a. IIe niusl come tomorrow. 

b. He is coming tomorrow. 

(69) a. They may take the dishes away. 

b. They are taking the dishes away. 

(command) 

(statement) 

(permission) 

(statement) 



Tiie two types of modality are interrelated, as witnessed by the fact that the same words (must 

and m y ,  among others) can denote either type, depending on the context. Modality may be 

expressed through auxiliary verbs, such as may, should, or must, which are called modal 

auxiliaries; through modal verbs like order, assume, and allow, through modal adverbs like 

possibly or cerm~nly; and in some languages through affixes attached to verbs or nouns. The 

latter type is common in American Indian languages (Finegan 1994). 

From the above introducttoti, we can see that the syntactic categorial realizations of 

modality are different across languages, and even within one language. 

The distinctions between modal adverbs and other modal words in Chinese can be shown 

by tests such as VP ellipsis. In the follow~ng, those that cannot occur in the VP ellipsis 

constructions are modal adverbs. Those that can are not adverbs. I will call the latter group 

"niodals". Modal adverbs appear in (70a) and (70b). while modals appear in (70c) and (70d). 

(70) a *LaoWang &2!g mat-le neiben shu, XiaoLi ye kmdbg. 

LaoWaag surely buy-ASP that bwk XiaoLi also sorely 

b. *LaoWang &gg mai-guo neiben shu, XiaoLi ye &&i 

LaoWnng possibly buy-ASP that book XiaoLi also poss~bly 

c. LaoWang krw~ mai-guo neiben shu, XiaoLi ye &mg. 

LaoWang might buy-ASP that book XiaoLi also m~ght 

'LaoWang might have bought that book, so m~ght XiaoLi.' 



d. LaoWang .- mai neiben shu, XiaoLi ye M. 

LaoWang should bvy that book XiaoLi also should 

'LaoWang should buy that book, so should XiaoLi.' 

Some Chinese modals, such as yinggai, yingdang, gai 'ought to, shonld', neng 'may, be 

abl? to, has permission to', hui 'be able to, will, know how', dei 'must, ought to' have both 

epistemic and root readings. Others, such as nenggou 'be able to*, keyi 'be able to, has 

permission to', gun 'dare', ken 'be willing to', bixu 'must, ought to', have only a root reading 

(LI 1981. Li and Thompson 1981: 182). 

One of the current assumptions about Chinese mcdals is they are all base-generated at 

the head of MP (modal phrase, also called IP) (Cheng 1991). An alternative view is that 

epistemic modals are lnfl words and root nlodals are words in the hend of 'predicate', a 

functional projection lower than IP (Tang 1990). A third assumption is that all modals are verbs 

and epistemic modals are raisiny, verbs and root modals are generally control verbs (Lin and 

Tang 1996). This assumption claims that unlike ep~stemic modals, root mcdals assign a thematic 

role to their subject. The suggestion that epistemic nlodals are raising verbs which do  not assign 

a thematic role to their subject whereas root modals are control verbs which do  assign a 

thematic role to their subject goes back at least to Ross (1969). Kiparsky (1970), and Perlmutter 



(1970)." Huang (1988) made a similar suggestion for Chinese, namely that epistemic mcdals 

appear in raising constructions, while root modals head control constructions, since the root 

medals semantically select their subjects, while epistemic modals do not. I support Huang's 

(1988) and Lin and Tang's (1996) claim, and will discuss constructions of Chinese modals in 

control comple~nents and stacked modals, and the interactions of modals with aspect suffixes, 

with focus markers, and wrth complement shift. In this discussion I will show why epistemic 

modals occur only in finite cl:\uses. 

Chinese modals have two properties consistently. First, they do not take a nominal 

complement. If a modal is eitlter a control verb or a raising verb, it does not c-select nominals. 

Thus mcdals differ from canonical transitive verbs. 

Second, Chinese modals do not take any of the aspect suffixes. In this way they are 

different from ordinary verbs. Epislenllc modals do not bzar aspect features, because the 

speaker's attitude toward the truth of his or her assertions is always contemporaneous with the 

mdment of speech. This temporal notion 1s not a durational one. Chinese does not have any 

aspect marker to encode a non-durational moment of speech." If a temporal expression co- 

occurs with an epistermc modal, i t  1s always construed with the eventuality expressed by the 

assenion, rather than with tlie speaker's attttude toward the uuth of the assertion. In the 

Boskovic (1994) argues against a convat analyss of English roo1 madals. He claims that slnce the 
complement of B modal lacks lo. it docs not have an IP. Thus if PRO appears m a bare W, as in (i), il will k 
governed. 

(i) John can [,,PRO swml 

This wgumenlation has no karsng on Chinese, whcx tht prescncc or an 1P does not depend on mry oven marker 
corresponding to Exnglish lo. 
2, The adverb ihrngrai 'right now' and the aspeel suffix -rhe are compalible with durauonal temwral notion. 



follow~ng sentence, qe-man 'I;~st yeu'  is related to the asserted qu-guo Meiguo 'have k e n  to 

the States,' rather than yinggai 'might'. 

(71) ta qo-nian yinggai qu-goo Meiguo. 

he last-year might go-ASP States 

'He might have been to the States last year.' 

Root modals, however, bear an intrinsic [-realis] aspect feature, which takes a null form 

in Clliaese. Root modals select [+iniperativel CP, and the verb of this imperative CP also beam 

[-realis] (McGinnis 1993, Cowper 1997). 

In subseclions 3.2.3.1 tllrough 3.2.3.5 below, I will discuss five issues regarding Chinese 

modals. These issues have not been explored in the literature. 

3.2.3.1. Modals in control complements 

Modals in the epistemic leading cannot occur in the complement of a control verb, while 

modals in the mot reading can. Generally, bixu can only be a root modal, while dei can be either 

a root modal or an ep~sfemic modal. 

(72) ta bi wo PRO & zai liang-tian nei wancheng. (Xu 1994) 

be force me PRO most at 2-day in complete 

'He forced me to cot~iplete (the job) within two days.' 



(73) a, ta zhun &j lai. 

he certainly will come 

'He will certainly come.' (epis) 

b. ta &i Iai. 

he must come 

'He must come.' (root) 

c. ta bi wo PRO &i zai liang-tian nei wancheng. 

he force me PRO must at Zday in complete 

'He forced me to complete (the job) within two days.' 

(dci is an ambiguous modal, but here it has only a root meaning.) 

These examples show that epistemic modals cannot occur in the complement of a control 

verb, while root modals can. As we know, control verbs t~sually encode an illocutionary force. 

The evenmalily expressed by the control complement clause and the eventuality expressed by 

the control verb must have a certain kind of temporal, cause-result, or other logical relation. 

Hdwever, a speaker's attitude toward the truth of his or her assertions is always independent of 

another eventuality. Not only epistemic modals, but also epistemic adverbs, both of which 

express a speaker's attitude, are absent in the complement clause of control verbs. 

(74) *He forced her PRO to have probably left town by now. 



The above discussion shows that root modals can occur in infinitival clauses, while 

epistemic modals cannot. 

3.2.3.2. Double modals 

An epistemic modal in $Chinese can immediately be followed by another modal. In (75a) 

lhe first modal has an epistemil: reading, while the other one has a root reading. In (75b) both 

modals have an epistemic reading. 

(75) a. ta u j  _key? xie zl~eiyang de wenzhang. 

iie should can write such DE arucle 

'He should be able to write such articles.' 

b. t a m ! !  hui lai. 

he should will come 

'He will come.' 

c. *ta h i  y i y i  x ~ e  zheiyang de wenzhang. 

he can should write such DE article 

d. *ta k g i  n.ejg ... 

he can can 

Recall that ylngar and hui can have either an eplsternic or a root reading, while keyi and neng 

cat) l~ave only root redding. I s  (7%) and (75b), the first modal can be read as epistemic, while in 



(75c) and (75d), the first modal must be a root modal, which cannot be followed by another 

modal. 

The order of these two kinds of modals demonstrates a structural distinction. Thrainsson 

and Vikner (1992) show that in Danish and Icelandic, a root modal can be embedded under an 

epistemic modal, a case similiu to (75a), an ep~stemic modal can be embedded under another 

epistemic modal. a case simll;u to (75b). and finally, in Danish, a root modal can be embedded 

under another root modal, as in the unacceptable Chinese (75d). Thus the impossibility of 

stacking two root modals is a language particular constraint. However, as in other languages 

such as Danish and Icelandic, where two modals can be stacked, there is no case when the fust 

one is a root modal and the second one is an epistem~c modal. If we follow Auang (1988) and 

Lin and Tang (1996) in assuming that root modals are control verbs, this stackability constraint 

is explained. We just discussed in section 3.2.3.1 above that an epistemic modal cannot occur in 

a control complement. 

3.2.3.3. Modals and aspect suffixes 

Only epistemic modalc allow following verbs to take an aspect suffix. Root modals do 

not. as mentioned by Tang (1990:88). 

(76) a. ta hui zai kan-& shu ma? (epistemic) 

he may ;it read-ASP book Q 

'Might he be reading books?' 



b. la hui q o - r n  Meiguo ma? 

he may go-ASP America Q 

'Might ht: have been to America?' 

(77) a. ta hui bao jiaozi ma? 

he can wrap dumpling Q 

'Does he know how to wrap dumpling?' (rwt) 

'Will he make dumplings?' (epistemic) 

b. ta hui bao-& jiaozl ma? (epistemic only) 

he may *,rap-ASP dumpling Q 

'Might h,: be wrapping dumplings now?' 

In Chinese, an eventuality with an aspect of irrealis w~th  respect to a reference time does 

not allow an aspect mxker. Root modals are universally specified [-realis]. As we mentioned 

before (p.73). root modnls sel:ect [+imperative] CP (McGinnis 1993). thus the verb of this 

imperative CP is :also [-realis]. The form of [-realis] aspect is null in Chinese. So neither root 

modals themselves nor the verbs following them take any aspect suffix. On the other hand, 

Chinese epistemic modals do not take any aspect suffixes, as discussed on page 72, nor do  they 

place any aspectuial restr~ctions on their complement. Thus epistemic modals can be followed by 

verbs w~th an aspect suffix. 

In section 3.3.2, 1 presented the data in which control verbs can have aspect suffixes and 

the verbs following the control verbs can also have aspect suffixes. If the analysis of root mcdals 

as control verbs is on the right track, then root modals differ from ordinary control verbs in not 



taking an aspect suffix and not allowlng the following verb to take an aspect suffix. Thus root 

modals can be a subset of control verbs. What makes them different from other control verbs IS 

that both the root modals and their complements are specified as [-realis], which takes a nuU 

fom. 

3.2.3.4. Modals and focus markers 

Shi is a focus marker m Chinesc. It occurs before a constituent and marks the 

constituent as 'focused'. (See Chapter 2 for discussion) 

(78) a. wo zuotian xi-le ylfu. 

I yesterday wash-ASP clothes 

'I washed clothes yesterday.' 

b. shi wo zuotian xi-le yifu. 

FM I yesterday wash-ASP clothes 

' I  washed clothes yesterday.' (The subject is focused.) 

c. wo shi zuotian xi-le yifu. 

I F yesterday wash-Aspclothes 

' I  washed clothes YESTERDAY.' (adjunct zuotian is focused.) 

d. wo zuotian shi XI-le yifu. 

1 yesterday F wash-ASP clothes 

'I WASHED CLOTHES yesterday.' (one of the readings: VP is focused.) 



As discussed in section 2.2.2, one of the consvaints on the distribution of shi is that it 

cannot occur with an in situ co'mplement of a hansitive verb. 

(79) a *wo zo)tlan XI-le slli ylfu. 

I yesterday wash-ASP FM clothes 

b. *I;! bi wo slli PRO made  neiben sllu 

he force me FM PRO buy-ASP that book 

In (79n). shi occurs before the in situ direct object yifir 'clothes'. In (79b), shi occurs before the 

infinitival CP complement of the control verb hi 'force'. If we accept Tsai's (1995) claim that 

Chinese CPs are Case-marked, then the complement clause of a control verb is directly Case- 

marked by the control verb. Both (79n) and (79b) are mled out for the same reason (see section 

2.4 for details). 

The focus marker shi can occur to the right of an epistemic modal, but not to the right of 

a m t  modal. This is shown below. 

(80) a. la ylnggni s l ~ i  qu Niuyue le. 

he should FM go New-York Particle 

'He rnu!it HAVE GONE TO NEW YORK.' (epistemic only) 

b. *la keyi shi qu Niuyue (le). 

he can FM go New-York (Particle). (root) 



Sentence (80a) shows that slri can occur between an epistemic modal and its complement. 

Sentence (80b) shows that shi cannot occur between a root modal and its complement. If we 

follow Huang (1988) and Lin and Tang (1996) to assume that epistemic mcdals are raising verbs 

and mot modals are conh.01 verbs, we can explain the parallel between (79b) and (80h). In both 

cases, shi occurs before a Case-marked CP. Both sentences are unacceptable. However, slnce 

mising verbs select IP rather then CP, the occurrence of the focus marker shi is not blocked in 

(80a). In other words, like other Chinese control verbs, root modals c-select or Case-mark CP, 

wliile epistemic rnodals do not. 

3.2.3.5. Modals and complement shift 

Based on our analysis of feature checking in focus sentences in Chapter 2, we can 

assume that when a Case-marked complement is focused, a strong feature is higgered inn, and 

the strong feature can be checked by the movement of the complement to the checking domain 

of 4. Thus the gramrnaticality of the following sentences is expected: 

(81) a. ta keyi [he yi-bei jiu]. 

he can drink one-cup wine 

'He can drink a cup of wme. 



b ta [he yi-he, jiul keyi. 

he drii~k oae-cup winecun 

'He can DRINK A CUP OF WINE.' 

In section 2.4.4 1 showed that elements which do  not bear [Accusative Case] cannot 

shift. In the case of episternic modals, their complements, which are Ips, are not Case-marked. 

?hey do not trigger any srnlng features in x. Thus there is no motivation for moving of the 

complement to the checking domeln of y. No epistemic reading of the modals is allowed in the 

following, as expected. 

(82) a. tn yinggai [he-guo yi-bei jiul. 

he sho~~ld  drink-ASP one-cup wine 

'He might have drunk a cup of wlne.' 

ti. *ta [he-guo yi-bei jiul ylnggal. 

hc drink-ASP one-cup wine should 

Notice that restructuring is possible for both control and raising constructions: 

(83) a. ta key; [he nei-be1 jii~l. 

be cnn drink rhat-cup wlne 

'He can drink that cup of wine.' 



b. la riel-bei jiu key! he. 

he that-cup wtne can drink 

'He c;~n drink a cup of wrne.' 

(84) a ta yinggai kan-guo neiben sllu le. 

he should read-ASP that book ASP 

'He rntght have read that book.' 

b. ta nelhen shu ylnggai kan-guo le. 

he that book should read-ASP ASP 

'He nugltt have read that book.' 

The above discussion shows that epistemic modals and root modals are different types of 

verbs. ?he conclusion of this section (3.2) is that Chinese hss IP, which 1s related to the 

existence of PRO, rather than to the presence of an aspect suffix or a modal in general. 



3.3 Chinese I raising 

33.1  The deictic anchor of the particle le 

Chinese aspect markers include the verbal suffixes such as -1e. -guo, -zhe and the 

sentence-final panicle le. The sentence-final particle le can co-occur with the suffix -le.'4 

(85) tn chi-le fan le. 

he eat-ASP meal ASP 

'He has eaten a meal.' 

All of these aspect matkers express realis aspect with respect to a reference time. Among 

the realis aspect rna~kers, the verbal suflixes -1e and -guo are specified as i+complete], while - 

ihe is spec~fied as I-completel. Sentence-final le, however, is unspecified for [+I- complete]. It 

can occur in either [+cornplea J or [-complete] contexts: 

z4 in this rcscarch. I do not discuss lhc le wllicln isexchosgeabic with the ~nlerjcctian lo.as in the following: 

(i) f8sgzi Wi >.la" Iclla. 
housc tno.much slnall  IN'^ 
'Thc housc is too s~s:tIl!' 

(ii) rhcigc hasla z ~ i i  l~vo ldd .  

Illis mclltod must gwd INr 
'This tn>~ltwd is l l ~ :  best!' 

This Ie occurs only aIlcr an adjccuve which is modified by adogrec adverb. Itdocs ml have any aspect meaning. 



(86) a. ta mai cidian le. 

he buy dict~onary ASP 

'He has bought a dicnonary.' I+ completel 

b. ta shangdaxue le. 

he go university ASP 

'He has been studying in a university.' [-complete] 

If the aspect of a predicate IS imalis w~th reFpect to a reference time, no aspect marker b 

allowed. lrrealis aspect, as in (87), cannot be expressed by the parncle le, or any other aspect 

markers." 

(87) a. zanmen ting yinyue ba! 

we listen music IMP 

'Let us listen to some music!' 

b. *zanrnen ting yinyue le ba! 

we listen music ASP IMP 

The above (86) and (87) show that one of the feamres of the particle le is realis with 

respect to a reference lime ([+realis]), rather than [+complete]. 

In the lollowing scntenee, scntctlco final parttcle le is consuud with L c  mauir CP. where Ulo predicate verb 
isyao 'want', rathcr lhan lhe embedded CP, where the predicate verb is chi 'eal'. Yoo 'want' is realis. while chi 
'eat' is inealis. 

(i) .wo y o  chi Van 1%. 
I want eat mwl ASP 
'I am going local a meal now. 



The other feature of the panicle le is to anchor on a deictic time, which is the moment of 

speech. As observed by Li and Thompson (1981: 240). "The basic communicative function of le 

is to signal a 'Currently Relevant State' (abbreviated as CRS). What this means is that le claims 

that a state of affairs has special current relevance with respect to some panicular situation." 

Tlle pmicle le usually occurs only in evetttualities relevant to the time of speaking. In the 

following (88) and (89). the (a) sentences, which do not have the panicle le. describe the past 

eventualities 'writing a novel' and 'buying a dictionary.' while (b) sentences, where the panicle 

Ic shows up, relate the eventualities to the speech time, emphas~zing the change of the situation. 

(88) a. la xie-guo xiaoshuo. 

he writ,:-ASP novel 

'He (once) wrote a novel.' 

b. ta xie-guo xiaoshuo le. 

he wroie-ASP novel 

'He has written the novel.' 

(89) a. ta qu-oian mai-le fangzi. 

11e lost-year buy-ASP house 

'I bought a house last year.' 

b. ta qu-nian mai fangri le. 

he isst-ye;!r buy llouse ASP 

'He bb~gh t  a house last year.' 



Summarizing, the part~cle le shares w~th other aspect markers the feature of realis with 

respect to a reference time ([+realis]). However, it differs from them in that it has the feature of 

anchoring on a deictic time ([+deictic]). 

3.3.2 The base position of the particle le 

Usually, selllellce final positions are filled by a Comple~nentlzer particle such a? ma for 

yes-no interrogative, a for exclamatory, and ha for impemtlve or interrogative with conjecture. 

Hdwever, the particle le does not speclfy sentence force as a Complement~zer does. One 

argument agalnst Complementizer status for the particle le is that it can co-occur with an 

intenogative Coniplementirer. 

(90) a. ta chi-guo rao-fan le ma? 

he eat-ASP mornlng-meal ASP Q 

'Has he eaten the breakfast?' 

b. ni lie jiu le ha? 

you drink wine ASP Q 

'You most have drunk wine, haven't you?' 

If particle le specifies illocutlon;lry folce, i t  shoold not occur m an lntemgative sentence, as in 

(90). Thus, it is unlikely that parucle le is base-generated in C 



Since it is unlikely that the particle le is base-generated at C, I assume that its base- 

position is This claim is supponed by the fact that the panicle le licenses subject pro." 

111 the following I exclutie examples with sentence-final le appearing immediately after a 

verb, since lc in suclt cases could be either a particle or a verbal suffix. All instances of sentence- 

final le in the following exampies are clearly particles, not verbal suffixes. I also exclude echo 

interpretations and interpretations containing contrastive emphasis under some special contexts. 

(91) a. tachi-guo zao-fan le. 

he eat-~SI'mornin&-meal ASP 

'He bits eaten the breakfast.' 

b. la chi-guo zao-fan. 

he eat-Asl, morning-meal 

'He ate the breakfast.' 

c. chi-gun zao-fan le. 

eat-ASP nnorning-meal ASP 

'(pro) him eaten the breakfast.' 

d. *chi-guo zao-fan. 

eat-ASP morning-meal 

" Sybcmn (1997) also ctcims ihnt particle lr heads TPIIP. 
2, Cheng (1989) also clililns Ills1 pro is liccnsul by an aspect markcr. Howevcr, tho dam in her section of 'The 
licensing of pro" show that lhcr work is an h e  rolalion bolwcen an object pro and a verbal sulfir aspect marker. 
My work hcro is on the relation bclween a subject pro and a scnloncc final aspect particle. We are invesligating 
different questions. 



(92) a. wo mni-le neiben shu le. 

I buy-ASP that book ASP 

'I have bought that book.' 

b. wo m;~i-le neiben shu. 

I buy-ASP that book 

'I bought that book.' 

c. mai-le neiben shu le. 

buy-ASP that book ASP 

'(pro) have bought that book.' 

d. *mai-le neiben shu. 

buy-ASP that book 

(93) Ques: 'Where is Xiao Wang?' 

Ans: a. ta (yijing) qu Niuyue le. 

he (already) go New-York asp 

'He h:~s (already) gone to New York.' 

b. fa (yijing) qu-le Nioyoe. 

he (already) go-ASP New-York 

'He has (already) gone to New York.' 

c. qu Niuyue le. 

go New-York ASP 

'He has gone to New York.' 



d. *qu-le Ninyue. 

go-ASP New York 

In the ahove data, either an overt subject or a particle le is required to make the sentence 

acceptable. When the subject is null, a pro is assumed to be in the subject position. 

It is generally assumed that PRO and pro are in complementary distribution in subject 

position. PRO occurs in [-finile] IP only, while pro occurs in [+finite] IP only." It is thus 

possible that particle le, which is tlre licenser of pro, is related to [+Finite]. In other words, le 

can enter into a checking relation with pro to check [Nominative Case]. Recall that one syntactic 

feature of I which licenses I'RI:) is [-Finite]. I thus cldm that particle le is a finite marker. It 

never appears w~th  subject PRO. It is base-generated at 1 and has the features [+Finitel and 

[Notninntive Case]. 

Notice thnt in the above discussion I do not intend that [+Finite] l must always be 

encoded by le. In fact, the occurrence of the particle lc is rather restricted. For example, if there 

,s a numeral expression s l  Ihe scnfence, tile parltcle lc needs another element such as the verbal 

suffix -1e or adverb jiu 'then' to co-occur for an unclear reason: 

Sec Hornstein (19%b) lor a dillcrent clussilicalion. His pro includcs Non.obligatory ConUol PRO, which is 
licensed t)y 1-finitoj IPICP. Chinerc parliclc l a  door not occur wilh Non-obligatory Conuol PRO, as shown below: 

(i) [FROxuc wai-yul hcn youyong. 
PRO lwrn lorcigo..lnnguage very useful 
'Laming u foreign languagc is usclul.' 

(ii) *[FRO ruc wax-yu lel hcn youyong. 
inanded: 'I4avisg learned n foreign langungc is uscrul.' 

Thus parllclc le is nevcr rclilled Lo s non-finilc Inn and Hornskin's (1996b. 1997b) classincation does no1 alfect 
lllc cut>clusion mndc in *>is tl>csir. 



(94) a. la mai-le sanben shu. 

he buy-ASP three book 

'He bought three books.' 

b. *ta ma1 sanben shu le. 

he buy three book ASP 

c. ta mai-le sanben shu le. 

he buy-ASP three book ASP 

'He has bought three books.' 

(95) a. shisall nian qlan ta (jis) mai-le fangzi. 

thirteen year before he then buy-ASP house 

'He bought a house (as early as) thirteen years ago.' 

b. *shisan nian qian ta mai fangzi le. 

thirteen year before he buy house ASP 

c. shisan nian qian ta jiu mai fangzi le. 

tllirtee!~ year before he then buy llouse ASP 

'He bought a house as early as thirteen years ago.' 

The unacceptability of the (b) sentences above is due to the interactions between the particle le 

and a numeral expression. and is not related to the finiteness of the sentence. Discussion of the 

interactions is beyond the scope of the present thesis. What is relevant here is that sentences 

without particle le can also be finite. This can also be shown by the fact that subject pro can also 



be licensed by pronominal binding. In the following sentences, pro in (a) and the oven pronoun 

ra 'he' in (b) are both bound by the mahix subject (Huang 1984. Cheng 1989: 35). 

(96) a. Xiao Wang, shuo [pro, kandao-le Lao Lil 

Xiao Wang say [pro see-ASP Lao Lil 

'Xiao Wa~ng said that he had seen Lao Li.' 

b. Xiao Wang, shuo [la, kandao-le Lao Li] 

Xiao Wang say [he see-ASP Lao Lil 

'Xiao Walig satd that he had seen Lao Li.' 

The above discussion ahows that sentences without particle le can also be finite. 

However, when the p;lrticle le is present, the relevant INFL must be [+Finite]. Thus neither of 

the two facts, that some finite clauses do not have particle le and that some subject pros are 

licensed by elements other than particle le, affects the claim that le can license a subject pro and 

can indicate that the clause is [+Finite]. 

The particle le can co-or:cur with either epistemtc or root medals, which are in V, not m 

I, as argued by Lin and Tang (1996). The modal yinggai 'should' in the following (a) and (c) is 

an epistemic modal, while the modal neng 'can' in the following (b) and (c) is a root modal. 

(97) a. t:t yitlgai kan-guo zlieiben shu le. 

he mtght read-ASP this book ASP 

'Ile might have r a ~ d  this book.' 



b. ta neng kal che le. 

he can drive car ASP 

'He is able to drive a car (IIOW).' 

c. ta yinggai neng kai che le. 

he rnlght can drive car ASP 

'He might be able to drive a car (now).' 

If the base position of pan~cle le is I, whlch is between CP and vP, and the base position 

of a modal is V, the co-occurrence of a modal and particle le is expected. 

3.3.3 Particle le raising 

I argued on page 86 that the particle le cannot be base-generated in C. How does the 

particle le come to be at the end of a sentence? One possible explanation IS that it adjoins to C 



before the whole I P  raises to  Spec of CP.19 This is a le raising assumption. Alternatively, the 

complement of I might move to  Spec of I before the whole IP raises to  Spec of CP (Syksma 

1997). This is a VP raising assumption. Bo th  assumptions can derive the S-V-O-le-(ma) order, 

as in (90). They are illusuated by the fol lowing diagrams: 

" C-final order can also bc accounild lor hv a non.movcmcnt annmach. Wlnitman 11997) areues hat  rinht- . . . . . -  
Lrdlr.i \ u ~ t ~ ~ r  call I*. 1,..1It onl) 11) tlcrgr. tlot Aln7ct. 1 lhdq. tt ic po.6hlc that C is bz~e.gmented to thc right 
01 IP. A;rorJ~og !A, him. r i w ~  t lc$l te 111 J tLck.ug r ~ l ~ t i ~ t b  IIIUI~ k 3 4 ~ c ~ t t l .  tf head-fins1 structllr~ is k- 
gunrr:~lcd. o\cn sttrr.1 XI' t~ t l ~  Sp:c oi  tit: heal i s  ~~o.wx13blc Ilc IIIJ~WJ~CS his p r o ~ w l  in h e  following 
tees: 

(i) a. Built by Mcrge b. Built by Mcrge 
VP VP 

(ii) a. CP built by Attract b. Atuact (XP) unavatiablc 
CP 

T&mo (1996) argues against Ksync's complement movomenl analysis on hcad-nnal languages. Howveer. 
Tukano'r univcrsvl hcud-Gnsl hyp,tlnesis and the ~ s u m c d  avert verb movcmcnt in SVO language are not 
convincing eithcr. First, i f  both English and Japancsc have C lo the right of TP. the canuaa botweon Japanese lo  
and English if is not clcar (Takano 1996: 99). In bath ccses, on elcmcnl mergcs U, C, rogardlcss whether i t  
checksa suong fcaturc or not. Japmcsc lo is dause-final whilc English i f is clause-initial, a r m  his Linearization 
mechanism. Secondly. in SVO langwgo Chincse, although verbs may move overtly in  some consUuctions such 
a gapping consuuclion (Paal 1996). thcrc is no evidoncotoshow the similar over1 movement elsewhem. 



(98) a. le mising assumption b. VP raising assumption 

CP CP 

A 
Soec CP 

Step O of (98b) needs some explanation. Can this movement satlsfy EPP, if EPP is 

universal (Chomsky 1995 lecture notes)? If i t  can, which implies that there is no feature clash 

between the unchecked Case feature m VP (vmU) and the Case feature of I, why do  other 

languages such as English not have this movement? If it cannot, how is EPP satisfied? Since 

Syksma (1997) does not talk about these issues, I will not use his assumption. 

In (98a). step O satisfies EPP, as it does in other languages. As for step 0: why does C 

attract le, which is base-generated in I? 

We have seen that the particle Ie ts sentence-final and is adjacent to an element in C, such 

as ma or ba, if there is one, as in (90). Thus i t  is possible that the pan~cle le adjoins to C. 

According to Stowell (1982: 563). the C position may simply be required at the level of LF, so 

that the tense operator of English may appear in this position to take scope over its clausal 

operand. He argues that both infinitival clauses and finite tensed clauses in English contain a C 

position in which either complementizers or WH-phrases may appear. Simdarly, the I+deictic) of 



le also needs to appear to C to take scope over its clausal operand. If C is required at LF 

universally, and element in T or I must move to C evenrudly, the move of le from I to C in 

Chinese is expected. In the !ems  of feature attraction. I assume that Chinese root C has aspcct 

feattlres as well as mood features." Specifically, a root C can be either [+deicticl or 1-deicticl. If 

a root C has [tdeictic], it also has a strong [VJ feature. Particle le, which is the only element 

with both [V] and [+deicticl features and is base-generated in I, can check the strong [V] of C 

by head adjunction."' 

In sectton 2.5.1 we saw that Chinese Neg also has aspect features. It seems that 

fu~~cl~onal  categories Neg. II\IFL and Cali have aspect features in Chinese. However, as pointed 

out by Lasnik. the aspect features of a functtonal head and a verb cannot be all interpretable. 

Presumably, only those with a verb are interpretable and they are attracted covertly to each of 

the functional head to check the tlninlerpretable counterpan features. 

One argument for the I to C raising of the particle le is that it never occurs in the Verb 

Gapping conshuctlon. Paul ((1996) shows the existence of verb gapping in Chinese. My (99b) is 

an example of Verb Gapping construction. (99c) shows the impossibility for the panicle le to  

occur in such a construction, 

(99) a. ta chi le san wan rmantiao le. wo chi-le iiang wan mifan le. 

he eat-ASP three bowl noodle ASP. I eat-ASP two bowl rice ASP 

'He has eaten three bowls of nwdle. I have eaten two bowls of rice.' 

?"A relation between orprct and C can atso k rcrunrl in othcr languages such as Slavic languages (Alan* Johns. 
prrx>,nal coa,mus~c;tt~ol~). 
" If lho [V] fwturc of lhc pvrticls lc is I-inlerpmlablol, it can bo cllcckcd covertly by lhc [V] feature ofa verb. 
The covcrl checking operation is similar lo that of [Dl feature of an explclivc: an interpretable categorial feature 
of a lexical element checks the corresponding uninlerprewble categorial feature of a functional elemenL 



b. ta chi-le san wan miantlao. wo liang wan mifan. 

he eat- ASP three bowl noodle, I two bowl rice 

'He has eaten three bowls of noodle, I two bowls of rice.' 

c. *ta chi-le san wan miantiao (le), wo liang wan mifan le. 

he eat-ASP three bowl noodle (ASP), I two bowl nce ASP 

According to Johnson (1996), Verb Gapping ~nvolves an across-the-board movement of 

verbs to lnfl. If particle le is base-generated in I, verbs will adjoin to le m the Verb Gapping 

construction. After the adjunction, it is impossible for le to  move alone to C. Thus the 

unacceptability of (99c) is explained 

If a verb in the Gapptng construction moves wlth the panicle le, the expected sentence is 

the following:" 

(i) *ta san wan miantiao wo liang wan tmfan chi-le le. 

he three bowl noodle l two bowl rice eat-ASP ASP 

However, this selltetlce is umsceplable. The possible reason is that the adjacency of the two les 

violates some constraint at PF. 

Notice that it is not possible for the parttcle le to move to C first and for the verbs to 

adjpin to I later. This is because if both move overtly, the strong feature of the lower head must 

be checked before the higher category projects (Chomsky 1995: 233). 

32 lflthe objcclcon~ns a numeral axpesslon, which is reyuacd in Chinese gapping consmetion (Paul 1996). the 
panicle lc needs a vcrbal suffix -k lo eo-occur. for an unclcar reason. See h e  discussions in section 3.3.2. 



As pointed out by L.is:t Cheng and Xiaoguang Li (personal communication), the 

assumption of overt raising of a verb in Verb Gapping construction might not be compatible 

with the claim that Chinese does not have overt verb movement (see (55) on page 56). 

However, it is possible that verb movement is not a default situation in Chinese. As in the case 

of ohject shift, verb movement in Chinese can be triggered. An imponant property of Verb 

Gapping construction is that both the subject and the object are focused. I leave the issue of how 

oven verb movement is canied out for future research. 

3.4 Conclusions 

'There is a distinction between finite clauses and infinitivals in Chinese. This distinction is 

shown by the obligatory null subject of compleinent clauses of control verbs. The presence or 

absence of an aspect suflix cannot distinguish finite from non-finite clauses. Modals can have an 

epistemic or a root reading. Epistemic niodals are raising verbs, while root modals are control 

verbs. This conclus~on is supported by the behaviors of modals in a control complement and in 

douhle modal constructions, by the interactions of modals with verb aspect suffixes, focus 

mnrker and complement shift. In the beginning of sectio~~ 3.2, I introduced two different 

opinions on Chinese Inn. According to one, Chinese has infl, because the distribution of modals 

and aspect suffixes is restricted. According to the other view, the dishibution resuictions are 

sporious, and thus there is no contrast between finiteness and nonfiniteness in Chinese. 

Consequently, it is assumed that there is no Inn in Chinese. My analysis here demonsuates that 

both approaches are partially ime. Only the eplstemic modals are absent from the complements 



of cont~ol verbs. Thus there are distribution differences between root modals and eplstemic 

medals. Neither the presence of a mt modal nor the presence of an aspect suffix detennines the 

finiteness of a sentence, or blurs the distinction between [+Finite] and [-Finite]. 

Unlike the aspect suffixes, the aspect panicle le does indicate the finiteness of a clause. It 

can license a subject pro. I showed in this chapter that the base position of the particle le is I. 

This panicle raises overtly to C to check the strong [V] of C which is specified with the feature 

of [+deictic]. The contents of this chapter on the one hand, capture the base-positions of various 

eleinents such as modals and the aspect particle in connection with the functional projections, 

and on the other hand, elucidate the checking dependency in Chinese declarative C. 



Chapter 4 Forced [Q] Checking in Yes-no Questions 

A Chinese yes-no question can be asked in five ways: S-ma, S-not-V. S-not. A-not-A. 

and shi-bu-shi. 

(100) a. Laoli xihuan naben shu ma? (S-ma question) 

Laoli like that book Q 

Does L.noli like that book? 

b. Laoli xihuan naben shu bu-xihunn? (S-not-V question) 

Laoli like that b w k  not-like 

c. Laoli xihuan naben shu bu? (S-not question) 

Laoli like that book not 

d. Laoli xihuan-bu-x~huan naben shu? (A-not-A question) 

Laoli like-not-like that book 

e. Laoli shi-bu-shi xihuan naben shu? (shi-bu-shi quesdon) 

Laoli be-nocbe like that book 

S-ma qoestlons are folmed by attaching a Complementizer ma at the end of a declarative 

sentence. S-not-V questions are formed by attaching a word bu 'not' or mei 'not' plus a copy of 



the matrix verb at the end of a declarative sentence. S-not questions are formed by attaching a 

word bu 'not' or mei 'not' at the end of a declarative sentence. 

A-not-A questions ;!re fom~ed by reduplication of the first syllable or the complete form 

of the questioned element and an infixation of negative bu or mei between the reduplicant and 

the base." A-hu-A occurs with unbounded eventualities while A-mcl-A occurs with bounded 

eventualities. ( See section 2.5.1 for the definitions of the two types of eventualities.) (101) 

:denotes an unbounded eventuality, while (102) denotes a bounded eventuality. A-not-A forms 

'ae shown in (IOlb) and (lO2b). Thus bu is used in (IOlb) and mei is used in (102b). 

(101) a. ta x~liuan ne~ben sllu nla? 

he like that book Q 

'Does he like that book?' 

b. taxi(huan)-bu-xihuan neikn shu? 

'Does he like that book?' 

(102) a. ta k~njian n e ~ k n  shu le ma? 

he see that book ASPQ 

'Did be see that book?' 

b. ta kns(iia11)-mei-kanjian ne~ben shu? 

'Did he see that book?' 

" As pointed out by Huang (1991). A-not-A forms of a scnglc verb predicate, such as (i), are taken as eiU1er A-not-A o 
Snol-V(AB-nol-A, where R isnull. in his lcrmsl. 

(i) nl lai hula? 
you eonlonotmme 
Will you come7 



The element A in  A no[-A can be an Adjective, a Preposition, or a Verb (including 

deontic and epistemic rnodals). 

(103) a. ta cone:-mei-cong Beijing lai? (Prep) 

he from-not-from Beijing come 

'Did ht: come from ~e i j in~?" '  

b. ta gen-bu-gen ni shuohua? 

he to-nocto you speak 

'Does lhe speak lo you?' 

(104) a. ta xi-bu-xihuan ni? 

he like you 

'Does he like ynu?' 

b. ta xihu;m-bu-xihum ni? 

Does he like you? 

(Verb) 

%Both my informant, who is from Bcijing, and I fecl that lhc following tworenlcnces diffu as lo their meaning. 
(i) inquires about lhe starting placc "fa journcy, whilc (ii) inquiros about the origin of !he person. Ihe former has 
a swgo level predicate, whilc thc Ialtcr has an individual level prcdicalo. 

(i) w eong-mei.cong Bcijing hi? (A-no!-A) 
he from-not-from Bcijing come 
'Did he come rrolt, Bcijisg?' 

(ii) la shi-bu-shi cong Bcijing la?! (shi-bu-shi) 
Ilo FM-not-FM rmrn Bcijing come 
'Is he fmm Beijing? 



(105) a. ta zhu-mei-zhuyi ni?" (Verb) 

he notice you 

'Has he noticed you?' 

b. ta zhoyi-mei-zhuyi ni? 

'Has he noticed you?' 

(106) a. tapao de kuai-bu-kuai? (Adj.) 

he run DE fast-not-fast 

'Does he run fast?' 

(107) a. ta ying-bu-yinggai lai? (deont~c modal) 

he should-not-should come 

'Should he come?' 

b. ta yinggai-bu-yinggai lai? 

'Should he come?' 

(108) a. ta hui-bu-hui qu-guo Niuyue le? (epistemic modal) 

he might-nocmight go-ASP New-York ASP 

'Might he have been to New York?' 

" In some southern varianls of Mandunn. you-mei-you is also pxossible. The following is an equivalent of cilhor 
(IOSa) or (IOSb). 

(i) W 2l8uyi ni? 
Iho ilavc-not-havc nolico you 
'118s hc noticed you? 



Recall that s l~i  can be a contrastive focus marker in Chinese (Chapter 2). Shi-bu-shi, as 

in (IOOe), is an interrogative form of the focus marker shi. The focused part of a shi-bu-shi 

question is always an elemenl: following shi-bu-shi. If shi-bu-shi occurs to the left of a transitive 

verb or a preposition, the focused part can be the verblpreposition, the whole VPIPP, or the in 

situ direct object of the transitive verb or preposition. 

(109) Laoli shi-bu-shi xihuan naben shu? 

Laoli be-not-be like that book 

'Does Laoli LIKE that book?' 

'Does Laoli LIKETHAT BOOK? 

'Does Laoli like THAT BOOK? 

Although shi-hu-shi can be tnken to be A-not-A f o m ~  of shi theoretically, I separate shi-bu-shi 

questions from A-not-A questions in my description because the former allows matrix sentence 

negation while the latter does not. See section 4.5 for details. 

Among the five types of questions, only the S-ma type allows interrogative panicle ma. 

(1 10) a. ta chi fan le ma? 

he ear meal ASP Q 

'Has he eaten the meal?' 

b. la bu c l~ i  fan le ma? 



(111) a. ta hai chi-bu-chi fan le (ne/*ma)? (A-not-A) 

he yet eat-not-eat meal ASP (EMPWQ) 

'Will he eat lhe meal?' 

b. ta shi-bu-shi zai chi fan (ne/*ma)? 

he be-not-be at eat meal ( E W * Q )  

'Is he eating the meal?' 

c. ta h;ti chi fan bu-chi (ne/*ma)? 

he yet eat meal not-eat (EMPH/*Q) 

'Will he eat the meal?' 

d. ta chi fan le meiyou (ne/*ma)? 

he eat meal ASP not (EMPH/*Q) 

'Has he eaten the meal?' 

(shi-bu-shi) 

(S-not-V) 

(S-not) 

Notice that instead of ma, the sentence final particle ne is allowed in (1 11). However, the 

meaning of ne in such cases IS not related to a question. Rather, i t  is an emphasis marker (Shi 

and Zhang 1995). Thus ne is not an interrogative C~m~lementizer.'~ 

I h e  aim of this chapter 1s to give a unified treatment to these five types of yes-no 

questions and further explore the conditions under which a choice is made between oven and 

covert checking. I will argue that the yes-no interrogative C has an un~nterpretable feature [a, 
which can be checked by the merged Complementizer ma, by oven raising of bulmei(you)-(V). 

16 Shi and Zhang (1995) sllow 1It;~t ne can oeeur in halh declxalivc and inlcrrogativc scnlcnccs. In WH 
questions, ne wmeli#nes wnnol sllow up. In addition, lhc intcrprcwlion o l  a WH qucstion dilfcrs belwecn the one 
with ne and b e  one without ne. 

Following Twi (1994). 1 will ossume lhal Chincse WH phrases are related Lo a mcrged null opralor ralher 
than lo nc. 



or by covert moving of [Q] feature of A-not-A or shi-bu-shi. I will show that S-not-V and S-not 

are PF variants of the same type of question. The interactions between question types and 

sentence negation show that movement checking of C can be blocked by a negation word ii the 

interprerable [QI occurs lower than the negation word. S-not-(V) questions do  not have 

sentence negation because the uninterpretable [Q] in X and [Neg] are incompatible. I will show 

that the sentence-final bu/mei(you) of S-not-(V) questions does not have [Negl feature, and wi(l 

explain this fact. The choices between overt and coven checking of [Q] of C depends on the 

presence of the interrogative X. Thus some feature in the interrogative Z may aigger the strong 

(Q] in C. Finally, I will discuss the relationship between yes-no questions and VO-not-VO 

qeestions. The latter is argued to Lx an alternative question. I will discuss S-ma questions in 

section 4.2. S-not-V and S-not questions in section 4.3, and A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions in 

section 4.4. The interactions between question types and sentence negation will be discussed in 

section 4.5. Based on the empirical work on Chinese yes-no questions, in section 4.6, I will 

address the theoretical issue of checking variations: the choice between oven and covert 

checking. Section 4.7 is on Vt3-not-VO questions. Section 4.8 summarizes the chapter. 

4.2 Overt checking of C in S-ma questions 

4.2.1 Checking by merge of ma 

The difference between an S-ma question and its declarative counterpart is the presence 

of the particle nza in C. As assumed in the current literature (Cheng et a!. 1996: 63. among 



others) ma in S-ma questionr checks a strong feature of interrogative C. The functlon of ma is 

the same as that of whether or if in an English yes-no question in the sense that ma is base- 

generated in the checking domain of C and checks the strong [Q] of C . 

(112) a. tachi ytt. 

he eat fish 

'He eats fish.' 

b. tachi yu ma? 

he eat fish Comp 

'Does he eat fish?' 

(113) a. tachang jing-ju le. 

he sing Beijing-Opera ASP 

'He has sung Beijing-Opera.' 

b. la chang jing-ju le ma? 

he sing Beijing-Opern ASP Comp 

'Has be sung Beijing-Opera?' 

In (113b). sentence final le and ma check different strong features: le checks the strong 

[V] of deictic C (section 3.3.2) and ma checks the strong [Q] feature of the yes-no interrogative 

C. That is why they can co-occur. 

In contra71 to Chomcky (1995: 289). I argued in Chapter 1 (see also Zhang 1997b) that 

[Q] of English C, which needs checking, is not interpretable. Similarly, the [Q] of Chinese yes- 



no interrogative C is not lnlerpretable either. I assume that the [Q] of ma is interpretable and 

provides the interrogative nieaning to an S-ma sentence. The uninterpretable [Q] of C can be 

checked by the interpretable [QI feature of ma. 

4.2.2 Properties of S-ma questions 

S-ma questions differ from other types of yes-no questions in the following respects. The 

first three are noted in Chenl;, Huang and Tang (1996) (Cheng et al. hence). 

First, S-ma sentence:; contrast with other yes-no questions in the occurrences of adverbs 

nandoo 'really' and daodi 'on earth.' Nandao only appears in S-ma questlons, not in other yes- 

no questions. However, daodi can occur in all questions except S-ma questions. 

(114) a. nandoo ta chi fei-rou ma? (S-ma) 

really he eat fat-meat Q 

'Does he really eat fat meat?' 

a'. nandao ta chi-le Fan le ma? 

really he eat-ASP meal ASP Q 

'Has he re;~lly eaten a meal?' 

b *n;~nd;to I:, chi-bu-chi fei-mu? (A-not-A) 

really he eat-not-eat fat-meat 

b' *nandao ta chi-mei-chi-guo fan? 

really he eat-not-eat-ASP meal 



C. 

c ' .  

d. 

d'. 

e. 

e'. 

(115) a. 

a'. 

b. 

b'. 

*nandao ta shi-bu-shi chi fei-rou? (shi-bu-shi) 

really he be-not-be eat fat-meat 

'nandao la shi-bu-shi chi-le fan le? 

really he be-not-be eat-ASP meal ASP 

*nandoo ta chi fei-rou bu? (S-not) 

really he eat fat-meat not 

*nand;lo ta chi-le fan metyou? 

really he eat-ASP meal not 

*nandao tn chi fei-rou bu-chi? (S-not-V) 

really he eat fat-meat not-eat 

*nandao ta chi-le fan mei-chi? 

really he eat-ASP meal not-eat 

*ta daodi chi fei-rou ma? 

he really eat fat-meat Q 

*tadaodi chi-le fan le ma? 

he re;~lly eat-ASP meal ASP Q 

ta daodi chi-bu-chi fei-rou? (A-not-A) 

he really eat-not-eat fat-meat 

'Does he renlly eat fat meat?' 

ta daodi chi-mei-chi-guo fan? 

he really eat-not-eat-ASP meal 

'Has he really eaten a meal?' 



c. tn daali shi-bu-shi chi fei-rou? (shi-bu-shi) 

he really be-not-be eat fat-meat 

'Does he really eat fat meat?' 

c'. ta d a d  slii-bu-shi chi-guo fan le? 

he really be-not-be eat-ASP meal ASP 

'Has he really eaten a meal?' 

d. ta damli chi fei-mu bu? (S-not) 

he really eat fat-meat not 

'Does he really eat fat meat?' 

d'. ta daodi chi-le fan meiyou? 

he really eat-ASP meal not 

'Has he really eaten a meal? 

e. ta daodi chi fei-rou bu-chi? (S-not-V) 

he re;~lly eat fat-meat not-eat 

'Does he really eat fat meat?' 

e'. tadamli chi-le fan mei-chi? 

he really eat-ASP meal not-eat 

'Has he really eaten a meal?' 

Second, 3% noted by 1Li &Thompson (1981), the presupposition of an S-ma sentence b 

different from that of other yes-no questions. S-ma questions can serve to question the validity 

of a statement, while other types of yes-no questions are used only in a neutral context. 



(1 16) Speaker A: ta haoxiang jiao-guo qlan le. 

he seem pay-ASP money ASP 

'He seems to have paid.' 

Speaker B: a. ta jiao-guo qlan le ma? wo ji bu-qilai le. (S-ma) 

he pay-ASP money ASP Q I remember not-ASP ASP 

'Has he paid? I can not recall.' 

b. !ta~iao-mei-jiao-goo qian? wo ji bu-q~lai le. (A-not-A) 

he pay-not-pay-ASP money I remember not-ASP ASP 

'Has he paid? I can not recall.' 

c. !la shi-bu-shi jiao-guo qian? wo ji bu-qilai le. (sh-bu-shi) 

he be-not-be pay-ASP money I remember not-ASP ASP 

'Mas he paid? I can not recall.' 

d. !la jiao-guo qian meiyou? wo ji bu-qilai le. (S-not) 

he pay-ASP money not I remember not-ASP ASP 

'Ilas he paid? I car) not recdl.' 

e. Ita jiao-guo qian mei-jiao-guo? wo ji bu-qilai le. (S-not-V) 

he pay-ASP money not-pay-ASP I remember not-ASP ASP 

'Has he paid? I can not recall.' 



A third difference betweell S-ma questions and other questions is that S-ma questions 

can never be embedded while other types of yes-no questions can be embedded in a complement 

clause. 

(1 17) a. *wo bu zliidao la qu-guo Beijing le ma. 

I not know he go-ASP Beijing ASP Q 

b, wo bu rhidao la qu-mei-qu-guo Beijing. 

I nor know he go-not-go-ASP Beijing 

'I do nor know whether he has been to Beijing.' 

c. wo bu 7.Ridaota shi-bu-shi qu-guo Beijing. 

I not know he be-not-be go-~~PBei j ing  

'I do not know whether he has been to Beijing.' 

d, wo bu zhidao ta qu-guo Beijing meiyou. 

I not know he go-ASP Beijing not 

'I do not know whether he has been to Beijing.' 

e. wo bu zhidao ta qu-guo Beijing mei-qu-guo. 

I not know he go-ASP Beijing not-go-ASP 

'I do not know whether he has been to Beijing.' 

A fourth difference between S-ma questions and other questions is that the question 

scope af S-ma sentences cart be the whole sentence, while the question scope of S-not-(V) 

questions is the verb and its following elements, the questlon scope of A-not-A questions is the 



&nor-A word and its following elements, and the questlon scope of shi-bu-shi questrons 

consists of the elements following the word shi-bu-shi. The ambiguity of A-not-A, S-not, and S- 

not-V questions is limited. If shi-bu-shi does not oecur before a subject, the question scope does 

not cover the subject. A-not-A never applies to a nominal thus it never scopes over a subject. In 

section 4.3.2 1 w~ll  argue that the interpretable [Q] of S-not-(V) questions is in 2, which is lower 

than the position of a subject. Thus S-not-(V) questions never scope over a subject. S-ma 

questions, on the contrary, are completely ambiguous, needing sentence stress or communication 

context to clarify the question point. This is illustrated in the following: 

(118) a. Lisi gangcai zheng-mei-zheng jidan? 

Lisi just steam-not-steam egg 

'Did L.isi STEAM eggs just now?' 

'Did Lisi steam EGGS just now?' 

'Did Lisi STEAM EGGS just now?' 

*'Did LlSl steam eggs just now?' 

*'Did Lisi steam eggs JUST NOW?' 



b. Lisi gaogct~i sbi-bu-shi zheng-le jidan? 

i I !  be-not-be steam-ASP egg 

'Did Liisi STEAM eggs just now? 

'Did Li!ri steam EGGS just now?' 

'Did Lh;i STEAM EGGS just now?' 

*'Did L,lSl steam eggs just now?' 

*'Did Lisi steam eggs JUST NOW?' 

c. Lisi gqngcoi zheng jidan meiyou? 

Lisi just steam egg not 

'Did Lirii STEAM eggs just now?' 

'Did 1.ir;i steam EGGS just now?' 

'Did Lisi STEAM EGGS just now?' 

*'Did LlSl stearn eggs just now?' 

*'Did Lisi steam eggs JUST NOW?' 

d. Lisi gangcai zheng jidm mei-zheng? 

Lisi just steam egg not-steam 

'Did Lisi STEAM eggs just now? 

'Did Lisi steam EGGS just now?' 

'Did Lisi STEAM EGGS just now?' 

*'Did US1 steam eggs just now?' 

*'Did Lisi steam eggs JUST NOW?' 



e. Lisi gangcai zheng jidan le ma? 

'Did Lisi STEAM eggs just now?' 

'Did Lisi steam EGGS just now?' 

'DidLisi STEAM EGGS just now?' 

'Did LISl steam eggs just now?' 

'Did Lisi steam eggs IUST NOW?' 

A fifth difference between S-ma questions and other questions is that S-ma queslions 

allow a contrastive focus marker shi, while other yes-no questions do not. 

(1 19) a. shi Lao Wu mai-le neiben shu ma? 

FM Lao Wu buy-ASP that book Q 

'Did LAO WU buy that book?' 

b. *shi Lao Wu mai-mei-mai neiben shu? 

FM Lao Wu buy-not-buy that book 

c. *shi Lao Wu shi-bu-shi mai-le neiben shu? 

FM Lao Wu be-not-be buy-ASP that book 

d. %hi Lao Wu ma-le neiben shu meiyou? 

FM Lao Wu buy-ASP that book not 

e. *shi Lqo Wu mai-le neiben shu mei-mai? 

FM Lao Wu buy-ASP that book not-buy 



(120) a. Lao WII shi zuotian mai-le neiben shu ma? 

Lao WII FM yesterday buy-ASP that book Q 

'Did Lao Wu buy that book YESTERDAY?' 

b. *Lao Wu shi zuotian mai-mei-ma1 neiben shu? 

Lao WII FM yesterday buy-not-buy that book 

c. *Lao Wu shi zuotian shi-bu-shi mai-le neiben shu? 

Lao Wu FM yesterday be-not-be buy-ASP that book 

d. *Lao Wu shi zuoti:ln mai-le neiben shu meiyou? 

Lao Wu FM yesterday buy-~sp  that book not 

e. *Lao Wu shi zuotian mai-le neiben shu mei-mai? 

Lao Wu FM yesterday buy-ASP that book not-buy 

This fact suggesls that S-nor-V, S-not. A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions share some properly 

which blocks a contrastive focus marker. For instance, they are intrinsic contrastive focus 

questions and do  not accept :inother focus muker of the same type. m e n  A-not-A, shi-bu-shi 

and not-V of S-not-V can be taken to be focus markers. As in a declarative sentence shown 

below, two focus markers of the same type cannot co-occur in a clause. Thus am intrinsic 

contrastive focus question doe:!; not allow a contrastive focus marker. 

(121) *shi ta shi x~ngqltinn shangban. 

be he be Sunday work 

'IIE works on SUNDAYS.' 



However, two focus markers of different types can co-occur, provided that the contrastive one 

precedes the other one. This is true of both declarat~ve and interrogative sentences: 

(122) a. shi w lian xinqitian don shangban. 

be he even Sunday all work 

'HE even works on SUNDAYS.' 

b. *]inn tn shi xinqitinn dou shangban. 

be he even Sunday all work 

'Even HE works on SUNDAYS.' 

(123) a. shi-bu-shi Lao Wang lian neiben shu dou mai-le? 

be-not-be Lao Wang even that book all buy-ASP 

'Did Lao Wang buy even that book?' 

b. shi-bu-shi lian Lao Wang dou mai-le neiben shu? 

be-not-beeven Lao Wang all buy-ASP that book 

'Did even Lao Wang buy that book?' 

c. Lao W:tng shi-bu-shi liar1 xingqitian dou shangban? 

Lao Wang be-not-be even Sunday all work 

'Does Lao Wang work even on Sundays?' 

d. *Lian Lao Wang shi-bu-shi dou mai-le neiben shu? 

even Lao Wang be-not-be all buy-ASP that book 

'Did even Lao Wang buy that book?' 



e. *Lao Wang lian xingqitian shi-bu-shi dou shangben? 

Lao Wang even Sunday be-not-be all work 

'Does Ino  Wang work even on Sundays? 

(124) a. shi-bu-!;hi Lao Wang zhi kan neiben shu? 

be-not-be Lno Wang only read that book 

'Does,L.ao Wang read only that book?' 

b. shi-bu-shi zhiyou Lao Wang cai kan neiben shu? 

be-not-lie only Lao Wang only read that book 

'Does a'nly Lao Wang read that book?' 

c. *zhiyou Lao Wang shi-bu-shi cai kan neiben shu? 

only Lao Wang be-not-be only read that book 

'Does only Lao Wang read that book?' 

These data show that non-S-ma qi~estions behave like focus sentences. 

All of these syntactic and sernantic distinctions described above show that checking of C 

by merge of ma and checking by other means are applied lo two completely different types of 

yes-no questions. 



4.3 Oven checking of C in S-not-V questions 

Merge of mo is one way to ovenly check [Q] of C. Another type of overt checking of 

[Q] of C is movement. In this section. I will show that in S-not-V questions, not-V moves from 

Xto C to check the strong [Q] of C. 

4.3.1 Properties of S-not-V 

Huang (19883254: 1991:318) claims that S-not-V is derived by an anaphoric ellipsis. 

Specifically, in a base-generated coordinate VP, i.e. VX-not-VX, the second X pan is deleted. 

Ohe difficulty with this deletion theory is that X is sometimes not a syntactic constituent, as seen 

below. 

(125) a. ni u ~ u & h u a ?  

you go shop buy things not go? 

'Do you go to a shop to buy tl~ings?' 

b. I - mei m? 

you persuade he PRO eat medicine not persuade 

'Did you persuade him to take the medicine?' 

In these sentences, the double underlined part is X, which covers part of the mamx clause and 

the whole embedded clause. Thus i t  is not a syntactic constituent. Syntactic operations such as 



deletion can only apply to a syntnctic constituent. A deletion theory cannot explain why X can 

be deleted even though it is not a syntactic constituent. 

McCawley (1994) also argues against Huang's deletion approach. He has shown that 

there are more similarities between S-not-V and A-not-A than between S-not-V and a VP 

coordination form. Instead ~af deletion, I will propose a movement approach in sections 4.3.2 

and 4.3.3. 

The not-V part of S-not-V must be in COMP. This is shown by the fact that in S- 

not-V must be at the end of a sentence. COMP in Chinese is sentence-final (See Chapter 3):' 

(126) a. ni qr? shangdian mai dongxi h - a ?  

you go shop buy things not-go? 

'Do you go to a shop to buy things?' 

b. *ni xu shangdian h-.a rnai dongxi? 

you go shop not-go buy things 

c. ni gu shangdian h - . a ?  

you go shop not-go 

Do you go to a shop? 

The not-V form of S-not-V occurs to the right of the particle le, if there is one, which is 

argued to land at C in secuon 3.3.2. Therefore, not-V must be out of IP. 

3, See faculote 29 on page 93 for a gcncral discussion on C-final order. 
VO-not-VO questions will be discussed in scctian 4.6. 



(127) ta chi fan le mei chi? 

he eat meal ASP not eat 

'Has he eaten the meal?' 

Sentence final bu and mei(you) in S-not questions cannot be base-generated in C in 

Mandarin. n ~ i s  has also been claimed in Cheng and Tang (1995). and Cheng et al (1996). In 

section 4.3.4 I will show that S-not and S-not-V are the PF variants of the same syntactic yes-no 

question type. They differ 111 that the copled V is deleted in S-not questions. Cheng et al's 

observation on the aspect agreement in S-not questions is also true of S-not-V questions. 

The choice between bu and mei in S-not-V questions depends on the predicate: if it 

encodes a bounded eventuality, not-V is me!-V; and if it encodes an unbounded eventuality, not- 

V! is bu-V. In other words, the aspect features of hu and mei(you) are kept in a S-not-V 

question as well as in a negative sentence. In Chinese, the functlonal head N e G ,  as well as I 

and C (Chapter 3) .  has aspect features. As I mentioned before, the aspect features of a 

functional head and a verb cannot be all interpretable. Presumably, only those with a verb are 

iriterpretable and they are attracted covertly to each of the functional head to check the 

uninterpretable counterpan features. 

The following sentences show that if the sentence-final bu or meilyou) is not compatible 

with the boundedness of the eventuality expressed by the predicate, the sentence is unacceptable. 



(128) a. ta qu-euo Meiguo mei-qu-guo? 

he go-.qsP States not-go-ASP 

'Has he been to the States?' 

b. *ta q u - p o  Meiguo bu-qu? 

he go-ASP Slates not-go 

(129) a. ta xihuan neige dianying bu-xihuan? 

he like that movie not-like 

'Does he like that movie?' 

b. *la xlhuan nelge dianying mei-xihuan? 

he like that movte not-like 

Qu Meiguo 'go to the States' is a bounded evenmality, thus negation word bu is excluded. In 

contr;lst, xihuarz ncige dinrlying 'like that movie' is an unbounded eventuality thus meiyou h 

ruled out. 

S-not-V cannot be derived from A-not-A. This can be shown in the following three 

distinctrons between A-not-A and S-not-V. 

First, the element after the negation word in S-not-V must be a verb, while an A-not-A 

word can also be another category such as a preposition. 

(130) a. ni gen bu-gen ta shuohua? (A-not-A) 

you to-not-lo him speak 

'Do you speak to him?' 



b. *ni gen ta shuohua bu-gen? 

you to him speak not-to 

In (130a). the A-not-A word is a Preposition. In (130b) a preposition cannot occur after the 

negation word in S-~QI-V." 

Second, partla1 reduplicnf~on is allowed in A-not-A The reduplicant of A-not-A can be a 

bound morpheme o r  the first syllable of  a word. However, the copy of the verb must be a full 

word form in S-not-V. 

(131) a. ta xi-bu-xihuan zheiben shu? 

he like-not-like this book 

'Does he like this book?' 

b. *la xi-zheiben shu bu xi-(huan)? 

he like-this b w k  not like 

c. *la xi(1iuan) zlieiben shu bu xi-? 

he like this book not like 

' nlp fonox~ng (1-4 i s  ulo~>cr e r m  bllc ul priyurwv~rt A.IIJ.A f ~ r n l  ~~umlng (l9YI.321) rxp~a n. (i.bj a, v.ulac.ng ole 
Lexical Inagnl) Il)lx,lhr,#r ufC11w 2;:. r#u;r ~xsumd- 2 v~rp.n~"~n 

(i) a. ni mn-zhclichu-qu? A-not-A 
you from-not-fmm b r c  go-out 
Will you go out FROM HERE? 

b. * n i m  zhcli chu-qo m? S-not-V 

Unlike English, Chincxdocs not allow prepasition slranding. 
In the fallowing scntcnw. roi 'at' or 'b-at' may be nnalyzd as a verb ralhw lhan a preposition. This word can be 

usd as prodicato and lo anrwcr qucsliola indcpcndcnlly. It wn also form a serial vorbeonsuuetian. 

(ii) k &xi jia xi yilu hu-mi? 
he be+ilt llome wvrh clalhes norkcat 
Is he a1 home and wash (his) clothes? 



Third, the negation word iti S-not allows metyou, while the negation word in A-not-A 

can only be either bu or mei, not meiyou. In other words, the infix of the reduplication in A-not- 

A is required lo he consistently nionosyllabic. 

(132) a. ta chi-mei-chi zaofan? 

he ea-not-eat breakfast 

'Has hl: eaten a breakfast?' 

b. *la chi-meiyou-chi zaofan? 

he ea-not-en1 breakfast 

c, la chi ~:nof:!n nleiyou? 

he eat breakfast meal not 

'Has he eaten z breakfast?' 

(133) a. la zhu-mei-zhuyi ni? 

he notice-not-nouce you 

'Has lho notteed you?' 

h. *ta zhu-n~eiyou-zhuyi ni? 

he notice-not-nottce you 

c. *ta d~uyi-nieiyou-zhuyi ni? 

he notiice-not-notice you 



d. ta zhuyi ni meiyou? 

he notice you not 

'Has he noticed you?' 

There are additional distinctions between S-not-V and A-not-A questions. For example, 

the latter can occur in a subject clause, an appositive clause and an adverbial clause, while the 

fdpner cannot. I will discuss these distinctions in detall on the pages 135-138 in section 4.3.4. 

The above distinctions between A-not-A and S-not-V suggest that A-not-A formation is 

diIfferent from S-not-V formation. Like the formation of English WH words, which usually begin 

with the phoneme /w/. Chinese A-not-A appeors to be ii morpllological process. A-not-A words. 

which contain a reduplicant and an ~nfix hulmei, are yes-no question words. They have an 

interpretable [QI. However the two kinds of question word formation have different 

niorphological constraints. For example, there IS no WH verb in English, while there are no A- 

not-A nominals, degree or manner adverbs in Chinese. 

(134) a. *shiji:lil-bu-shijian gou? 

timenot-time enough 

'Is the time enough?' 

b. *ta ming-bu-ming-tian lai? 

he next-not-next-day come 

'Will he come tomorrow?' 



c. *ni hen-bu-hen xihuan ta? 

you veiy-not-very like he 

'Do you like him very much?' 

d. *la go-mei-goyi piping XiaoWang? 

he i~ite~~ttonnlly-not-inte~~tionolly criticize XiaoWang 

'Did ha intentionally criticize XiaoWang? 

So far, we have seen five properties of S-not-V questions: they do  not allow an 

interrogative particle ma (section 4.11, they ne~ther arise from a deletion nor from A-not-A, the 

not-V pan n in C, but it is not base-generated in C. 

4.1.2 Strong features in ~nterrogative X 

To account for the properties of S-not-V questions listed at the end of the last 

subsection, I assume that the strong feature of C checked by ma in S-ma questions can also be 

checked by the raising of hul~nci(you)-(V) in S-not-V questions. This assumption extends Cheng 

et al.'s (1996) treatment of Sno t  to both S-not and S-not-V questions. 

Cheng et al (1996: 64) claim that C has the formal features [Q, Neg] in Mandarin S-not 

questions, and the strong feature [Negl attracts the negation word to c." In my approach, I 

unify bolh S-not questions an~d other types of yes-no questions, assuming that there is a general 

uninterpretable YQI in yes-no interrogative C. A unified aeaunent of yes-no questions prefen the 

'9SceChcng a al. (1996) for adiscussion an S-notqucslions in olhcr Chinese dialmu. 



general strong [Ql to a general strong [Negl or [Q, Negl assumption. This is because fustly, the 

merged element ma does not have a [Neg] feature. M a  1s in complementary distribution with a 

sentence final bu or mei(you), and either ma or bulmci(you) can check the strong feature of C. 

[Q] feature is compatible with ma. Secondly, the words hu and mei(you) in S-not and S-not-V 

questions do not mean negation, and the uninterpretable [Qj and [Neg] are not compatible. I will 

discuss this issue in detail in sectron 4.5. For these reasons, I do not assume a [Negl feature for 

C:of any types of questions. In this subsection I discuss the features of E in connection with yes- 

no questions and the motivation for merging not-V in S-not-V questtons. 

In this thesis, I follow Laka (1994) is assuming that both sentential [Negl and other 

propositional features can be hosted by a general functional head Z. Chinese Z can be either 

interrogative or negative:' and that interrogattve E in Chinese has two strong features: [Q] and 

[V]. The strong [Qj is checked by merglng of hu or (meiJyou. The words bu and mei(you) in 

interrogative E have the sim~l:tr function as that of the do of do-support in English matrix yes-no 

questions. They can have an interpretable [QJ, which prov~des the question interpretation. This 

interpretable [QJ can further move to C to check the strong [QJ of C. 

The strong [VJ of the interrogative Z: is checked by copying the nearest verb. The verb 

adjunction to Z is pure copying, without tail deletion even at PF. The copying obeys the Shortest 

Move Principle, which should be called the Shortest Copy Principle. This means that copying an 

embedded verb is not possible. 

" Notice that negative XP can alll projected in an ~ntcnogative sentence. An inlerprelable [Ql feature, which 
pmvidos a question reading lo a sensnce, can occur in various elemens, for eexmple. in an A-not-A word. 
Section 4.5 will show thc mleractions between sentencc ncgalian and question l y p .  



(135) a ni g!! shangdian maidongxt h-m? 

you go shop buy things not-go? 

'Do you go to a shop to buy things?' 

b. *ni gs shangdian rury dongxi h-mai? 

you go shop buy things not-buy? 

Since verbs hove aspect features, the copied verb in X must be compatible with the 

merged hu or nrci(you) in aspect features. This has been shown tn (128) and (129) above. 

Notice that in the Minimalist approach, moving or attracting an element in fact involves 

copying the element. 111 the usual cases. the original element is deleted and the copied one is 

kept at PF. However, there is no reason to rule out the case where both the original and the 

copy are kept at PF. In Chinese focused yes-no questions, when X has a strong [Vl a verb h 

copied. The original verb is not deleted. It remains within VP. That is why two identical verbs 

occur in S-nocV questions. 

Summarizing. Chinese tnterrogative C has two strong features, [QJ and [Vl. They are 

checked by the word hu or n,~ei(jon) 'not' and a copy of verb respectively. Thus Chinese yes-no 

questions can have 'not-V-!;upport', which is similar to do-support in English matrix yes-no 

questions. This explains the lpresence of not-V in S-not-V questions. 



4.3.3 Lto-C raising in S-not-V 

The head of ZP in S-not-V questions contains two elements: bu or meilyou) and a copy 

ofV. After checking the strong features IQ] and [V] of Z, b~ or mei and the adjoined V move to 

C so check the strong feature of yes-no interrogative C. Recall that the [Q] feature of bu or 

mei(you) is interpretable. Thus i t  ts able to fust check the strong [Q] of Z, and then to check the 

strong [Q] of C. After the move of 1P to Spec of C (Kayne 1994). the S-not-V form is derived." 

In the adjunction of Z-to-C, if no particle le has adjoined to C from I, not-V is the only 

element in Ca t  PF. 

(136) a. tachang jing-ju bu-chang? 

he sing Beijing-Open not-sing 

'Does he sing Beijing-Operas?' 

b ta chi-le fan mel-chi? 

he eat-ASP meal not-eat 

'Has he eaten the meal?' 

If I is filled by the particle Ie, both the le in I and mei(you)-V in Z move to C. The former 

checks the strong [Vl of [RRRTJ C (Chapter 3, section 3 . 3 4 ,  while the latter checks the strong 

[Q] of C. After the I-to-C and Z-to-C raising, [le-[mei-V]] will show up in c." 

" See Iootnne 29 on page 93. 
" I  have not audied why [ie-me,-V] is the only accepwblc order. Other orders, for example. '[mi-V-le], or '[V- 
mi-ie]. sre not acceptable. 



(137) ta chi ~ I I I  le !el-chi? 

he eat nneal ASP not-eat 

'fils he enten the meal?' 

If the particle lc is merged in I and moves to C, bu-V cannot move to C, because of the 

aspect feature clash. Particle le indicates a bounded eventuality while bu can only occur in 

unbounded eventualities. Ti~ulr there is no le-bu-V form of S-not-V question. The derivation h 

canceled if both le and bu-V adjoin to C. 

(138) a *ta chang jing-ju le bu-chang? 

he slng Beijing-Opera ASP not-sing 

b *ta chang jing-ju bu-chang le? 

he slng Beijing-Opera not-sing ASP 

The above feature clash analysis on the adjunct~on to C is supported by the fact that if a 

negatlve ZP rather than an in~lerrogative ZP is projected, the negation word in the Z does not 

move to C and then hu and tho part~cle le can co-occur: 

(139) to bu <:hang jing-ju le. 

Ile not sing Beijing-Operas ASP 

'He bar; stopped singing Beijing Operas.' 



In this sentence the in situ negat~on word bu and the particle le in C have different scopes. le has 

scope over the negation word. They do not adjoin to each other. There is no aspect conflict. See 

section 4.5 for a discuss~on. 

4.3.4 S-not-V and S-not 

Cheng et al. (1996) cl;~im that S-not questions are different fmrn S-not-V questions in 

three respects. However there might be some dialect distinctions between Beijing Mandann and 

other variations of Mandarin. The data of this thesis are fmrn Beijitig Mandarin. I will show that 

none of the three respects car, distinguish these two types of questions m Beijing Mandarin. On 

the contrary, I claim that there are no syntactic or semantic distinctions between S-not-V and S- 

not constructions in Beijing Mandarin. They share some properties which distinguish them fmm 

other types of yes-no questions. The S-not is the shortened fonn of S-not-V. The final V can 

show up under certain phonolog~cal conditions. 

The fust assumed distinction between S-not-V and S-not 1s that non-temporal and 

locative preverbal adjuncts such as chang 'often' and yijing 'already' can appear in S-not but 

not in S-not-V. Cheng et al:s examples are the following (Adverbs are underlined): 

(140) a. ta &ng qu bu? 

he often go not 

'Does he go often?' 



b. ta ym kan-wnn-(le) shu meiyou? [My judgment: *] 

he already read-finish-(ASP) book not 

'Did he already finish reading the book?' 

(141) a. *ta !'- pian ni bu-pian? 

he oftea cher~t-you-not-cheat 

'Docs he often cheat you?' 

b. * t a ) d j ~  kan-wan shu mei-kan-wan? 

he already read-finish bwk not-read-finish 

'Did he already finish reading the book?' 

In Beijing dialect, (140b) i c  unncceptable. If we change the monosyllabic adverb chang 'often' 

inro its disyllabic synonym jingrhang 'often', (140a) becomes unacceptable. However, if 

~ ingchang  occurs in a longer sentence, it is fine 

(142) a. * t a j ! & w g  qu bu? 

he oilen go not 

'Does he go often?' 

b. ta jhg&gg qu Shanghai bu? 

be oflerl go Shnngliat not 

'Does he go to Shanghai often? 

I t  seems that some phonolog~cal factor plttys a role 1n the acceptability of these sentences 



On the other hand, both (141a) and (141b) are unacceptable even without the adverbs. 

7%us the adverb test is invalid. 

(143) a. *ta pi;m ni bu-pian? 

he chc;~t you not-cheat 

b. *ta kan-wan shu mel-kno-wan? 

he rend-finish book not-read-finish 

The following examples show that non-temporal and locative preverbal adjuncts indeed 

cannot occur in S-not-V, as Cheng et al. claim. 

(144) a. ta chang jingju bu-chang? 

he sing Beijing-Opera not-sing 

'Does he often sing Beijing-Operas?' 

b. *tach?% chang jinglu bu-chang? 

he often sing Beijing-Opera not-sing 

(145) a. ta chi fitn le mei-chi? 

he eat meal ASP not-eat 

'Has he eaten the meal?' 

b. *ta &!g chi fan le mei-chi? 

he already eat meal ASP not-eat 



Considering the unacceptability of both the S-not forms (140b) and (142a). and the S- 

not-V forms (144b) and (145.b). one can hardly see any systemauc distinction between these two 

types of questions regarding the occurrence o f  the adverbs. Al l  o f  these forms are unacceptable. 

1 incline to a phonological approach to the relevant data. 

The second assumed distinction between S-not-V and S-not is that ne is allowed in S- 

not-V, but not i s  S-not. Cheng et al.'s exaniples are the following: 

(146) a. la x t l ~ u a ~  nl hu-xihuan ne? (S-not-V) 

he like you noclike Comp 

'Does lhe like you?' 

b. *taqu hu ne'? (S-not) 

lie go not Conip 

c. *la you qian meiyou ne? (S-not) 

he have money not Comp 

However, we do find exan~ples which show that ne is allowed in S-not, in Beijing Mandarin: 

(147) a. ta cl~i-goo fan nieiyou ne? 

he eat-ASP meal not Comp 

'Did he eat a meal?' 



b. la xi-guo shou melyou ne'! 

he wash-ASP hands not Comp 

'Has he washed the hands? 

c. !a jiao-le zuoye meiyou ne? 

he hand-in-ASP homework not Comp 

'Has he handed in the homework?' 

d. la kan-le ne~ben shu meiyou ne? 

he read-ASP that book not Comp 

'Has he read that book?' 

Again the assumed distinction does not hold in Beijing Mandarin. 

Shi and Zhang (1995) argue that ne IS an emphasis marker, which can occur in both 

declarative and inlerrogilt~ve sentences. They also discuss the constraints on the occurrence of 

ne. The constlaints are irrelevant to questlon types. 

The third purported distinct~on between S-not-V and S-not is that aspect markers can 

appear in S-not, but not in S-not-V (Cheng et al. p. 70). Cheng et al only give the following S- 

not example. No example of S-not-V (VP-not-V in their terms) is glven. 

(148) a. ta qu-le rne~you? 

he go-ASP not 

'Has he gone?' 



The following Beijing Mandarin examples of S-not-V show that an aspect marker is al10wed in 

this type of question. 

(149) a. ni cbi-goo rilangguo me1 chi-guo? 

YOU eat-ASP mango not eat-ASP 

'Have you eaten a mango?' 

b. ra chi-le fan mei-chi? 

he eat ASY meal not-eat 

'Has he eaten the meal?' 

Once agaln, the distinction between S-not and S-not-V is not clear in Beijing Mandarin. Based 

on the above observation, I would not clatm any syntactic or semantic distinctions between these 

two types ofquest~ons 

In fact. S-not and S-not-V share many syntactic properties. For example, neither allows 

sentenual negation (section 1.5). They share at least five other properties, which distinguish 

them from S-ma questions. 'These properties were presented in section 4.2.2: they both allow 

adverb daodi 'on earth' but not nandao 'rrally'; they both occur in neutral contexts, having 

narrow question scope: they both occur in an embedded complement clause; and fmdy they 

both exclude the focus marker shi. 

S-not and S-not-V also share some propenies which distinguish them fmm the other two 

types of focus yes-no questions, namely, A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions. First, they cannot 

appear in appositive clauses, while A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions can: 



wo zai kaolu [ta mai-bu-mai shu] de wenti. (A-not-A) 

I at consider [he buy-not-buy book] co~Pques t ion  

'I am cons~dering the question whether he w ~ l l  buy the books.' 

wo zai kaolu [la shi-bu-shi yinggai mai shu] de wenti. (shi-bu-shi) 

I a1 consider [he be-not-be should buy book] CoMPquestion 

'1 am considering the question whether he should buy the books.' 

*wo zai kaolu [ta mai shu bu-mail de wenti. (S-sot-V) 

I at consider [he buy book not-buy] coMP question 

*wo zai kaolu [ta mai shu bu] de wenti. (S-not) 

1 at consider [he buy book not] CoMP question 

wo zai wen LaoLi [la mai-mei-mai shu] de wenti. (A-not-A) 

I at ask LaoLi [he buy-not-buy book] coMPquestion 

'I was asking LaoLi the question whether he had bought the book.' 

wo Z;II wen LnoLi [ta shi-bu-shi inai-le shu] de wenti. (shi-bu-shi) 

I at ask LaoLi [he be-not-be buy-ASP book] c o ~ ~ q u e s t i o n  

'I was asking LaoLi the question whether he had bought the book.' 

*wo z;ti wen LaoLi [ta mai-(le) shu mei-mail de wenti. (S-not-V) 

I at ask LaoLi [he ~ ~ I ~ - ( A S P )  book not-buy] CoMPquestion 

*wo zai wen LaoLi [ta mai-(le) shu meiyoul de wenti. (S-not) 

I at ask LaoLi [he buy-(ASP) book not] CoMPquestion 



Second, neither S-not nor S-not-V can appear in a subject clause, while A-not-A and shi- 

bu-slii questions can: 

(152) a. ta qu-mel-qo-guo Beijing gen wo wuguan. (A-not-A) 

he go-not-go-ASP Beijing to me irrelevant 

'Whether he has been to Beijing is irrelevant to me.' 

b. ta shi-bu-shi qu-guo Beijing gen wo wuguan.. (shi-bu-shi) 

be be-not-be go-ASP Beijing to me helevant 

'Whether lie has been to Beijing is irrelevant tome.' 

c. *tn qii-guo Beijing meiyou gen wo wugonn. (S-not) 

he go-ASP Beijing not to me irrelevant 

'Whether he has been to Beijing is irrelevant to me.' 

d. *ta qo-goo Beijing mei-qu-goo gen wo wuguan. (S-not-V) 

11e go-asp Beijing not-go-ASP to me irrelevant 

'Whether he has been to Beijing is irrelevant to me.' 

Third, neither S-not nor S-not-V can appear in adverbial wulun 'no-matter' or buguan 

'regardless' clause, while A-nof-A and shi-bu-shi questions can. 

(153) a wulunibog~~nn ni XI-bu-xlbuan ta, wo dou yao jia ta. (A-not-A) 

no-mattedreg.udless you like-not-like he, I all want marry he 

'Regardless whether you like him or not. I want to marry him.' 



b. wulun/buguan ni shi-bu-shi xihuan La, wo dou yao jia ta. (shi-bu-shi) 

no-matterlregardless you be-not-be like he, I all want marry he 

'Regardless whether you like him or not, I want to many him.' 

c. *wulunlbuguan nl x~huan tabu, wo dou yao jia fa. (S-not) 

no-mauerlregardless you like he not, I all want many he 

d. *wulunibuguan ni xihuan la bu-xihuan, wo dou yao jia fa. (S-not-V) 

no-matterlregardless you like he not-like, 1 all want marry he 

There are some phonological constraints on form of not-V. For example, the negation 

word is preferably monosyllabic. The forms of bu-V and met-V sound more natural than 

rneiyou-V. 

(154) a. ta chang j~ng-ju bu-(chang)? 

he sing Beijing-Opera not-(sing) 

'Does be srng Beijing-Opera?' 

(155) a. ta jiujit~g xlhuan ni bu-(xihuan)? 

he actually like you not-(like) 

'Actually does he ltke you?' 

(156) a. ni ji;in-goo ta mei-jian-goo? 

YOU see-ASP he not-see-ASP 

'Have you seen him?' 



b. *ni jian-guo l a  meiyou-jian-guo? 

you ~ ~ I : - A S P  he not-see-ASP 

(157) a. la chi fi~n le mei(you)? 

he eat meal ASP not 

'Has Ile eaten !lie meal?' 

b. ta chi fan le mei-chi? 

he en1 meal ASP not-eat 

'Has he eaten the meal? 

c. ? ta chi fiin le meiyo14-chi? 

be eat nneal ASP not-ei~l 

However, in many cases, if ,ne~ or bu is followed by a disyllabic verb, the not-V form still 

sounds unnatural. 

(158) a. *la bi~n):zl~u lingju bu-bangzhu? 

he help ineighbour not-help 

(159) a, ta zhuyi XinoWang meiyou? 

he notlce XiaoWang not 

'Did be notice XiaoWang?' 

b. ? 1;1 zhuyi Xii~oWang mei-zhoyi? 

he notice XiaoWang nor-notice 



c. * ta zliuyi XiaoWang meiyou-zhuyi? 

he notice XiaoWang not-notice 

(160) a. Ia ganxie ta de laoshi meiyou? 

he thank he Moo teacher not 

'Has he thanked his teacher?' 

b. *ta ganxie ta de laoshi mei-ganxie? 

he thank he MOD teacher not-thank 

c. *ta ganxie ta de laoshi melyou-ganxie? 

he thank he MOD teacher not-thank 

It seems that S-not-V forms are rather resmcted. Usually, both the negation word and 

the verb are monosyllabic. 

Thus, from a 5yntact:c v~ewpoint, S-not is in fact S-not-V. The presence of the sentence- 

final V is dec~ded at PF 

4.4. Covert checking of C in A-no t4  and shi-bu-shi questions 

Unlike A-not-A, which can only apply to a lexical head, shi-bu-shi is a free word form 

and can adjoin to any lexical X' or X"". 



(161) a. ta shi-bu-shi zal Beijing bu gongzuo? 

Ile be-no-be at Reijing not work 

'Does he not work in Beijing?' 

b. la sbi-bu-shi hai mei chi-guo miantiao? 

he be-not-be yet not eat-ASP noodle 

'Has he not yet eaten noodles?' 

c. shi-bu-shi la z:~i Beijing bu gongzuo? 

be-not-be he at Beijing not work 

'Does he not work in Beijing?' 

Shi-bu-sl~i does not adjoin to the functional category 1'. Recall that I argued in Chapter 3 

that the particle le is base-generdted at lnfl. The following data show that the panicle le can co- 

occur with shi-bu-shi. 

(162) a. la shi-btl-shi xie-guo xin le? 

lie be-not-be write-ASP letter ASP 

'Did he write a letter?' 

b. ta xie-goo xin le shi-bu-shi? 

he write-ASP letter ASP be-not-be 

'He wrote a letter. didn't he?' 



If shi-bu-shi were adjoined to P, i t  should move together with le to C, and the sentence (a) 

above should be ungmmmatical, contrary to the fact. Thus, shi-bu-shi does not adjoin to Infl. 

The (b) sentence above is a tag question, which is marked by a phonological pause before shi- 

bu-shi. Tag questions are a different type of questions. They ate irrelevant lo the issue here. 

A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions share some properties. First, both the A-not-A word 

and the word slti-hn-shi are morphologically formed: both are derived via reduplication and an 

infix (bu or mci) which must k monosyllabic (mciyou 1s ruled out). Secondly, both can occur in 

appositive sentences. Other types of yes-no questions cannot. Third, both can occur in a wulun 

o r  buguan adverbial clause, while other types of yes-no questions cannot. Fourth, both can 

occur in a subject clause, while other types of yes-no questions cannot. The last three properties 

were discussed in section 4.3.4. 

However, the most important charactenstic shared by these two types of questions is 

that they show no overt checking of the [Q] feature of C. M a  is not allowed and no movement 

to CP is requ~red in these two types ofquestions. 

There are two possible explanat~ons for this absence of overt checking of C. One is that 

the relation between the Q-operator and A-not-Alshi-bu-shi is LF binding, rather than syntactic 

checking. The other is that there is syntact& checking, but it is coven. 

Tsai's (1994) analysis argues that Chinese WH no~n~nals such as shci 'who' and shcnme 

'what' do  not have covert movenient. Thkr relation to the null operator is binding rather than 

checking. In contrast, Chinese WH adverbs such as weishenme 'why' are in a covert checking 

relation to the null operator. The major distinction between these two kinds of WH phrases is 

that WH nominals do not obey the complex nominal island constraint while WH adverbs do. 



(163) a. OPi Akiu kna-bu-qi [UP [CP OPi [W ei zuo shenmeil] de ren.]? 

Akiu despise do what DE people 

'Whnt is the thingljob x such that Akiu despises [people [who do xll? 

b. * OPi Akiu nihuan Cop [CV OPi [ ~ L u x u n  weishenmei xie eill de shuil? 

Akiu like Luxun why write  book 

'What is the reason x such that A likes [books [that Luxun wmte for XI]? 

The complex nomin:tl island constraint is a Relativized Minimality effect on the relation 

between two operators in the thbove WH questions. 

Iluang (1982: 532) notes that A-not4 behaves like weiskenme 'why' in that it obeys the 

complex nominal island consuaint. Here in (164b) 1 show that shi-bu-shi patterns with A-not-A. 

(164) a. *OPi [D,.[~.  O P i [ ~  ni xi-bu-xlhuanj ei]de shui] bijiao hao? 

yoa-like-not-like DE book compmtively good 

'Is the h o k  [whether you like it or not1 comparatively good? 

b. *OPi OP; [P ni shi-bu-shii xihuan] de s l ~ ~ ]  bijiao hao? 

you be-not-be like DE book compmatively good 

'Is the book [whether you like it or not] compmtlvely good? 

Tbus both A-not-A and shi-bu-shi pattern with WH adverbs rather than with WH 

nomlnals. 



The following data ~ndicate the syntactic contrast between a yes-no question and an 

alternative question. Unlike a yes-no question, an alternative question as in (a) below, does not 

obey the complex nominal island constraint. 

(165) a. ni xihuan [he kafei ha~shi bu he kafei] de ren? 

you like [drink coffee or not drink coffee] DE person 

'Do you like people who drink coffee or who do not drink coffee?' 

b. * ni xihuan [he-bu-he kafei] de ren? 

you like [drink-not-drink coffee] DE person 

c. * n xihuan ishi-bu-shi he kafeil de ren7 

you like [be-not-be drink coffee] DE person 

Huang (1982) suggests that A-not-A undergoes LF movement to CP. Since shi-bu-shi 

and A-na-A share many propenies, I extend Huang's claim to shi-bu-shi and conclude that both 

A-not-A and shi-bu-shl check the IQ] feature of C covertly. That is why neither ma is merged 

nor any other element 1s required to move to C overtly. R i s  claim will be further supported by 

the interactions between questron types and sententla1 negation. See the next section. 



4.5 Interactions between question types and sentential negation 

An obse~at lon m;ide l ~ y  Cheng et al. (1996: 69) is that the verb has to be af f i a t ive  in 

S-not, S-not-V and A-not-A questions, vhile no such constraint is applied to S - m  questions. 

The data in (166) show that nrgative S-ma questions are grammatical. 

(166) a. tabu cli;~ng jing-ju nix? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera Comp 

'Does he not sing Beijing-Opera?' 

b. 13 meiyou chang jing-ju ma? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera Comp 

'Did he not sing Beijing-Opera?' 

My investig:~tion of the interactions of ~entential negation and the types of yes-no 

questions are summarized in (1 67) below: 

(167) 



In section 4.5.1. 1 will present the Relativized Minirnality effect in A-not-A and shi-bu- 

shi questions, and in section 4.5.2 1 will demonstrate the feature compatibility in S-not-(V) 

questions. 

4.5.1 Relalivized Minirnality in A-not-A and shi-bu-shi 

My following observation shows that A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions can allow a 

following negatlon word in some cases, but never allow a preceding negatlon word. In the 

following, (168) is in the fonn of A-not-A. and (169) is in the form of shi-bu-shi. Since A-not-A 

and shi-bu-shi contain interpretable [Q] feature, I show the relative order of the negation word 

aqd the feature [Q] in the brackets. 

(168) a. *ta bu cliang-bu-ci~ang jing-ju? (Neg-lQl) 

he not sing-not-sing Beijing-Opera 

a '  *ta chnng-bu-chang bu jing-ju? ([QI-Neg) 

he sing-not-sing not Beijing-Opera 

b. *to mei(you) chang-mel-chang jing-ju? ( k g - [ a )  

he not sing-not-sing Bcijing-Opera 

b'. *ta chang-mei-chang mei(you) jing-ju? ([Ql-Neg) 

he sing-not-sing not Beijing-Opera 

c. *ni bu neng-bu-neng qing ta lai? (Neg-IQl) 

you not can-not-can invite he come 



c'. ni neng-bu-neng bu qlng ta lai? ([QI-Neg) 

you can-not-can not invite he come 

'Can you not invite him to come?' 

d. *ta (hai) meiyou hui-bu-hui chi-guo fan? (Neg-[Q]) 

he (yet) not might-not-might eat-ASP meal 

d' ta hui-bu-hui hai meiyou chi-guo fan? ([QI-Neg) 

he might-not-might yet not eat-~spmeal 

'Might he not have eaten a meal yet?' 

(169) a. *tabu shi-bu-shi changjing-ju? (Neg-IQl) 

be not be-not-be sing Beijing-Opera 

a'. [a shi-bu-shi bu changjing-ju? ([Ql-Neg) 

he be-not-he not sing Beijing-Opera 

'Does he not sing Beijing-Opera?' 

b. *ta meiyou shi-bu-slii chnng jing-ju? (Neg-[Ql) 

he not be-not-be sing Beijing-Opera 

b'. ta shi-bu-shi nieiyou chang jing-ju? (IQI-Neg) 

he be-nomt-be not sing Beijing-Opera 

'Did he not sing Beijing-Opera?' 

The above data show that negative shi-hu-shi and A-not-A questions are never 

acceptable if the negation won1 occurs to the left of the A-not-A word or the word shi-bu-shi. 



Recall that in section 2.5.2 on page 55 1 argued that ~ e g '  is beneath 9 and above V' and 

that Ohinese verbs in V usually do not overtly move ton. If A-not-A word is a verb (modals are 

also base-generated in V, see section 3.2.3), [QJ-Neg order of A-not-A questions suggests that 

anembedded VP, rather than a mauix VP, is negated. The unacceptability of Neg-[Q] order of 

A-not-A questions indicates that negation of a matrix A-not-A verb is never allowed. 

To account for the interactions between these question types and sentence negation. I 

assume that the relation between [Neg] and [Q] is similar to the relation between an operator 

feature of a relative clause and [Q] discussed in the last section. Syntacttcally, they are all 

operator features. Attracting one operator feature can be blocked by another nearer operator 

feature, and Relativized Minimality is respected. [Ql of C can only be checked by an 

interpretable [Q], not [Negl. [Negl and the uninterpretable [Q] are incompatible with each other 

in C. The interpretable [Q] of A-not-A and shi-bu-shi is assumed to be attracted covertly to [Q] 

o f C  (section 4.4). If a negation word occurs higher than A-not-A and shi-bu-shi, the attraction 

is blocked. Thus, only when a negatlon word occurs to the right of an A-not-A word or shi-bu- 

shi, which contalns [Q], the sentence is acceptable, as in (c') and (d') of (168). and (a') and (b') 

of(169). In this case, A-not-A or sl~i-bu-shi occurs in a higher position than Z, and [Negl of a 

negation word in Z is unable to block the [Q] attraction. If a negation word occurs to the left of 

shi-bu-shi or A-not-A, the [Negl of the negation word would be attracted to C. Since [Q] of C 

an3 [Neg] are not compatible, the sentence 1s unacceptable, as shown in (a), (b), (c) and (d) of 

(168) and (a) and (b) of (169). The unacceptability of (a') and (b') of (168). where A-not-A 



occurs to the left of a negation word, may have other reasons. For example, the adjacency 

constrait~t between a trans~tive verb and its object, however it might be explained, is violated." 

The interactions between 1Q1 and [Negl can also be found in the [Q] of a WH phrase 

and a negation vrord in Italian and French (Rowlett 1997). In the absence of n-words, Italian 

marks sententinl negation by non alone. A WH-operator cannot be extracted fmm a position 

below Nego to, say, a higher SpecCP position. In French, ne is not usually able to mark 

sentential negation on its own. In some contexts, however, it can, e.g., with pseudo-modal verbs 

such as oser, poiivotr. In such contexts, the same blocking effects are also produced. According 

to Rowlett (1997), these facts suggest the presence of a non-oven operator in SpecNegP, and 

the operator counts as a clo:;er element to be attracted and prevents the moves of a WH- 

constituent from a lower position. 

4.5.2 Feature Compatibility in S-not-(V) 

The follow~ng d:tt;i indir;tte th:tt negattve S-oot-(V) is always unacceptable. (170) is in 

the fonn of S-not-V and (171) is in the form of S-not. 

4, Furlller rcsarch is rcclaircd 10 cnplnis why o inegolion word cmnol follow an A-not-A word which is not a 
vcrb. 

(i) a. u gcn Xkto Wang bu shuohua. 
hc 10 Xiim Wilng not speak 
'Hc docs ilot spwk to Xiao Wang.' 

h. til gcn-bu-gel, Xiro Wvng shuohua? 
lo lo-sol-lo Xino Wang sped 
'DNS he:ipwk lo Xiao Wang?' 

c. *w gen-ba-gcn Xiao Wang bu shuohua? 
Itc lo-1101-lo Xiao Wang not spcnk 



(170) a. *tabu cliang jing-ju bu-chang? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera not-sing 

b. *ta mei(you) chang jing-ju mei(you)-chang? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera not-sing 

(171) a. *ta bu chengjing-ju bu? 

he not sing Bcijing-Opera not 

h. *ta niei(you) chang jing-ju mei(you)? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera not 

c. *ta me~(you) chang jing-ju bu? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera not 

d. *ta bu chang jing-ju mei(you)? 

he not sing Beijing-Opera not 

Since double negation is allowed, as shown m (172). the unacceptability of the above S- 

not-(V) forms cannot be accounted for by s prohibition ngaiost the co-occurrence of two hu or 

mei(you) fonns. 

(172) a. wo bu lneng hu chang jing-ju. 

1 not can not stng Beijing-Opera 

'I cannot not sing Beijing-Opera.' (I have to) 



b. nl bo neng bu qu ma? 

you not can not go Q 

'Is it not possible for you not to gol' 

In a double negation sentence sucl~ as (172). each of the two verbs heads its own VP. Recall that 

root modals are control verbs (Chnpter 3). In (1723) the root modal neng 'can' heads a VP and 

the verb chang 'sing' heads another VP. Each VP can be under its own ZP. 

In this subsection I pliessieot evidence showing the words bu and mei(you) in an S-not-(V) 

questlon do not have [Negl feature. Then I explain why hu and rnei(you) in an S-not-(V) 

question do not mean negalil~n and why S-not-(V) questions do not have sentential negation. 

In section 2.5.2 1 claimed that NegP or ZP is between v"" and VP. The head of ZP is 

filled by a negation word if the sentence is a neganve sentence. Recall that there are two 

negative markers in Chinese: hri and mei(you). The choice between them is determined by 

eventuality type: bounded eventualities, where meifyou) is used, and unbounded eventualities, 

where bu is used. These distinctions were introduced in section 2.5.1. 

There are two generalizations with respect to Chinese aspect compatibility. First, an 

unbounded feature does na'l C-commned a bounded feature in the same clause. Bu is an 

unbounded negation word, while aspect suffixes -/el -zhe, and -guo are bounded aspect marken. 

Thus bu never directly negates a verb with any of these aspect suffixes. 



(173) a. *[IP ... (LC) [,p [LP bu ... [vv V-lelzhelguo 

unbounded bounded 

b. [IP ... h Ixp ID bu 

bounded unbounded 

(174) a. tabu chang jing-ju. 

he not sing Beijing Opere 

'He does not slng Beijing Operas.' 

b. ta bu chang jing-ju le. 

he not sing Beijing-opera ASP 

'He has stopped singing Beijing Operas.' 

c. 'tabu chang-guo jing-ju. 

he not sing-ASP Beijing Opera 

d. *fa chang-guo jing-ju bu. 

he sing-ASP Beijing Opetanot 

In (174b). le moves from I to C (Chapter 3). The interpretation of the sentence shows the scope 

differences between bu and particle le. Bu bas a nanower scope. It negates the state of chang 

jirig-ju 'singing Beijing Operas.' In contrast, the particle le has a wider scope. It switches the 

unbounded state 'not singing Beijing Opens' into a bounded state: from now on, a new state 

that he does not sing Beijing Operas has just started. The particle le changes an individual-level 

predicate into a stage-level predicate. Thus the particle le can scope over an unbounded 

eventuality. However, the unbounded negation word bu cannot scope over a bounded 



eventuality as in (174c) and (174d). where hu is base-genemted at XP, a position higher than 

VP. 

Second, an eventive INeg] neither C-commands nor is C-commanded by another 

eventive feature in the same clause. According to Smith (1994), -1e is eventive, -zhe and -guo 

are stative. I assume that the bounded negation word meiyou and the bounded particle le are 

a!so eventive. In other words, two eventive elements cannot co-occur if one of them has [Negl. 

a. *[I,' ... le IIp [m meiyou 

*Is. ... ILl2 I m  rnciyou ... [vp V-le 

I,,. ... le [,I. [,,. Iv,. V-lel-zltciguo 

[LP ... fyrd nteiyoll ... ["I* V-zhelguo 

ta nlai zheiben shu le. 

he buy Ithis book ASP 

'He has bought this book.' 

ta meiyou ma1 zheiben shu. 

be not buy this book 

'He has not bought this book.' 

*ta ~neiyou mat zheiben shu le. 

he non buy this b w k  ASP 

eta meiyou rnni-le zheiben shu. 

he not buy-ASP this book 



b. tn metyou mi-guo zhetben shu. 

he not b u y - ~ s ~  this book 

'He did not buy this book.' 

The completnentary distrtbution of lc and rneiyou in a declarative sentence is discussed in 

Wang (1965). However, these two elements can co-occur in S-not questions. 

(178) a. ta mai zheiben shu le metyou? 

he buy this book ASP not 

'Has he bought this book?' 

b. tn mai-le zheiben shu meiyou? 

he buy-ASP this book not 

'Has he bought this book?' 

My explanation for the contrast between (176c)/(177a) and (178) is that in negative 

sentences such as (176), mciyou is a real negation marker. Thus the second generalization above 

is respected. The negative meanlng of the negation word plays a muctal role in the conflict 

between Ie and mciyou in (176). That is why meiyou and le do not co-occur in negative 

sentences. However, in interrogztttve sentences, such as (170,  sentence final meiyou does not 

mean negation. Thus the second generalization does not apply." 

4, Cheng el ai. (1996) dcnl with the issue in a dillcrcnt way. In their fwmolo 7 hey pol111 out: "mere are 
different propasals which address the question a1 why -1c cannot appear with meifyou) in regular negatlon 
cantcne. We assume here that whatever he consvatnt is, it is not a semantic incompatibility and that the 
suu$aral description that leads lo tho "on-eo-occurrence in this case is no longer met when tho nogation is in the 
C? bsilion." 



If sentence final nleryou m S-not-(V) questions occurs in an unbounded eventuality, as in 

the following sentences, there is an aspect clash, and thus the sentence is unacceptable. In other 

words, even ifnte~you does not have the [Neg] feature, it still has its aspect features. 

(179) a. *ta xlhuan neigediany~ng meiyou? 

he like that movie not 

b. *la xibuan nelge dianying mei(you)-xihum? 

helike that movle not-like 

The above data show thnt bu and rnct(you) in a declarative sentence are real negation 

words and have interpretable [Negl feature. However, when these words occur in S-not-(V) 

questions, althoagl~ they still require an aspect compatibility with the predicate in boundedness, 

they do  not mean negation and thus do not lhnve interpretable [Negl feature. Based on this 

observation, I conclude that when ha and merfyou) are merged to the intelmgative Z to check 

the strong [Qj, tliey do not have [Negl feature. 

Why do hu and nwi(you) in S-not-(V) not have [Neg]? In the last subsection I showed 

that the covert lnovernent of [QI of A-not-A and shi-bu-shi to Cis blocked by [Neg]. When 

[Negl is closer to C than (Q1 of A-not-A or shi-bu-sbi, the sentence is always unacceptable. This 

indic:~tes that [NegJ is attr:sted to [Q] of C, and the incompatibility between [QI and [Negl in C 

causes the ungmmmnticality. Thus the uninterprerable [Ql of C is not compatible with the 

interpretable [Negl. If a featnre is not con~patible with another feature in one case, it should be 

so all the time. l'hos, like the [QI of C, the [QI of E is not compatible with [Negl either. When 



b ~ i  and meifyou) are merged to the interrogative Z to check the uninterpretable strong [QJ of Z 

they are not allowed to have [Neg] feature. This analysis accounts for why bu and meifyou) in 

S-hot-(V) are not allowed to have [Neg]. 

Since the IQ1 of Z is incompatible with [Neg], Z can be either interrogative or negative, 

but not both. Since S-not-(V) questions have the lnterrogatlve ZP, they cannot have a negative 

ZP. Furthermore, since a sentence negation can only be encoded in ZP, when ZP excludes 

[Neg], the sentence must be affirmative. Thus there is no negative S-not-(V) questions. 

The discussion in this section explains the interactions between question types and 

negation in a feature checking approach. S-not-(V) questlons do not have sentence negation 

Mause  the uninterpretable [Ql is not compat~ble with [Negl in either Z or C. A-not-A words 

afld shi-bu-shi do not allow a preceding INegl because [Negl can block the covert n~ovemenl of 

[Q] to C. S-ma questions, however, do not involve checking of [QI by movement. They do  not 

project interrogative ZP either. Thus there is no [Neg] blocking effect. Negative S-ma quesdons 

am always acceptable, as expected. 

4.6 Choosing between oven and covert checking 

In the previous secuons of this chapter. 1 argued that [Q] of C on the one hand is overtly 

checked by merging of ma in S-ma questlons (section 4.2), and on the other hand, it is checked 

by oven movement of not-(V) in S-not-(V) questions (section 4.3). and covert movement of A- 

not-A and shi-bu-shi in A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questions (section 4.4). These are two different 

major types of questions. They have different syntactic and semantlc properties, as shown in 



section 4.2. Checking by merge and checking by move may have different numeration involved. 

It is possible that S-ma questions have a non-focused [Q] (see section 4.2), which is strong all 

the time and is checked by tnergiag of ma. Other yes-no questions may have a focused IQ1 in C. 

However, within nall-nzo yes-no questions, it seems that the same uninterpretable feature 

[QJ of C can h: either strong or weak: it is strong in S-not-(V) questions and weak in A-not-A 

and shi-bu-shi questions. Recall that in Chapter 2 I proposed a triggering hypothesis, which 

states that a default weak fe:~ture of a functional head can be triggered to be stmng by the 

presence of cenain feature in the complement doma~n of the functional head. The strength 

variations of [QI in C discussed in this chapter present us with a similar case. S-not-(V) 

questions differ from A-not-A and shi-bu-shi questtons in that they have an intenogative L It is 

possible that some feature in the interrogative Z, for instance, the strong [Q] or [V], or both. 

triggers the strong [QI of C. 

Once more I ckuni t h : ~  parameters across languages are not best stated in terns of 

absolute distinctions between strength and weakness of a certain feature. Rather, languages 

difier ia the default strength of :I cerrain feature, The default state, however, can be ovem'dden if 

the appropriate condition 1s satisfied. Saying this, I hope the research presented here can add to 

our understanding of the choice between oven and covert movement in a single languages. 

4.7 VO-not-VO questions 

In this section I will argue that VO-not-VO questions such as the following are 

alternative quesllons, not yes-no questions. 



(1 80) ta xihuan ni bu xihuan ni? 

he like you not like you 

'Does he like you or not like you?' 

In Huang (1991). this type of question IS taken to be e~ther A-not-A or S-not-V. (AB- 

not-A, assuming B is null, in his terms). In McCawley (1994), this type of question is excluded 

from alternative questions. 

An alternative question in Chinese can be asked in different ways, as shown in (181a) 

and (181b). 

(181) a. ta chi fan haishi chi man? 

he eat rice or eat noodle 

'Does he eat rice or noodle?' 

b. ta chi f:~n chi mian? 

he eat rice eat noodle 

'Does he eat rice or noodle?' 

c. ta chi fan bu chi fan? 

he eat rice not eat rice 

'Does he eat nce or not eat rice?' 



(181n) is in the fonn of A-haishi-B 'A or B', while (18lb) is in the form of VOs-V02. It is 

generally assumed that l~aislli 'or' is implied between the twoVOs in (181b). 

In McC;~wley's (1994) theory, se~ltences such as (181~). which is in the form of VO-not- 

VO, as well :is typical S-not-V sentences, are not considered as alternative questions because 

they show difierent properties from typical altemative questions, while shnring some common 

properties with A-not-A qoe~tions."~ For example, an alternative question can occur in a relative 

clause, while neither an A-not-A qtlestion nor a VO-not-VO question can.'6 

(182) a. ni xihuan lhe kafei haishi bu he kafei] de ren? 

you like [drink coffee or not drink coffee] Comp person 

'Does he like people who drink coffee or who do not drinkcoffee?' 

b. * ni xihunn [he-bu-he kafei] de ren? 

you like [drink-not-drink coffee] Comp person 

c. * ni xihuan [he kafei bv he kafei] de ren? 

you like [drink coffee not drink coffee] Comp person 

However, while altcrnntive questions cont:tining hoishi 'or' as in (18la) can occur in a 

rel:ltive clause, alternative questions in the fonn of V0,-V02, as in (181b). cannot. (183a) and 

(183b) show the contrast. 

'' Allllnugh Maawlcy docs not rpccficalty mlk about VO-not-VO qucaions. ~n his discussion of S-not-V, he 
includos VO-not..VO cxamplcs. 
'%nolhcr comn,on proporty oi A-nol-A and allcniat~vc qucslions 13 that bolh can occur in a wulun 'no-matter' 
or buguon 'regar~tlcss' clause, whilc otlsr non-WH questions cannot. Occ (153) above). 



(183) a. ni x~huan [chi fan haishi chi mian] de ren? 

you like feat rice or eat noodle] Co~np person 

'Do you like people who eat nce or who eat noodle?' 

b. *ni xilioan [chi fan chi mian] de ren? 

you like [eat nce eat noodle] Comp person 

In fact, no alternative clause with a null haishi 'or' can occur in a relative clause 

(184) a. ni kan baozbi kan xiaoshuo? 

you read newspaper read novel 

'Do you (want to) read newspaper or a novel?' 

b. ni yi~o jian [kan baozhi haishi kan xiaoshuo] de ren? 

you wast meet [read newspaper or read novel] Comp penon 

'Do yoil want to meet people who read newspaper or who read novels?' 

c. * ni yno jian [kan baozhi kan xiaoshuo] de ren? 

you want meet [read newspaper read novel] Comp person 

These data show that VO-not-VO patterns wtth '401-VG. If the latter a analyzed as an 

altkrnative question, the fornier can also be an alternative question. Both of them have a nun 

f o h  of the conjunction haishi 'or'. It seems that alternative questions with a null conjunctton 

have common properties and have a more restricted distribut~on than those with an overt 

conjunction. As in the case that Case-drop and Comp-drop must satisfy certain syntactic 



requirements (Travis and Lamontagne 1992), conjunction-dmp here must also meet cenain 

conditions 

McCawley's other test i\ that io an altemat~ve question, the negative pan can precede 

the affumative part, while in a S-not-V and a VO-not-VO question the negative pan must 

follow the affiimotive part. This is shown in (185). 

(185) a. ni bu xihunn ta haishi x~huan la? 

you not like he or like he 

'Do you nor like him or like him?' 

b. *nl bu xillltan la xihuan la? 

you not like he like he 

I wgued in scctiotls 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 that not-V in S-not-V is moved from Z to C, which 

IS in a sentence final position. Thos, it is ilnpossible for not-V to precede any element. This 

pos~tional conslmiet on S-not-V is irrelevant to the internal order of an alternative question. As 

in the relative clause constraint discussed above, the affirmative-negative order might be another 

constraint on alternative rl~!estions which have a null conjunction. 

In fact, we do find further constraints on altemauve questions without haishi. I list some 

of them below. 

First, the two verbs must be identical. 



(186) a. ni chi fan haishi he zhou? 

you eat rice or drink porridge 

'Do you eat rice or drink ponidge?' 

b. *ni chi fan he rhou? 

you eat nce drink porridge 

(187) a. ni xie xin hashi kan xin? 

you write letter or read letter 

'Do you write letter or read letter?' 

b. *ni xte xtn kan xin? 

you write letter read letter 

c. *ni xie xin bu kan xln? 

you write letter not read letter 

Second, any postverbal elements cannot be temporal expressions 

(188) a. niqu Beijing (ha~shi) qu Shanghai? 

you go Beijing (or) go Shanghat 

'Are you going to Beijing or to Shanghat' 

b. ni qo Reijing bu qu Beijing? 

you go Beijing not go Beijing 

'Are you going to Beijing or not' 



(189) a. la shui-le li:~ngge xiaoshi haishl sange xiaoshi? 

he sleep-ASP two hour or three hour 

'Did he sleep for two hours or three hours.' 

b. *ta shui-le liangge xiaoshi sange xiaoshi? 

he sleep-ASP two hour three hour 

c. *ta sl~ui-lc liwtgge xiaoshi mei shui liangge xiaoshi? 

he sleep-ASP two hour not sleep two hour 

(190) a. ta chi-le liang ci haishi san ci? 

he eat-ASP two time or three time 

'Did he eat twice or three tin~es?' 

b. *ta chi-le liang ci san ci? 

he eat-ASP two tlme or three tlme 

c. *ta chi-le liang ci mei chi liangci? 

he ea t -~sp two  ttme not eat two time 

Third, if the postverbal elements encode themes, the two themes must have the same 

number of syllables The following (191) and (192) contrast with (193), where the postverbal 

element 1s not a theme 

(191) a. ta ma ren haishi madongwu? 

he abuse people or abuse animal 

'Does he abuse people or animsls?' 



b. *ta ma ren ma dongwu? 

he abuse people abuse animal 

(192) a. !amen kan Balei-wu haishi kan geju? 

they watch Ballet-dance or watch opera 

'Do they watch ballet or operas?' 

b. *tamen kan Balei-wu kan geju? 

they watch ballet watch opera 

(193) a. ni qu Meiguo haishiqu Jiaoada? 

you go States or go Canada 

'Do you go to the States or Canada?' 

b. ni qu Meiguo qu Jianada? 

you go States go Canada 

'Do you go to the Stares or Canada?' 

VO-not-VO questions obey all of these constraints. They should be typical allernalive 

questions with a null conjunction. They are not yes-no questions. Alternative questions never 

allow a yes-no question Complementizer ma. The feature cl~ecking of yes-no questions 

discussed in the rest of this chnpter does not upply to VO-not-VO questions. 



4.8 Conclusions 

The empiricd contribution of this chapter lies in the discovery of the syntactic 

relationships anwng the five types of Chinese yes-no questions: S-ma. S-not-V, S-not. A-not-A 

and shi-bu-shi questions. I showed that the S-not type shares many syntactic properties with S- 

t~ot-V type and it may be a PF variant of S-not-V. I have also related these five question types to 

the VO-not-VO alternative qoestions. Furthermore I have described the syntactic properties of 

each of these question types. Based on these descriptions, I claim that a strong 1Ql of C is 

overtly checked by a merged ma in S-ma questions, and by Z-to-C raising in S-not-(V) 

questions. Interrogative X in Chinese has two strong features. [Q] and [Vl, which are checked 

by a merged word haimci(you) and the copy of a verb respectively. Thus Cto-C raising in S- 

not-(V) questions adjoins the word bulmei(yo~l) and the copy of the verb to C. In addition, A- 

not-A and shi-bu-shi questioris check the un~nterpretable (Q1 of C by a covert mvement. Thus 

in these various yes-no questions, both overt and covert, and both merge and move operations 

of checking are involved. Furthermore, the interactions behveen a yes-no question and sentence 

negation show the Relalivized Mini~naliiy and feature compatibility. Finally, I explored the 

theoretical relations among these checking operations. 1 assume that the strength variations of 

[Ql in C across A-nor-A, shi-bu-shi and S-not-(V) questions can be related to the presence of a 

certein feature in X. 

Yes-no questions reveal another case of checking dependency in Chinese syntax, in 

addition to that of triggered object shift (Chapter 2) and forced aspect particle le raising from I 

to C (Chapter 3). These various cases of checking dependencies enable us to look into the 



details of apparent choices in the language computation, and help us to find the laws which 

gqvem checking dependency in general. 

Pan A of this thesis has investigated the synt'actic checking dependencies of clause level 

functional categories vP, IP :and CP. Part B of this thesis (Chapter 5 to Chapter 7) investigates 

another kind of dependency in Chinese: the binding dependency. 



PART B BWINC DEPENDENCIES IN DOUSEMENCES 

Chapter 5 A Binding Approach to Dou Sentences 

5.1 Introduction 

The Chinese adverb dou is usually translated into English as 'all'. It can occur in either 

the additive type of focus construction, or the non-focus consmction, as in (194a) and (194h) 

respectively. 

(194) a. lian tamen dou mai-le zheiben shu 

even they all buy-ASP this hook 

'Even they bought this book.' (collectively or distributively) 

b, tamen dou mg-le zheiben shu. 

'They all bought this book.' (distnbufively only) 

In Chapter 2.1 argued that in additive focus constructions such as (194a) both dou and lian are 

focus markers and that the focused phrase must be M-commanded by dou. In h i s  chapter and 

the next two chapters. 1 will discuss properties of do11 as it appears in non-focus consmctions 

such as (194b). In section 7.5 of Chapter 7, 1 will compare dou in the additive focus 

construction with do11 elsewhere. 



This chapter has two main goals. First. I will make explicit what kind of elements can 

liknse dou. Neither the notion of plurality, as generally assumed. nor other notions such as paR- 

wliole, collectivity, specificity, and delimitedness, are directly related to the grammaticality of a 

dou sentence. I will propose a notion of Measurable to the Eventuality (M element) to deal with 

the problem. Second. I will explain, on the one hand, why licensers of dou, including operators 

in interrogative WH phrases, must C-command dou: and on the other, why linkers of dou can be 

multiple, a fact noticed by Lee (1986). Sung (1996). and liang (1996). among others. I wi!J 

argue that a checking or movement analysis such as that of Cheng (1995) has difficulty 

accounting for multiple linking, as po~nted out by Sung (1996). However, an unselective 

bidding approach such as thnt of Sung (1996) fails to account for the C-command requirement 

between dou and its licenser(s). Instead, a pronominal binding approach will be proposed to 

sobe the dilemma. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, we will see that dou always requires 

a licenser. To explain the dependency of dou on 11s licensers and the structural conshaints on 

dou sentences, in section 5.3, 1 will propose a linking hypothesis based on Higginbotham's 

(1983) version of binding theory. In section 5.4 and 5.5 I will show that this binding hypothesis 

avoids difficulties originating from bath the unselectlve binding approach of Sung (1996) and 

v d o u s  checking approaches (Li 1992. Chiu 1993, Hsieh 1994. Shyu 1995. Cheng 1995). 



5.2 Licensers of Dou 

The presence of dos requires a preceding element 'Measurable to the eventuality 

expressed by the predicate' (to be defined directly), such as zkeixie sku 'these books' in (195a). 

or a certain quantifier (a universal quantifier or the quantifier dobufen 'most'), such as meiyiben 

sku 'each of the books' in (195b). an element which has the word wulun 'no matter' adjoined to 

it, as in (195~). or an interrogative operator of a WH variable, as in (195d). I will call all of these 

elements licensers of dou. 

(195) a. zheixiesh wo dou knn-le. 

these book I all ~ ~ : I ~ - A s P  

'I  have read all of these books.' 

b. meiviben shu wo dou kon-le. 

each hook I all read-ASP 

'I have read each of the books' 

c. (wulun) &d ddou kan-le zheiben shu. 

no-matter who all read-ASP this book 

'Everyone has read this book.' 

d. dou &ej kknn-le zheiberl shu? 

'Who all have read this hook?' 



If none of these elements co-occurs with dou, dou sentences are either unacceptable, or receive 

an additive focus meaning (Chapter 2). 

5.2.1 The requirement of an M element to the left of Dou 

A licenser of dou must be semantically measurable to the eventuality expressed by the 

predicate. In other words, i t  must be capable of measuring the eventuality. Eventuality is a 

general term referring to both event processes and states (Bach 1980). 'Measurable to the 

evenhlality' means that when an element is related to a certain eventuality, whatever thematic 

mle the element carries, i t  can imply [+measurable] of the eventuality, i.e. whether the 

eventuality is ton11 or partial. In other words, if an eventuality still holds when it applies to a 

subset of an element, then the element 1s called measurable to the eventuality element (M 

element hence). Non-M elenienfs, on the contrary, imply [-measurable] of the eventuality, i.e. 

ttiey cannot distinguish totalily from nontotality of the eventuality. In the following sentences. 

zheiben shu 'this book' is an M element in (197a). but not in (197b). 

(196) a. zheiben shu wo kati-le. (+measurable) 

this book I read-ASP 

'This book I have read.' 

b. -nu!u wolie-le. (-measurable) 

this book I borrow-ASP 

'This book I have borrowed.' 



In (197a), the entity of a book is measurable to the event of reading. Both reading of the whole 

book or reading of part of the book can be called 'reading'. However, in (197b), the entity of a 

sl:!gle book is not measurable to the event of borrowing. 

If dou occurs in a sentence, an M element is obligatory (if no universal quantifiers or W 

pl:rases ofcur, to be discussed in the following two subsections), suggesting that only M 

elements, not nom-M elements, can license dou. 

(197) a. zheibenjhu wo dou kan-le. (+measurable, singular) 

this book I all read-ASP 

'This bt~ok I have read.' 

b. *zheiben shu. wo dou jie-le. (-measurable, singular) 

this book I all borrow-ASP 

Example (198) tells us that the plural entity neixie xuesheng 'those students' is not 

measurable to the eventuality of being the most hard-working person. So it cannot license dou. 

(19R) a. n~ejxhnesh~_ng Hufei zui yonggong. (-measurable, plural) 

those student Hufei most hard-working 

'Those students, Hufei is the most hard-working one.' 

b. *c$ix&_n~~g_heng Hufei dou rui yonggong 

those student Hufei all most hard-working 



From the above discussion we can see that the notion of M elements differs horn the 

notion of number. On the one hand, it is not true that a single entity cannot license dou. On the 

other, it is not true that all plural entities license dou. Thus, the fust property of an M element is 

that it is not related to the notion of plurality. 

The second property of an M element i? that it is not related to the par-whole structure 

of an entity. Based on the following sentences. Lin (1996: 15) noticed that plurality is not a 

relevant notion to dou, since neither naben sku 'that book' nor napen shui 'that basin of water' 

is plural, and clatms that "dou may dismibute over anything which has a pad-whole suuctuie." 

(199) a. W, wo dou kan wan-le. 

that book I all read finish-ASP 

'1 finished reading all parts of that bwk.' 

b. .nue!.-hhui dou liu-guang le. 

that basin water all flow-out ASP 

'That basin of water all ran out.' 

In fact, very few objects in this world do not have a part-whole structure. But the occurrence of 

dou is resuicted. We have seen in (197b) that although neiben shu 'that book' has a par-whole 

suucture, it cannot license doti if the predicate verb is lie 'borrow.' One might propose that 

instead of a part-whole structure of a thing, it is a part-whole structure of an event that license 

dou. However, it is unclear how to define 'part' of an event. Taking a book out of library stacks 



might be considered as a neces;sary 'pan' of a book borrowing event. However this kind of part- 

whole structure of event cannot license dou. Thus the licensing of dou is not captured by the 

pmt-whole structure of an entllty. 

The third property of itn M element is that it is not directly related to the collectivity of a 

~redicate. 

(200) a. w o e  liang shmgliang-le neijian shi. (-measurable, plural) 

we two discuss-ASP that matter 

'We two have discussed that matter.' 

b. *women Iiang dou shangliang-le neijian shi. 

(201) a. women Iiang gen pengyou shangliang-le ne~jian shi..(+measurable, plural) 

we two with friend discuss-ASP that matter 

'We discussed the matter with our friends.' 

b. women liang dou gen pengyou shangliang-le neijian shi. 

'Both of us discussed the niatter with our friends.' 

In (200), the sul~set of women linng 'we two' is an individual. An individual cannot carry out the 

event of a discussion, which is encoded by a collective predicate. The entity of two persons is a 

necessary condition on the event of a discussion, but not a measurable element lo the event. 

Since it is not an M element tn (200b), it does not license dou. However, a single person can 

carry out the event of discussion with friends, so the entity of two persons is measurable to the 

event of discussion with friends. Womcn liang is an M element in (201a) and it licenses dou in 



(201b). Verbs or VPs l~ke  zl~engchao 'quarrel', l~anmian 'meet', he-ma1 'together buy', baowe~ 

'surround' and zhang de hen x~ong 'look a lot alike' have the same properties as shnngliang 

'discuss'. 

(202) a. tamen liar he-mal-le dianshiji. 

they two togelher-buy-ASP TV 

'They two bought a TV together.' 

b. *tamen liar dou he-mai-le dianshiji. 

they two all together-buy-ASP TV 

c. tamen liar dou gel1 bieren he-mai-le dianshiji. 

they two all with other together-buy-ASP TV 

"Both of them bought a T V  together with others.' 

d. na liangge ban de xuesheng dou he-mai-le dianshiji. 

that two class DE student all together-buy-ASP TV 

'The students of both classes bought a TV together.' 

(At least twoTV sets were bought totally.) 

(203) a. tamen liar zhang de hen xlang. 

they two grow DE very alike 

'They two look alike.' 

b. *tamen liar dou zhang de hen xiang. 

they two all growDEvery alike 



c. tatnen sange ren dou zhang de hen xiang. 

they three person all grow DE \,cry alike 

'They three persons all look alike.' 

In (202), the subset of ramen liangr 'they two' is an individual. An individual cannot carry out 

the event of he-mni 'together-buy', which is encoded by a collective predicate. The entity of two 

persons is a necessary condition on the event of buying something together, but not a 

measurable element to the event. Since it is not an M element in (202b), it does not license dou. 

However, a single person can cany out the event of buying something together with others, so 

the entity of two persons is measurable to the event of buying something together with others. 

Tomen liongr i!i an M element in (202c) and it licenses dou. In (202d). the subset of na liongge 

hon de xuesheng 'the students of those two clxsses' is the students of one class, a group. A 

group can carry out the evenr of he-moi 'together-buy', so the entity of the students of the two 

classes is measurable to the event of buying something together. Since it is an M element in 

(202d). it licenses dou. In (203), the subset of ramen liangr 'they two' is an individual. An 

individual cannot carry out the eventuality of zhang de hen xiang 'look a lot alike', which is 

encoded by a collective or reciprocal predicate. The entity of two persons is a necessary 

condition on the eventuality of looking alike, but not a measurable element to the eventuality. 

Thus dou is not licensed in (203b). However, dou is licensed in (203c), because three persons 

are more than the necessary two persons for the eventuality of looking alike. The entity of three 

persons is an M element and thus licenses dou in (203~). Thus it is not m e  that a collective 

predicate cannot have dou, as claimed by Huang (1994). 



The fourth propeny of an M element is that it is independent of the specificity of an 

event. Lin (1996: 43) compares the following two sentences and claims that the reason for the 

unacceptability of (204a) is a s  specificity, encoded by the perfective aspect marker -le plus the 

BA-construction. 

(204) a. *dabufen.de jingcha dou ba shudian baowei-le. 

most policeman all BA bookstore surround-ASP 

'Most of the policemen rurrounded the bookstore ' 

b. dabufen.de minjindang yuan dou baowel-guo zongtongfu. 

most M J.T. member all surround-ASP president-house 

'Most members of the M.J.T. party have surrounded the House of the 

President.' 

I disagree with this specificity assumption. First, the interpretation of baowei in (b) is not 

'surround'. Tlie implied meaning of the verb here is to participate in the event of surrounding. 

rather than to accomplish the action of surrounding. However, the subject of a BA-consauction 

must not only participate in but also accomplish the event (Cheng 1988). A plural entlty is 

always measurable to the eventuality of panicipation, but not always measurable to the 

eventuality of accomplishing the action of surrounding. Only several groups of people, each 

group composed of more than one person, can be measurable to the eventuality of 

accomplishing the action of surrounding. Thus dou in (204b), but not in (204a). is licensed and 

the sentence is acceptable. Second, unlike shangliang 'discuss', zhengchao 'qumeI', jianmian 



'meet', hc-mni 'together buy', and ihong de her, xiang 'look a lot alike', which can be 

accomplished by two persons and in which any entity containing more than two persons would 

he measurable to the eventuality, hoowci 'surround' requires a group of people lo accomplish. 

Tlms a single group is a necessary condition on the event of surrounding, but not a measurable 

entity to the event of surroumli,lg. This is similar to the example of borrowing a book. A single 

hook is a necessary conditior~ on nn event of borrowing, but is not a measurable entity to an 

event of borrowing. Dou m (204a) is not licensed because dabufen.de jingcha 'most policemen' 

IS a single group, which is not a measurable entity to the eventuality of surrounding. Two or 

more groups can be measurable to an event of surrounding and license dou. This is shown in 

(205) below: 

(205) a. di-s:!n pai he di-si pai llou ba shudian baowei-le. 

3rd platoon and 4th platoon all BA bookstore surround-ASP 

'Both of the third and the fourth platoons surrounded the bookslore.' 

Third, a nonspecific event, which might contain an aspect marker -guo and exclude BA, as 

assumed by Lin for (204b) akwe, cannot remedy a dou sentence if there is  no M element: 

(206) *zheibe~~ shu wo dou jie-guo. 

this book I all borrow-ASP 

Thus, the licensing of dou is u~nrelnted to the specificity of an event. 



The ~ I X I I I  property of .tn M element is that the nouon of measurable to the eventualb is 

diffeerent horn the notion of measurine out an event in the sense of Tenny (1992). According to 

Tenny, "all direct ~ntemal arguments undergo~ng change are constra~ned to measure out the 

event, whether or not it is a delimited event." (Tenny 1992.6) "A delim~ted event is one that the 

language encodes as having an endpoint In t~rne." (Tenny 1992 5) 1 use her two typical 

examples desrroy the city and push the car and my own example push rhe two cars to show the 

differences between the relevant notions: 

desrroy rhc crty (br an horrr) 

push rhe two cars (for an hour) 

Being measurable to an eventuality depends on belng able to be panially involved in the 

eventuality. Notice that havlng a part-whole structure does not ensure being able to be panially 

involved in a certain eventuality The entity of a clty can be panially lnvolved in the event of 

destroying the city, since 11 is possible to destroy only half of the city. 'lltus this entlty in this 

event is an M element. The entity of a car cannot be partially involved in the event of pushing 



the car, since it is impossible to push only part of the car and let the other pan remain still. So 

the entity of a car in this event is not an M element. Finally, the entity of two cars can be 

partially involved in an event of car-pushing, since it is logically possible to push one car fust 

,?nd then the other later (at ;I specific time only one of them is pushed and the other one remains 

still). Therefore, the entity of two cars in the event of car-pushing is an M element. The 

following Chinese data shovt that only when an entity is an M element, can dou occur. 

(207) a. ta ha zheigechengshi hui le. 

he RA this city destroy ASP 

'He destroyed the city.' 

b. ta ba ;rherge chengshi dou hur le. 

he RA this city all destroy ASP 

'He dl:stroyed the city completely.' 

(208) a. neiliang clie ta toi-guo. 

that car he posh-ASP 

'He pushed that car. 

b. *eeilinng che ta dou tui-guo. 

that car he all push-ASP 

(209) a. nei 1iatngli;mg che ta tui-goo. 

that two car he push-ASP 

'He pushed those two cars. 



b. nei linngliang che ta dou tui-guo. 

that two car he all push-ASP 

'He pushed both of those two cars 

The above discussion distinguishes the notion of M element fmm other syntactic or 

semantic notions used in the literature. 

A structural constraint on a licenser of dou is that it must be to the left of dou. 

(210) a. &i_hrn& wo dou kan-le. 

this book I all read-ASP 

'I have read the whole book.' 

b. *wo doe kan-le zhaben shu 

I all read-ASP this book 

In(210b). the o ~ ~ l y  element to the left of dorr is wo 'I', which is not a measurable elltity to the 

eventuality ko,~ 're;id9, while the object zheiben shu 'this book', which is an M element, is not to 

the left of dou. Thus the sentence is unacceptable. 

So far, it can be seen that the grammaticality of dou-sentences depends on the relation 

between an NP to the left of doit and an eventuality. In previous studies of dou the eventtrality 

property of dou licensers has fallen outside the central attention. Thus, many puzzles such as 

backward quantification and the exceptions to the apparent plurality requirement have remained 

unsolved. Below, 1 will propose a linking hypothesis to solve these problems. 



We have seen in the a,bove data that elements licensing dou must fint, be measurable to  

the eventuality expressed by the predicate, and second, be to the left of dou. In all cases, an 

eventuality expressed by a dou sentence requires an M element, while an M element can stand 

alone h a sentelnce without dot,, as in (197a). So there is an asymmetric dependency between 

doe eventuality and M elements. In the next sectlon, we will introduce a symmetric dependency 

between dou and universal quantifiers. 

5.2.2 'The mutual d~:pendency of Dou and preverbal universally quantified arguments 

111 Chinese all preverbal V quantified arguments need either dou-support or a nonspecific 

nornlnal in the clause. Specifically, V quantifiers such as srloyoude 'all', zhengge 'the whole', 

and qiianhu 'complete' musl: be licensed by dou, while V quantifiers such as meiyi 'every*. 

nominal redupliczition such as rert-rcn (person-person) 'each person', etc.. are licensed either by 

dou or by a nonspecific nominal in the c~ause.~' 

47 A polwily item such as renhe ';my' must also be liccnscd by dou if it occurs in a subject pornlion. or by a 
negation nmrker il il occurs in an objccl position. 

(i) u . ~ l ~ . c  rcn *(doc,) chi-guo mionrino 
iuty person (nl1)cal-AS$, nwdle 
'Evcryonc lhas enrcn nwdlc.' 

(ii) & rcn *(do") mci lai. 
a ly  pcrson (all1 not come. 
'None hnscome.' 

(iii) la mei c h i - g u o ~ k  nailao. 
hl: nor ear-ASP any chcese 
R e  has never wton any cheese.' 

This issue is uncrplored in this lltcs~s and must await further rcscarch 



(21 1) a. meiviben shu wo *(dou) jie-le. 

every book I (all) bonow-ASP 

'I have borrowed all of the books.' 

b. -& ren *(dm) lai-le. 

all person (all) come-ASP 

'All of the persons have come.' 

c A n , & ? f a n p i  *(don) la-le. 

whole house (all) coll;lpse-ASP 

'The whole house collapsed.' 

d. fa @ lunwen *(dort)xie-hno-le. 

he entire thesis (all) write-good-ASP 

'He has completed wnting his thesis.' 

e. m *(dolt) kan-le rhelbu dianymng. 

person-person (all) watch-ASP this movie 

'Everyone has watched this movie.' 

(212) a. ra g e i m i g  keren (dou) chang-leyisltou ge. 

he for each guest (all) slng-ASP one song 

'He sang a song for each guest.' 

b. fa get mrage keren *(don) chang-le ncichou ge. 

he for each guest (all) sing-ASP that song 

'He sang that song for each guest.' 



(213) a. ruguo- rcn (dou) chang sanslrou ge, biaoyan hui hen chong 

if each man (all) sing three song, show will very long 

'If each person sings three songs, the show will be very long.' 

b. ruglro1?1.c&s ren *(dou) chon# neishou ge, biaoyan kending mei-yisi. 

if e;~ch m:tn (all) sing that song, show surely not-interesting 

'If each person sings that song, the show will surely be boring.' 

n~e following examples show that post-verbal universal quantifiers do  not need dou or 

nonspecific nomrnnls to support them. 

(214) a. wo renzhende kan-le me~vizhane hua. 

I c;irefully watch-ASPeach piclure 

"1 watched each picture carefully.' 

a'. meivizhane hua wo *(do@ renzhende kan-le. 

each picture I all carefully watch-ASP 

b. ta x~llrsude jiancha-le nx-. 

I~equickly exinline-ASP each room 

'Ile e:r;lniined each room quickly.' 

b'. meiviize f;~tieiian la *(dm) xunsude jiancha-le. 

each rootn he all quickly examine-ASP 



The data in (215) ?how that elements which are universally quantified but are not 

arguments do  not require dou 

(215) a. ta meitian (dou) kan neizhang zhaopian 

he everyday (all) look-at that photo 

'He looks at ha t  pl~oto everyday.' 

b. ta daochu (dou) chui-niu. 

he everywhere (all) brag 

'He brags everywhere.' 

Chinese preverbal V quantified arguments thus behave like polarity items in that they 

must be "in construction with" a trigger (Klima 1964). Since they cannot stand alone without a 

licenser such as dou, and since dou, if it occurs, cannot stand alone either, I claim that dou and 

preverbal V quantifiers license each other. 

The preverbal q u ~ t l f i e r  dnhrr/rrz 'most' is nnother polmity itern. I t  can be an M elenient 

in a sentence. However, unlike other M elements, which license dou but do not depend on dou, 

preverbal dabufen 'most' must co-occur with dou. It cannot stand alone. Like suoyoude 'all' 

and unlike nzeiyi 'each', which can be licensed either by dou or by nonspecific nominal. 

preverbal dabufen can only be licensed by dou. 



(216) a. dnbufen vcn *(dou) hi-le. 

most person all come-ASP 

'Mosr people came.' 

B. ta gei dabufen re11 *(dm) zhishao xie-guo yifeng xin. 

he to most person all at-least wnte-ASPone letter 

'He wrote at least one letter each to most of the people.' 

. ta d:tbufea xin *(dm) kan-le. 

he most letter all read-ASP 

'He has read most of the letters.' 

The following examples show that postverbal dabirfen is not a polarity item: 

(217) a. wo knn-goo dabufen Aogika huoiianeving&. 

I re:l,d-ASP most Oscar win-prize movie 

'I wnrched most 0sc.v-wlnning movies.' 

b. &b&n Aoslka huoiiane vineoian wo *(dou) kan-guo. 

nwst Oscm win-prize movie I all watch-ASP 

'I watched most Oscar-winning movies.' 

Notice that only when dabufen-NP is an M element can if license dou. This was discussed in the 

I a ~ t  subsection above. 



The data in (218) show that when dahufen-NP is not an argument, it does not require 

dou, even if it appears before the verb. 

(218) a. ta dabufen shijian (dou) k m  xraoshuo. 

he most time (all) read novel 

'He rends novels most of the tlme.' 

b. la dabufen shijian (dou) bu zai jia. 

he most time (all) not at home 

'He is not at home most of the time.' 

The above data present a contrast between two kinds of elements which are universally 

quantified or quantified by dabufen 'most': on the one hand, in situ objects and non-argument 

elements do not requlre dou; on the otlier hand, moved arguments, wliich wcur to the left of a 

verb, must appear w1t11 dou. 

In this subsection, I presented a mutual dependency between dou and another element. 

This kind of mutual dependency is typical of the relation between a quantifier or operator and its 

variable. Each variable must be bound by an operator and each operator must bind a variable. In 

Sektion 5.3.1.2 1 will discuss more about the mutual and nonmutual dependencies in dou 

sentences. 



5.2.9 The requirement for WH phrases in Dou sentences 

If to the left of dou there is neither an M element nor a universal quantifier, the 

occurrence of a WH phrase, preceding or following dou, can ensure the acceptability of a dou 

sentence, as shown in (19%. d) on page 169. When a WH phrase occurs to the right of dou as in 

(195d). it is interpreted as aln interrogative element. However, when a unique WH phrase occurs 

to the left of dou as in (195~). it is interpreted as a universal quantifier, and a deletable wulun 

'no-matter' call always precede the WH phrase (the more complicated cases where multiple WH 

phrases occur to the left of do11 and where a WH phrase co-occurs with an M element will be 

discussed in Chnpler 6). 

A WH phrase occucilng to the right of dou always has a list reading. Since in such cases 

questioned entities m pres~~pposed to be plural in the discourse (Li 1995). interrogative WH 

phrases are in fact M elements. 

(219) a. don &lki !ai.le? 

all who come-ASP 

'Who all have come?' 

b. la dou mai-le shenme? 

he oll buy-ASP what 

'Whilt all has he bought?' 



c. ra dou w r  xucxi? 

he all at where study 

'Where all does he study?' 

d ra dou zoinar rnat.le W? 

he all at where buy-ASP wllat 

'Where all and what (all) did he buy?' 

One property of interrogative WH M elements is that they appear to the right of dou. 

This is not possible for other kinds of M elements. We have seen this is (210) above. 

One approach to the variation between the nghtw'ud and leftward linking of dou can be 

found in Tsai's (1994) study of WH questions. He argues that Chinese xntemgative WH 

elements are bound by a sentence initial null operator. Adopting his claim, 1 propose that for 

interrogative WI-I M elements, dou is licensed by the operator, which is lo the left of dou." 

If a null interrogative operator can be a licenser of doti, one rn~ght wonder why a ratsed 

quantifier cannot license don, as potnted out by one reviewer of Zhang (1997a). In the 

,a Adverb dou must occur lo the right of a Shin& objed. The ungrammal~calily of Ule following (i) and (iii) is 
nlared lo ihe psilion of do", not to dou licensing. 

(i) *OplQii lo dor, k, di-guo b? 
hcall who1 eat-ASP 

(ii) rheiben shui dou jie-guo LC. 
lhcy thin book all borrow-ASI) 
'They all (once) borrowed this book.' 

(iii) *!aa duo shciben shuiiic-guo ti. 



following. (221b) is nssumed to be the LF representation of (221a). In (221b), the univenal 

quantifier does C-command duu. 

(221) a. * l a  doti karljlnn-le m e W .  

he all see-ASP each person 

'He snw all persons.' 

b. [m&~ztj, [ m  dou kundao ;,.I] 

To answer this question. I will show that the licensing of dou is similar to the licensing of an 

English parasitic gap (PC). A PG IS licensed by a trace of an A'-movement (Chomsky 

1986:lll). While a PG can be licensed by a WH trace after WH movement, it cannot be licensed 

by a trace after Quantifier Raising. 

(222) a. Wlziclt book did Joltn rend t w~lhout revlewzng pg 

b. *John n?nd every book wrrl~out reviewing pg 

These two sentences are supposed to be structurally analogous at LF: 

(223) a. [Wl8ich book; [John rend ti [without reviewing pgilll 

b. lcvcty book; [John rend ti withour reviewing pgilll 



Since Chomsky (1986). it has been generally assumed that a PC must be licensed at SS, 

i.e. before Quantifier Raising. In (222b), ance there is no variable or A'-operator trace, the PG 

isnot licensed. Thus the sentence is unacceptable. Similarly, in (221a). the universal quantifier 

does not C-command dou before Quanhfier Raising, thus dou is not licensed and the sentence is 

unacceptable. It seems that both an English PO and Chinese dou must be licensed before 

Quantifier Raising. 

The level of SS is incompatible with the Minimalist approach. Whether Quantifier 

Raising can be an independent operation is controversial in the current literatures. Hornstein 

(1996a) discusses the relationship between sobjectlobject raising and quant~fier scoping and 

argues against Quantifier Raising. If Quantifier Raising is eliminated, then (222a) and (222b) are 

no more structurally similar at LF than they are prior to Spell Out. Similarly, there is no covertly 

raised universal quantifier to license dou in (221). 

Now let us turn to the case where a slngle WH phrase occurs to the left of dou, and the 

WH phrase must be interpreted as a universal quantifier. Lin (1996) argues that the universal 

quantification force of pre-dca WH phrases as in (224) comes from the PF-deletable wrrlun 'no- 

matter' (see sectlon 5.2.4 for a discuss~on of wulun). la Cheng's (1995) analysis, WH-elements 

with universal quaitificationnl meaning such as d e i  'who' and shenme 'what', which occur to 

the left of dou, are taken to be polmty items. This is conslsrent with our observat~on that all 

CGinese preverbal universal quantifiers behave like polarity items, shown in section 5.2.2. 



(224) (wulun) g k i  * ( d m )  chi-le mtantiao 

no-matter who (all) eat-ASP noodle 

'Everyone has eaten noodle.' 

5.2.4 The syntactic properties of wulun 

If wulun 'no-matter' is followed by a clause, either an alternative question or an A-not-A 

yes-no question, or a clause co~itaining a WH phrase, as shown below, it is generally taken to be 

a subordinate conjunction. It always needs 

(225) a. wulun [ni lai haishi ta lail, wo '(dou) huanying. 

no-mailer you come or he come, I all welcome 

'Whether you or he comes. I all welcome.' 

-. 
49 Whcn a senlcnco conwins an illlcrnallve conjunction hoishi 'or' or an A-not-A word. il cannot receive an 
addilivc focus reading. Thus tile olllcr inlerprcwtion of dou in (225) cannot ensure line aceeptabilily of h e  
scnlences. 



b. wulun [ni XI-bu-xihuan la], wo *(dou) yao qing ta. 

namatter you like-nat-like he, I all want invite he 

'Whether you like him or not. I will invite him.' 

c. wulun [la mal-bu-mar shu] dou gen wo wuguan. 

no-m:~tter he buy-not-buy book all to me ~rrelevant 

'I don't care whether he buys books or not.' 

d. wulun [ni xihuan shei], wo *(do@ bu za~hu. 

no-matter you like who, I all not care 

'Whoever you like, 1 do not care.' 

However, when wuhcn and a WH phrase fonn a constituent, or an argument of a 

predicate, as discussed in Lin (1996). its syntact~c status is unclear. 

(226) la [wulun shenme shu] (*dm) kan. 

he no-ma~ter what book all read 

'He reads all kinds of books.' 

In this sentence, wulun and the WH phrase shcnrne shu 'what book' form a nominal phrase. 

Wulun can be an adjunct of the WH nominal. It shares some properties with focus marker lian 

'even', discussed in Chapter 2. For example, it cannot occur to the nght of a demonsmlrve: 



(227) a. *zhe wulun 

this no-matter 

b. *zheli;m 

this even 

1.1 addition, ne~ther lian nor w~clun occurs wlth a post-verbal object or complement of a 

preposition: 

(228) a. *[la chi wulun shenme] dnu ximg. 

he eat no-matter what all enjoy 

'Re enjoys eating all kinds of stuff.' 

b. *ta gei wulun shei dou xie-le xin. 

be to no-malter who all write-ASP letter 

'Re wrote letters to everyone.' 

c. *ra dui wulun shei dou hen hno. 

he to no-matter who all very good 

'He is nice to everyone.' 

d. *ta gen wulun shei dou chaojia. 

he with no-matter who all quarrel 

'tle qonrrels with everyone.' 



(229) a. *ta chi lian hua (dou) 

he eat even flower (all) 

b. *la gei lian zongtong dou xie-le %In. 

he to even president all write-ASP letter 

'He even wrote a letter to the president.' 

c. *ta gei zhiyou fu-mu cai xle xin. 

he to only father-mother only wnte letter 

'He only wntes to his parents.' 

The inability of a nominal wrrlrm-conshuction to appear after a preposition is also observed in 

Lin (1996: 66). However, he leaves the issue as an open question. 

Funhermore, both lian and wulun need dou. 1 presented the lian data in Chapter 2 and 

the wulun data above. 

Finally, both lian and wzrlun are deletable at PF. 

The above facts sllow that wulun shares four properties with the focus marker lian: a) 

not followng a demonsuative; b) not occurring with an m sit" complement of a verb or a 

preposition: c) requiring dou, and d) being deletable at PF. I discussed in Chapter 2 that lian and 

the focused element must be M-commanded by dou. Notice that if wulun, l i e  lian, adjoins to a 

nominal, as in (226) above, r t  does not C-command dou. I will show in section 5.3.2.1 that the 

licenser of dou must C-commond dou. n u s  it seems that wulun is not a licenser of dou. On the 

contrary, dou is a licenser of wulun. 



However, as assumed by Lin (1996). when wulun adjoins to a WH phrase it provides 

universal quantificational l ime to the WH phrase. I extend his assumption and claim that when 

wulun adjoin!; to an XP, i t  provides universal quantificational force to the XP. I discussed in 

section 5.2.2 that a preverbal universal quantified argument has a mutual dependent relation with 

dou. Thus dou h;is two kinds of relations w~th respect to a wrrlun-XP argument: it licenses the 

word wulun and has a mumal dependent relation with the whole wulun-XP. Notice that dou is 

relnted to either the word ,wulrot or to the whole wulun-XP, not to the internal element of the 

XP to which wrdun attached. For example, the A-not-A word in (22%) does not have a direct 

relation with doa. 

In this section. I have shown that dou can be licensed by an M element, a WH- 

Interrogative operator, which is also a kind of M element, a universal quantifier, and the 

quantifier dabufen 'most'. In addition, it has been shown that licensen of dou are un i fody  to 

the left of dou. Finally, I discussed ihe syntactic properties of the word wulun 'no-matter.' 

5.3 A binding approach 

5.3.1 Linking dependency in Dou sentences 

To account for the llependency of dolt on its licensers. I propose a linking hypothesis, 

bxed on Higg>nbothan?'? (1983, 1985) linking verslon of binding theory: dou must be bound by 

linking to at least one of its licensers, which asymmetrically C-commands dou within the same 

clause 



In subsect~ons 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.2. 1 will discuss dou quantification and (a)symmehical 

tiinding. The 1oc:ility constraints on this binding will be discussed in Chnpter 6. 

5.3.1.1 Douquantification 

Since Partee. Bach and Kratzer (1987). quantification is divided into two types: D-type 

and A-type. The former refers to quantificat~on within a nominal, while the latter refers to 

quantification beyond a nominal, such as adverb and auxiliaq quantification.'0 

Dou is an adverb and an A-type quantification bindee. It has a dependent feature of 

dishibutivity. The distributivity feature can relate to agents, themes, locations, temporals, and so 

ov. Without a specification, the distributivity feature of dou cannot be interpreted. As an 

anaphor needs an antecedent to get its reference interpreted, the distributive feattue of dou 

needs an antecedent which is compatible to a dishibutive eventuality to have the domain of the 

di'st~ibutivit~ specified. So semantically, the distributivity feature of dou must be construed with 

another element, its licenser, in order for the distributivity to be interpreted. Syntactically, dou 

needs to be bound. (See Oultalla (1996:684) for a discussion of binding and interpretation of 

features) 

"See Matthewson (1996) for a rcvlsion of this division. 



5.3.1.2 Ilymmetrical binding and asymmetrical binding 

In natural languages. ,we see two kinds of dependencies, asymmetrical and symmetrical. 

Anaphor binding and pro~~on~inzil binding are asymmetrical dependencies, while cases of 

qoantifierlopenlor-variable binding are symmetrical dependencies. Dou linking can be either 

one. but not both at the same time. 

Like antecedents of anapliors and unlike operators of WH-variables, M elements 

including WH-interrogat~ve operators are not intrinsic binders of dou. Their binder function with 

respect to dou is to satisfy the distributivity feature of dou, which needs to be interpreted by 

binding. However, a non-operator M element does not need to link to dou and a sentence 

without dou can be perfectly grammatical. Similarly, a WH-operator, which binds an in-situ 

WH-phrase, does no! need to link to dorr either and a WH interrogative sentence without dou 

can also be perfectly gr.lmrnatic;!l. In other words, the dependency relation between dou and an 

M element is not mutual: dou needs an M element while an M element does not require dou. So 

an M element is an asymmetric:~l binder of,io!ou. 

heverbal universally quanl~fied arguments and the quantifier dobufen 'most' in Chinese 

must be supported by e~ther dou or a nonspecific nominal (section 2.2). A preverbal WH-phrase 

is interpreted as a oniversnl quantifier only when dou shows up. Suppose such a universal 

quantifier has an inwinsic dependency feature which needs to  link to  something else. Since dou 

also has a dependency feature, the dependency relation between dou and a preverbal univmal 

qunntifier is mutual: each of !hem needs to be licensed by another and they can license each 

other. So a preverbal universal qennt~fier is a symmetrical binder of dou. 



Following Higginbotham (1983:401), I will indicate the asymmetrical binding of two 

positions in a syntactic structure by linking those positions with an arrow, the head of which 

points to the binder. In addition, 1 will indicate symmetncai binding (linking) between two 

positions in a syntactic structure by linking those pos~tions with a line without an arrow. 

n 
(231) a. farm dorr mal-le nerben shu. 

they all buy-ASP that book 

'They all bought that book.' 

n 
b. ma'ggrm dou rnai.le ne~hcn shu. 

each person all buy-ASP that book 

'Everybody bought that book.' 

So far we have dist~nguished two kinds of dou binders. Asyn~mebical binders are M 

elements and Q-operators (interrogative M elements). Symmetrical binders are the pre-verbal 

quhntifier dablgen 'most' and pre-verbal universal quantifiers including pre-dou WH phrases 

which are not bound by interrogative operators. Pre-dou WH phrases get their universal 

quytification force from a deletable wulun 'no-matter.' 

In subsections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.1 will discuss two implications of this binding approach to 

dou sentences: C-command and multiple linking. 



5.3.2 Universal C-command binding 

5.3.2.1 Against backward binding 

In the prevlous studies of dou, dou has generally been assumed to be a quantifier and its 

licenser a variable (Lee 19'86). However, dou must be C-commanded by its variable. This 

backward qua~~tification is obviously inconsistent with any form of binding theory. A universal 

principle, as suggested by Higginborham (l983:402) is: 

(232) If X C-commands Y, then Y is not an antecedent of X. 

The followtng examples show that if dou asymmehically C-commands an M element or a 

universal quantifier, the sentence is ungrammatical: 

(233) a. le fa dou jie-lel. 

those book he all borrow-ASP 

'I le IUIS borrowed :dl of those books.' 

0. *ra dou /q,.jie-le nekie shu]. 

(234) a. meihen S ~ I I  I,,- ra dou jie-/el. 

each book he all borrow-ASP 

'He has borrowed every book.' 

11. *ra dou / ~ ~ j i e - / e  -. 



(235) a. * [ p [ m p z  chi mianriao] dou gen wo wuguanl. 

they eat noodle all to I irrelevant 

b. * [ p  [ ~ m a i  1!&L%!ul dou gen wo wuguanl. 

they buy those book all to 1 irrelevant 

(236) a. *[P [& ren ma- le  neiben sku] dorr gen wo wuguanl. 

each person buy-ASP that book all to me irrelevant 

b. * [ p  [ra jian-le r~&ccm] dou gen wo wuguanl. 

he see-ASP each person all to me irrelevant 

(237) a. *[P [ [ l a m  renshi _ 1 de nelge renl dou mai-le neiben shul. 

they know MOD that person all buy-ASP that book 

b. *[u.[[- renshi - I de neige renl dou mai-le neiben shul. 

each person know MOD that person all buy-ASP that book 

Inall  the unacceptable sentences above, the underlined elenlents, which should be licensers of 

ddu. do not C-command dou. Chiu (1993:192) correctly points out that "it is not that dou must 

m-command its antecedent, ns Lee [(1986)1 has proposed, but rather that a true antecedent of 

dou must C-command dou at S-structure and be syntactically 'close' to it, that IS, be in the same 

clduse as dou." According to our binding approach, dou is not a binder or operator. Rather, 11 is 

a bindee, bound by its licensers. Since binder phrases always C-command dou, the general 

principle that binding requires C-command is upheld. In other words, the above data show that 

the underlined elements, which can be licensers of dou, must C-command dou and thus dou 

cannot be an nntecedent of the underlined elements. 



As indicated in Kayne (1981) and Belletti (1982). the distribution of floating quantifiers 

such as all in English and rrrrti 'all' in Italian may be accounted for if it is assumed that these 

quantifiers are anaphoric. As such, they must be related to an antecedent in their governing 

category. In (238a-f) from Belletti (1982). the anaphoric element is rurri. Unless the antecedent i 

ntici omici, or the PRO it controls, occurs in the goveming category of rurri, the sentences will 

I* excluded by the binding theory since the anaphoric rurri will be free. Compare (238a), (238~)  

and (2380 with (238b). (23IId), and (238e). 

(238) a. i miei amrci hanrro parlalo fulli dello sressoproblema 

arid nty friends have spoken all of-the h i s  problem 

'My friends spoke all of the same problem' 

b. *Mario ha parlaro frtlli dcNo sresso prohlema 

Mary has spoken all of-the this problem 

'Mary spoke ctll of the same problem' 

c. Mario sostepme che i miei amici hanno parlano fulli dello prohlenta 

Mario ma~ntained that my friends have spoken all of-the problem 

'Mario maintained that my friends spoke all of the same problem' 

d. *i mici amici sosrennero che Mario parlo lulfi dello sresso problem 

'My friends maintained that Mario spoke all of the same problem' 

e. *i n~iei anrici mi hanno sosrrerro a parlare lulli dello stesso problema 

'My friends obliged me to speak all of the same problem' 

f. ho co.rtrertr, i mici amici a parlare lulli dello stesso probiema 



I obliged 

'I obliged my friends to speak all of the same problem' 

Thus. Italian rurri and Chinese dou have the same consvaint that they must be C-commanded by 

heir licensers. 

Our binding approach to dou quant~fication also explains why dou never occurs to the 

left of non-WH subjects. 

(239) a. *douroms mai-le ne~hcn sk i .  

all they buy-ASP that book 

b. LmLe dou mal-le neibcn shu. 

'They all bought that book.' 

c. dou hi mai-le neihcn shu? 

all who buy-ASP that book 

'Who all bought that book?' 

To rule out cases like (239a), where dou adjoin5 to IP and thus occurs to the left of the subject, 

Cheng (1995) assumes that dorr adjoins to XO and X' verbal projecoons only, but not to m m a l  

verbal projections. This assumption cannot account for the acceptability of (239~). where dou 

also adjoins to IP and thus occurs to the left of a WH subject. My binding approach, however, 

predicts that if dou is not C-commanded by a binder, the sentence is unacceptable. WH subjects 

allow a preceding interrogative operator, which can bind a pre-subject dou. Since non-WH 



subjects do  not have an interrogative operator, dou preceding a non-WH subject cannot be 

bound. (240) illustrates the linking involved in the three sentences above. 

c. Oploii [CP dou sheii 

5.3.2.2 Against LF movement of Dou to its licensers 

Following Heirn, Lasnik, and May's (1991) analysis of English eoch, Cheng (1995:212) 

proposes thst at LF dorc adjoins to its licenser first, then the whole NP containing both the 

licenser and dol,n unndtgoes quantifier raising. If this could bc argued for, backward biding 

would be avoided. But two issues must be clarified. 

First, any LF movement of d ~ u  requires syntactic motivation. If the only evidence is that 

the movement is leftward and thus satisfies one condition of movement (Cheng 1995:213), the 

movement approach is not superior to the binding approach. 

Second, assuming that the LF movement of English each to its antecedent is defensible. 

we still need to explain why dou, unlike English each, can adjoin to several different NPs at the 



same time in multiple l ik ing  (next section) , if multiple l i n g  is possible?' This will be shown 

lo be easily explained under the binding approach. 

5.3.3 Multiple linking and split antecedents 

Higg~nbotham's (1983) linking verslon of binding theory provides a nice solution to  the 

possible pronominal binding between singulars and plurals, the s o  called 'split antecedent' 

problem. This kind of binding cannot be accounted for by the generally accepted co-mdexing 

version of binding theory." For example. 

(241) John roldMary rhey shouldleave 

One of the readings of this sentence 1s that the referent of rhey includes both John and Mary. 

According to the linking theory, nothing prohibits an element from being linked to more than 

one antecedent, so that links can be assigned to (241) as follows (Higg~nbotham 1983:402): 

I' Unlike Leo (1986). Sung (1996). nnd liang (1996). among olhcrs. Cheng assunlcs that multiple linking IS not 
possible. 
"See Lasnik (1981:54) for a difccrcnt solution: parual ovwlap in reference. Spccilically. John and Mory in John 
lold Mary lhey si~ould leave arc disjoint, while lhey a entirely free. They can be used lo dessgnate ihe set 
consisling of John and Mory (or a larger set properly including John and Mory). This solution can also be used 
handle multiple linking of cventualily quantifiealion of do" sentences. 



In dou qt~ant~ficat ion binding, multiple binding is very common, a fact that has been 

noted by many dou  researchers." For example, 

(243) ramen gel  hnrlimen dou  moi-le wanju 

they for children all read-ASP toy 

i. 'They (together) bought toys for  each of the children.' 

ii. 'Each of them bought toys for  each of the children.' 

111 the first reading, dotr links to  the benefactive only, while in the second reading, dou  links t o  

hoth the benefxclive and the agent. These are two  different eventualities. In o u r  linldng 

approach, the two  kinds of binding are shown in (244a) and (244b) respectively. 

(244) a lamcn gel  h a z z m c t  d o a  mal-le wanju (Reading i) 

r - 7  
b. tanun get hakimn do11 mai-le wonju (Reading ii) 

L.1 

" 11 kPcdcpc8~Io!!cy is  (IOU sentenccr IS ortc or binding. onc might wonder whal kind or binding il ir: lhc anaphor 
lype obeying lhe Binding Principlr A, or lhc pronominal l y p  obeying tho Binding Principle B. Howevcr, as 
polnlcd out by Culieovcr and J;bkcndoll (1995: 150). lhcrc are relerentially dcpcndcnl clemcnls in natural 
language ha t  are qurle dislincl lrom lhc lamilix English-typc pronouns and reflexives. Ncvenheless, lhcy 
bellave in a way that is synmclically conrUained and should lherclorc [all under a properly wtended binding 
ll,eory. For ernmplc. Saxon (1984) shows lhal tllero is an elcmcnl ye in Dogrib lhat musl have an antecedenl 
wilhin line sentence but canna1 be locally bound; it lhus s h m s  some lcaerco of pronouns and some IeaWres of 
rcllcnives. Chincsc dou binding also shares somc lwtures of bolh pronoun and rcflcxive binding. On lhe one 
hand, duu must be bound locally, i.c, within lhc cl.lusc (but see scclion 6.5 for a discussion on lhis). Thus lhe 
binding lwks like annphor or rcflexivc binding. On lhc olhcr hand, dou allows splil anlmedenls. Unlike 
pronouns. anaphors cannol split llheir anluedcnl (Higginbotham 1983: 400). 



Multiple linking can also be found between M elements and interrogative operators 

(245) a. ramen dou mai-le slrenmc? 

they all b u y - ~ s ~ w h a t  

i. 'What all did they buy collectively?' 

li. 'What did each of them buy?' 

iii. 'What all did each of them buy?' 

-1. b. Opl~li  ramen dou mat-le shenrne;? (Reading i) 

m 
c. Opl~li  lanlen dou mai-le shenmei? (Reading ii) 

n 
d. 0~1~1, rame?~ dou mai-le shenme,? (Reading iii) 

u 
Williams (1980) points out that split antecedent binding must be optional. This is also 

true of Chinese dou binding. 

So far, we have seen that among asymmetrical binders of dou, multiple liking is 

possible. However. among universal quant~fiers, multiple linking is not possible. This k 

illuswted by the following examples, where (246a) is from Cl~eng (1991:162):" 

*See soction 4.2 lor a discussion of free chance WH phrases 



(246) a *mi@ lno,~Iti mcipe xue,~het@ dou renclzi. 

each tencher eech student all know 

intended: Every student knows every teacher. 

b. *sf:a. ~ , o i I ~ e l r l  dou du-le. 

who each book all read-ASP 

~ntended: Everyone has read every book. 

(OK: Who 118s read all the books?) 

c. *mdh&u dori du le. 

each book who all read-ASP 

~ntended: Every book every one has read it. 

Multiple linking has been claimed to be a serious challenge to feature checking 

approaches to doll quantific:~Iios. Sung (1996) therefore proposes an unselective operator 

binding hypothesis, parallel to the operator-variable approach to Chinese WH interrogatives 

(Tsai 1994). 1 will discuss problems with this unselective binding hypotllesis in the next 

subsection. 

5.4 Against the unselective operator binding appmach 

Sung (1996) claims that dou quentification parallels WH quantification in Chinese in that 

bolh allow multiple quantification Multiple quantification might be unselective binding in the 

yense of Heim (1982) for indefinite NPs, Pesetsky (1987) for English which phrases, Tsai (1994) 



for Chinese WH questions, and Cheng and Huang (1996) for donkey sentences. This means that 

h a l l  of these cases, an operator can bind several variables. Similarly, Sung proposes a sentence 

initial operator in Spec of CP to account for unselective binding in dou sentences. It is suggested 

that the Dou operator in Spec of CP operates on all possible variables m a sentence. For 

example. the sentence in (247) is ambiguous, as is the multiple WH question in (248). 

(247) a. -a lian~ee o e n m  rai donp-xi lianglm dou mai-le fangzi. 

my lhat two friend at east-west two-coast all buy-ASP house 

i. 'Each of the two friends of mine bought honse(s) at both coasts.' 

ii. 'Two friends of mine bought house(s) at both coasts collectively.' 

(dou can quantify either the location or both the agent and the location) 

b. [CP O ~ I D . ~ ~ ; , ~  [I,. ... NP; ... NP j... dou ... 11 

(248) a. ni zhidoo dian-le jhenrne cai 

you know who order-ASP what dish 

i. Who do you know t ordered some dish? 

ii. What dish do you know someone ordered? 

iii. Whoi whati dish do you know ti order ti? (pair-list reading) 

(Q operator can quantify shei, sltenme cai, or both) 

b. [CP O p i ~ ~ i , ~ i & ~  [u. ... Whi ... Whi ... 11 

One difficulty with this approach is that it cannot explain why variables bound by the 

Dou operator must occur to the left of dou. This is different from variables bound by WH 



operators in Chinese. Since the doti operator is m Spec of CP, it C-commands postverbal 

objects, and should be able to bind them, as a question operator does. Consequently, the 

onselective binding approi~ch  needs additional constraints to explain the contrast between (a) 

and (b) sentences in (249) - (25 1). 

(249) a. nciric,rht l , p  ra duu jie-/el. 

those book lie all borrow-ASP 

'He has borrowed all of those books.' 

11. *la dou lvpjie-lc -1. 

he all borrow-ASP those book 

(250) a. rncihclr .shu l , p  rn duu jie-/el. 

each book he all borrow-ASP 

'He has borrowed every book.' 

b. *la duu [~pj ic- le  n~eiben shul. 

he all borrow each book 

(251) a. dou sln_ci n~ni-le neibcn shu? 

all who buy-ASP that book 

'Who all bought that book?' 

b. *do11 Lw mai-lc neibcn shu. 

all thl:y buy-ASP that book 



In this unselective binding approach, Sung assumes that the word dou not only indicates the 

presence of a dou operator but also marks the boundary of cenaln kind of scope, for example, 

the scope of predication. Although Sung (penonal comrniin!c:~tion) claims that the notion of 

predicate here has not been defined more formally, we may examme i t  further and see how it 

mght work in the following yenfence. ~f dou marks the scope of predicate, the predicate adjunct 

PP gen XiaoL! 'to XiaoLi' would be out of the predicate, contrary to the fact. 

(252) ramen [gm XiaoLil dou shuo-le hua. 

they to XiaoLi all say-ASP words 

'They all have talked to XiaoLi.' 

S o  dou seems not to mark the scope of predicate. One might want to determine whether dou 

marks the scope of quantification: only elements to the left of dou can be bound by the Dou 

operator. But as is well known, only operators mark the scope of quantification: all elements to 

the right of an operator are within the scope of the quantification (see Haegeman 1994491). 

Here, according to the assumption that Dou is an unselective operator, the operator is in the 

Spec of CP. The word dou is not itself an operator. Even if it were, it would mark the left 

boundary of the quantification scope, rather than the nght boundary of it. So dou can be neither 

a predicate scope miuker nor a quantification scope marker. If the posltion of dou does not 

account for the contrasts in (249) to (251). some other explanation must be introduced. 

Hqwever, all of the above contrasts have been accounted for in my approach by means of the C- 

command relation between a binder and bindee dou. 



5.5 Against checking approaches 

Then: are two major problems for checking approaches to dou sentences. One is the 

unpredictability of the strong feature host. The other is the unpredictability of the element which 

checks the strong feature. 

Since a licenser of dou ~iiust occur to the left of dou, one might assume that the licenser 

has undergone some overt movement to check some strong feature. Strong features of a 

functional head must be checked before a different level of functional phrase is projected 

(Chomsky 1995a). For example, if the strong feature of Inn has not been checked, CP cannot be 

set up above IP. In dou sentences, if subjects are licensers of dou and check some strong 

features, Inn would have the strong features. If shifted objects are licensers of dou and check 

some strong features, the head of v'"" y would have [he strong features. If the topics are in CP 

and nre licensers of dou, checking some strong features, C should have the strong features. In all 

of these cases, the position of doll provides no evidence as to the choice of checking domain. In 

(253). if the two underlined M elements, the subject and the preverbal object, check some strong 

features, dou does not indicate where the strong features are. In interpretation (i), the subject is 

the licenser of dou, so inn has the stmng feature. However, in interpretation (ii), the shifted 

object is the li~:enser, so y h:~s the strong feature. It seems that the assumed strong feature in dou 

sentences does not have a stable host. This kind of unpredictability makes any checldng 

explanation hard to maintain. 



(253) L g o W o n p a L i  u&& duu mai-le. 

LaoWang and LaoLi those book all buy-ASP 

i. 'Both LaoWang and LaoLi bought these books.' 

ti. 'LaoWang and LaoLi collechvely bought all of these books.' 

On the other hand, when several potential checkers of the same functional head occur, 

there is a syntactically unpredictable optionalily in checking, if the NP-dou relation does involve 

checking. In (254). if the two underlined M elements, the preposed object and the locative, 

check some strong feature of y, dou does not ~ndicate when the object does the checking and 

when the locatwe is the checker. In contrast with multiple checking of strong features in some 

multiple WH fronting languages, or multiple Case checking in lapanese-Korean type languages, 

discussed in Koizumi (1995), multiple linking of several NPs in dou sentences can involve some 

or all of the NPs. Again, the availability of the choices is hard toexplain syntacucally. 

(254) ra [.P &e& zai ncixie difang dou chong-po l .  

he these song at those place all slng-ASP 

i. 'He sung all of these songs in those places.' 

ii. 'He sang all of these songs in each of those places.' 

Unlike checking, binding, as suggested by Chomsky (1995b:31), is "part of the 

interpretive apparatus that applies to LF." If quanufication in dou sentences is binding rather 

than checking, as in the approach proposed here, the above two puzzles disappear. First, in lhis 



binding analysis, the dependency feature is in dolt, not in an M element. So the host of the 

dependency feature is stable in the binding approach. Second, binding allows multiple 

antecedents. In addition, 21s po~nted out by Williams (1980), binding by split antecedents is 

always optional. So the unpredictability of licensers of dou is expected in a binding analysis. 

One final question is why object M elements move overtly in dou sentences, if this kind 

of binding has nothing to do with strnng feature checking. In Chapter 2 , I  argued that Chinese 

object shift is motivated to check a strong feature in u. This strong feature is triggered by the 

focus marker of the object. So preverbal objects in dou sentences do  check =me strong 

features, and that is why they undergo overt movement. But the movement is not driven by the 

need to license dou. Object: shift in both dnu sentences and non-dou sentences is motivated to 

check a strong feature in li. Therefore, in do11 sentences, if the shifted object is an M element, it 

can be both a binder of do11 and checker of a strong feamre of y, as in (255a); if the shifted 

object is not an M element, it is simply a strong feature checker of y, not a binder of dou, as in 

(255b). In (255b), the subject, not the preposed object, is the licenser of dou. 

(255) a. ra nei-li dou jie-gao ri. 

he those book all borrow-ASP 

'He borrowed allof THOSE BOOKS.' 

b. mmmt ncihen shui do11 jie-guo 1,. 

they that book all borrow-ASP 

'They all borrowed THAT BOOK.' 



Lin (1996: 53) assumes that dou heads a functional projection Distributive Phrase 

@istP). He claims: "Universal NPs such as mci-yi-bcn shu 'every book' and NPs with the 

deteminer dabufcn.de 'most' nlust move to [SPEC. DistP]. Accordingly, DistP must be 

projected. If DistP is to be projected, then dou must be present. This accounts for why dou is 

obligatory. It is easy to account for the word order in ( 5 2 ~ .  d) [(256c,d)l and (53c, d) 

[(257c,d)]. We can assume that mei-yi-belt shu 'every book' in (52c) [(256c)] and dabufen.de 

guojia 'most countries' in (53c) [(257c)1 must occupy precisely the specifier pos~tion of DistP. 

However, after moving to that position, they can further move to a higher position, perhaps 

topic position. This would account for (52d) [(256d)l and (53d) I(257d)I." 

(256) a. ??wo kan-le meiviben shu 

I read-ASP each book 

'I read every book.' 

b. * wo dou kan-le meiviben shu 

I all read-AsPeach book 

'I read every book.' 

c. wo meiviben shu dou kan-le. 

I each book all read-ASP 

'I read even, book.' 



d. n!e~yl!xn\hu wo dou kan-le. 

each book I all read-ASP 

'I  rend every book.' 

(257) a. ??wo qu-guo dabufen-de guojia. 

I g o - A S P ~ O S I  country 

'I have bee11 to most countries.' 

b. *wo dalu qu-guo dabfen.de puoiia. 

I all g o - ~ s ~ m o s t  country 

'I have been to most countnes.' 

c. wo dabufen.de egoiia dou qu-gub. 

I most country all go-ASP 

'I have been to most countnes.' 

d. W i - d e  cuojia wo dou qu-guo. 

most country I all go-ASP 

'I have been to most countries.' 

However, as shown in (214) ubove, universal NPs do not need to raise. They can stay in the 

post-verbal pos~lion. The (a) !sentences of (256) and (257). which are marked by "??" are not as 

bad as the corresponding (b) !sentences, which lack a licenser for dou. If some adjunct is merged 

to the predicate, the sentences would be more natural, as in (214). Thus, if some universal NPs 

can stay in situ and some appear in the Spec of the assumed DistP, a certain feature of dou, 



which heads DistP, would be checked ovenly ia one case and covenly in others. m e  DistP 

hypothesis does not explain this. 

5.6 Conclusions 

This chapter has showed various dou licensers: elements that are Measurable to the 

Eventuality Expressed by the Predicate, interrogative operators, certain quantifiers, and elements 

which have the word wulun 'no matter' adjoined to them . To account for the dependencies of 

dou sentences, a binding approach was proposed. This approach overcomes difficulties met by 

both movemenr/checking and operator unselective binding approaches in dealing with the C- 

command requirement and with multiple linking. 



Chapter 6 Locality Constraints on Dou Binding 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter some locality corisuaints on the dou binding are analyzed. My main claims 

:'-2 the following. First, the Shortest Link finciple in binding is effective only in the absence of 

asymmetrical binders (section 6.2). Second, the properties of free choice WH phrases support 

my analys~s (section 6.3). Third, the ba-Ibci-phrase blocking effect can be accounted for by the 

binding notion Complete Fonctlonal Complex (CFC) (Chomsky 1986:169, among others) 

(section 6.4). Fourth, dou and the dependent of its licenser must be base-generated in the same 

clause (section 6.5). The chapler is summarized in section 6.6. 

6.2 TI><: Shortest Link Princ~ple of symmetrical binding 

We distingt~ished two kinds of binders of dou in chapter 5: asymmetrical binders and 

symmetrical binders. M elements including interrogat~ve operators constitute the fonner group, 

while universal quantifiers rncluding WH phrases which link to dou constitute the latter group. 

Followirtg Cheng (1901 ). I assume that Chinese WH phrases lack quantificational force 

and must get their quantification:il force somewhere. In addition, the word wulun 'no-matter' 

must be licensed by dou (sectiion 5.2.4). Therefore, if wulun (deletable at PF (Lin 1996)) adjoins 

to a WH phrase, it can give universal quantificational force to the WH phrase Gin 1996). 

However, since the word wulun needs dou (see section 5.2.4). and a preverbal element which is 



adjoined by a universal qua~itlfier also needs dou, the WH phrase together with the adjoined 

wulun must be licensed by dou. If a WH phrase is linked t o  an interrogative operator, it is 

interpreted as a question element?' 

There are three generalizations regarding WH and dou binding. 

(258) A. Post-dou WH phrases are interrogative. 

0. In the absence of a post-dou WH phrase and in the absence of a pre-dou 

M element, the nearest symmemcal binder of dou is linked to dou. 

C. In the presence of a post-dou WH phrase or a pre-dou M element, a pre- 

dou WH phrase can be e~ the r  an interrogative element o r  a universal 

quantifier. 

" InadJ81100 l ~ t l > c  r ! t~~c~%dI  41.3 111C:r rcdJdoe. ~ I I J  in, .~wgsu$s r r . ~ d ~ ~ > g  di.;used hew, a WH phrax can larc 
an exislenlml rcldllli lndlrrcd h) 111: )cs-#n, q~sl ron  plrt~vlr nu. 31 111 (13). and 1 nrgawc polnrlly rading 
lndlrccd b) a smlalcc nrpllion iml.~rk!r. 35 i l l  tlh) (So2 Clrng I Y Y I .  Li 1992) 

(i) a. tilchi-lcsllcnme ma? 
Lo cal-nsr what Q 
'Did Ilc cat somcd>ing? 

b. w bu lebio r~l>u:tn 
11c not particularly like what 
'He does not like anything paricularly.' 

In ihe eristenual contexs. dou never links lo he WH phrase (Lln 1996: 89). Sce Lin (1996) for a detatled 
discussion on existential polarity WH-phrases. 

(ii) a. wmcn do" c h i - l e m  ma? 
they all eal-ASP whnl Q 
'Did Uley all a 1  something? 

b. wmcn do" bu lcbie n i h u a n m .  
lhcy nll not paniculnrly like wlnal 
'Nono or Ulcm likesanything parllcularly.' 



GENERALlZATliON A tells us thar if there are one or more WH phrases to the right 

of dou, they are always intetpreted as interrogative, as in (219) above. In such sentences. dou C- 

coni~nands WH. We know that dou needs a C-commanding binder and the WH phrase also 

needs to be l i~~ked to son~ething else. Since dou can never be bound by an element it C- 

commands, dou and the Wfl phrase cannot be linked in this case. If a WH phrase is not linked to 

dolt, it cannot be a onivers;ll quantifier. So a post-dou WH plaase can never have a universal 

quantifier reading. If  there is no othcr licenser of the WH phrase, there must be a null 

interrogative operator in the: sentence to ensure a convergent derivation. It follows that a post- 

do11 WH phrase must be ioterrogtttive. On theother hand, dou also needs to be bound. There are 

two possibilitit:~. One is that no overt licenser of dou appears to the left of dou. Then the 

interrogative operator must bind h u .  This is shown by the list reading of (259a). The other case 

is rllat there is an M eletne~~t C-comnsanding dou. Then either the operator or the M element, or 

both, bind dou, as in (259b). 

(259) a. @laii ia do11 du-le shenme;? 

be all read-ASP what 

'What a11 did he read?' (Op binds dou) 

b. Opl~li rams dou du-le ske1mn7e!? 

they all read-ASP what 

i. 'What all did Ll!ey read collenively?' (Op binds dou) 

li. 'Wll:!t did each of them read?' (M ramen binds dou) 

iii. 'Wlhzit :ill did each of them read?' (Op & M bind dou) 



So Generalization A entails that WH plaases C-commanded by dou must be baund by an 

interrogative operator, and that the interrogative operator may be the licenser of dou. 

GENERALIZATION B stales that in the absence of an asymmehical binder of dou, 1.e. 

a pre-do11 M element or an Interrogative operator which binds a post-dou WH phrase, the 

nemst  symmewical binder of dou must link to dou. 

(260) ra zainnr durz mnl-le shu. 

he at where all buy-ASP book 

i. 'He bought books everywhere.' 

ii. * 'Wileredid he buy books?' 

iii. * 'Where all did he buy books?' 

The WH phrase nar 'where' in this sentence nnlsl link lo dou and be interpreted as a universal 

quantifier, not as an interrog;itive element bound by an interrogative operator. Let us look at the 

following five linking patterns. 

(26 1) 

a. 
n 

WH dou 

b. * Opioli WHj dou 



C. * O P I ~ I ,  WH, dou 

1 - 1  
d. * OPIQI~ WHj dou (ii) 

I- 
e. * OpIMj WHI dou (ii) 

(261a) is the linking pattern for reading (i) of (260). The double limking of WH phrase in (261b) 

is impossible because a WH phrase cannot be simultaneously an interrogative element and a 

universal quantifier. (261~)  is impossible because the interrogative operator fails to bind an 

interrogative phrase. (261d) is the linking pattern for reading (ii) of (260). It is impossible 

because dou is not bound. The questlon now is why (261e), which corresponds to the reading of 

(260iii), is imposslblc. Ilere, the WI1 phr;~se, wllich is an available symmetrical binder of dou, 

does not link to dou. Sirntlar cases can be seen in the following: 

(262) a. shei rnelbe,~ sltrr dolt drr-le? 

who each book all read-ASP 

'Who has rend every book?' 

b. *nteihcn s h ~ t  sliei dou du-le? 

each book who all read-ASP 

'Who has read every book?' 



In (262a) the universal quantifier meiben sku 'each book', which is an adjacent available 

symmetrical binder of dou, links to dou; and the WH phrase shei 'who', which is also an 

available binder of dou but not an adjacent one, is bound by an interrogative operator. In (262b), 

the WH phrase shci as an adjacent symmebic;~l binder of dou does not link to dou but to an 

iliterrogative operator. The sentence is unacceptable. We propose a Shortest Link Principle to 

account for cases like (260iii) and (262b): 

(263) Shonest Link Princ~ple 

In the absence of an a?ymmetrical binder of dou, the nearest avalable symmemcal binder 

of dou must link to dou. 

If the nearest binder of dou is a WH phrase, it must link to dou and thus be interpreted as 

auniversal qannttfier, not as :la interrogative elcment, as in (26Oi). In (262b), if the WH phrase 

links to dou and gets a universal quantifier reading, the sentence 1s still unacceptable, because 

the other universal quantifier rnc~ben shu 'each book' is not licensed. Recall that dou can only 

link to one symmebical binder (see the end of section 5.3.3). We can see that symmetrical 

linking differs from asymmetrical linking not only in that it shows mutual dependency, but also in 

that it is always a one-to-one linking. 

From the Shonest Link Principle we can also predict that in the absence of a post-dou 

WH phrase and in the absence of a pre-dou M element, if there are two pre-dou WH-phrases, 

tlie one adjacent to dou is a universal quantifier while the other one is interrogative. 



(264) d~d za! nnr do16 mag-le shlc 

who at where all buy-ASP book 

i. 'Who bought books everywhere?' 

ii * 'Everyone bought books everywhere."" 

iii. * 'Who $111 at what place all bought books.' 

iv. * 'When: did everyone buy books?' 

In this situation, each WH phrase needs an independent link to its own licenser, since they 

cannot get licen\ed by binding each other In  addition, dou also needs a binder, though it might 

link to one of the WH phrase'; to get licensed. m e  four possible readings of (264) are illustrated 

below: 

d. *Op,ol, WH WH, dou (264-iv) 

IL--C--' 

~ ~- 

" Thc vspecl rnarkcr le is impord~ill here. Sce section 5.4.2 for an analysis of free-choice reading of WH 
Ecntences whereno aspect rnarkcr i e  is allowed for lltc ~nauix prcdicale. 



(265a) is the only convergent linking pattern (265b) is mled out because dou cannot link to two 

symmetrical binders. Both (26%) and (265d) are ruled out by the Shortest Link hinciple. 

If the Shortest Link Principle is on the right track, then shortest operation applies to both 

copying/moving and binding Economy plays a role in human language compumtion and 

interpretation generally. 

However, the Shortest Link Principle does not work with asymmefncal binden of doir. 

This can be seen in (245a) above (245) is repeated here as (266). 

(266) a. ramen dorr mai-lc shcnme? 

they all buy-ASP what 

i. 'What all did they buy collectively?' 

ii. 'Whnt did each of them buy?' 

iii. 'What alldideachof them buy?' 

7 
b. Op I Q ) ~  tamen dorr moi-le sl~enmc ;? (Reading I) 

F-7 
c. Op rmnen don moi-le shcnme ;? (Reading li) 

,I 
d. Opt~li  ramcn dorr mai-le shenmei? (Reading iii) 

u 



In (266d). dou links to both the adjacent and the other potential licenser. However, in (266b). 

dou does not link to its nearest potential licenser tamen 'they9. 

GENERALIZATIION C states that in the presence of a post-dou WH phrase, or a pre- 

dou M element. a pre-dm WH phrase can be either interrogative or a universal quantifier. That 

is to say, the Slionest Linli Principle, which was proposed to account for Generalization 0,  does 

not work ia this context, since the nearest WH phrase to dou can link to an interrogative 

operator rather than to dou. 

Sung (1996: 18) presents a so-called "Q-sluicing effect": a pre-dou WH phrase can be 

interpreted as interrogative in the presence of a post-dou WH phrase. 

(267) Q-sluicing: WH -> [+ Q] I-dou WH (Sung 1996) 

(268) a. la shcnme-shihou dorr du zhciben shu. 

he wlieri all read this book 

i.'He always reads this book.' 

~ i .  *When (all) does he read this book? 

b. ra shenme-shihou dou du&mc?  

he when all read what 

i. 'What does he nlways read?' 

ii. 'When all and what all does he read?' 



The pre-dou shenme-shihou 'when' in (268a) cannot be interpreted as interrogative according to 

the Shortest Link Principle, while in (268b) it can, as shown by reading (ii). In (268a) there is no 

post-dor WH phrase, while in (268b) there is. In fact, we find that not only a post-dou WH 

phrase, but also a pre-dou M element, allows pre-dou WH phrases to be interpreted as 

interrogative. This is shown in (269) below. 

(269) ~@TZO shenme-shihou dou du zlzeiben shu 

they when all read this book 

I. 'They alwaysread this bwk.' 

ii. 'When do they all read this book?' 

The linking patterns of above (268b) and (269) are: 

(270) 

a. 
n 

O p l ~ l j  WH dou \?Hi (268bi) 

b. Optoiiaj WHj dou WHi (268b-ii) 

n 
c. M WH dou (269-i) 

rF===+l 
d. O p f ~ ~ i  M WHi dou (269-ii) 



(270a) to (270d) are all fine. The pre-dou WH phrase docs not link to dou in (270b) and (270d), 

although it is the nearest hinder of dou. So the Shortest Link Principle docs not work here. 

More examples are listed below. 

(271) a. & e i c o n g ~  doujie-guo shu 

who from where all borrow-ASP book 

i. *'Everyone borrowed books from all of the places.' 

(*symmetrical double linking) 

ii. '\Who borrowed books from all of the places?' 

~ i i .  *'From where ... ?' (Generalization B) 

b. am28 con8 nar dart jie-guo shu 

they from where all borrow-ASP book 

i. 'They horrowed h k s  from all of the places.' 

ii. 'From where did they all bonow bwks?' 

c. cong nor mzm dou jic-guo slzu (= b) 

(272) a. &i -e do81 kan-guo 

who what all read-ASP 

i. *'13veryone has read everything.' (*symmetrical double linking) 

ii. 'Who has read everything?' 

iii. * 'What ... ?' (Generalization 6) 

b. lanren ~ I L C I I ~ I C  dou kon-guo 



they what all read-ASP 

i. 'They have read everything.' 

ii. 'What have they all read?' 

c. sltenmc mm~ dou knn-guo (= b) 

In the ptesence of an asynimetrical binder of dou, dou does not always link the nearest 

binder. There 1s no Shortest Link Principle in asymmemcal binding of dou. Symmebical and 

asymmetrical binders exhibit different properties When they both occur, they interact with each 

other in some way and a constraint on symmeuical linking cannot be applied generally. 

6.3 Free choice WH phrases 

In the above discussion, I have intentionally avoided discussion of a certain type of WH 

phrase, namely the free choice WH phrase. 

(273) I&ci ntni-lc nc~ben shlrl dou gen wo wuguon 

who buy-~sp  that book all to me irrelevant 

i. 'Whoever bought that book is irrelevant to me.' 

ii. *Everyone bought that book is irrelevant to me. 

iii. *Who ... ? 



This kind of WI-I phrase is interpreted neither as the usual universal quantifier, as the second 

reading shows, nor as an interrogdtive word, as the third reading shows. 

Cheng (1991:135, 1992232) distinguishes free choice WH phrases from other End of 

WH phrases, and claims that there is a modality operator involved in the former. The modality 

operator is related to either a negation word or a modal. In such sentences no aspect marker is 

allowed with the t~it~lrix predicate. Lin (1996) shows that the free choice reading can occur in 

either a WH NP which is preceded by a deletable wulun 'no-matter', or a clause which is also 

preceded by W U / K ~  'no-matt,:r'. 

(274) a. (wulun) shei dou hen cangming. 

no-rnnlrer wlio all very bright 

'No nlatter who (=any person) is bright.' 

b. wu1111l $11 yaoqlng shei, wo dou huanying ta. 

no-nintter you invite whom I all welcome him 

'No tn~atter whom you invite, I will welcome him.' 

We also see that dou is obligatory in free choice WH sentences. I assume that an Opl~ool  

liccnses a free choice canstii:uent which contnlns a WH phrase, either an NP or a clause. The 

0pl,,~nl also licenses dou. This ;~ssumption allows us to account for the following two 

differences between free choice WII and other licensers of dou. 

First, tlic C-con~tnand condition seems to be vtolated in linking, but in fact is not. 



(275) a. [& moi-lc neiben shu] dou gen wo wuguon. 

who buy-ASP that book all to I irrelevant 

'Whoever bought that book is ~rrelevant to me.' 

b. [& ch i~ !xmzl  dou gen wo wlrguan. 

who eat what all to I irrelevant 

'Whoever ate whatever 1s irrelevant to me.' 

In contrast to (235) and (236). the WH phr81~es in (275) do not C-command dou, but the 

sentences are grammatical If we assume that what dou links to IS the modality operator. rather 

than the WH phrase, then the C-command condition of dou l iking is obeyed, as ~llustrated in 

the following. 

v 
(276) ICP OPIMOD~~ [I,' [ C P ~  [IF ... whl ... (wh3 ... I] ... dou ... Mod c.. I] 

From sentence (275b) obovc, we can see that the two free cho~ce WH phrases seem to  

be licensed by the same modality operator. The sentence is not ambiguous. Both of the WH 

pluases must be inte~preted :is free choice and they are paired or related. This is different from 

intemgative operator binding in Chinese, which has been argued to be a kind of unselective 

binding (Tsai 1994). Thus it is the lower CP which contains the WH phrases, rather than each 

WHphrase individually, that is licensed by the modality operator. 
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Second, the constraint ruling out multiple linking of pre-dou WH phrases to dou seems 

to be violated. In f81ct t t  is not. 

(277) a. &i z21i n g  dau he shui 

who at where all drink water 

i. 'Who drinks watereverywhere?' 

ii. 'Anyunedtinks water anywhere.' 

b. shei shennie-sbihou dou xuyao pengyou 

who what-time all need friends 

i. 'Who needs a friend all the time?' 

ii. 'Anyone needs a friend anytime.' 

In this sentence, shei 'who' cnn be either interrogative or free choice. If it is interrogative, nar 

'where' must tx t~niversal qoantifier; if shei is a free choice, nar must also be a free choice. 

These propenies can be analyzed as follows. 

Recall that dou can only link one univers~l quu~tifier (section 5.3.3). In the previous 

section, our Generalizat~on R or tile Shortest Link Principle tells us that in the absence of 

asymmehical binders, a potelltial linker which is adjacent to  dou must link to dou. So in the fust 

rcoding of (277~1). nar 'where' !nost link to dou and get a universal quantifier reading. However, 

sltei 'who'. wl~ich i s  not adjzsent to dou, does not link to dou due to the fact that dou cannot 

link to multiple aym~netrical binders. Thus shei is interrogative, as in (264) above. 



In the second reading of (277a), she1 is not interrogative. This contrasts with (264) 

a b v e .  One might think that both of the WH phrases are directly linked to  dou, v~olating the 

constraint of no multiple linking of pre-dou WH phrases to dou. But if we assume that dou links 

O p l ~ o q  rather than the WH phrases directly, the consearnt 1s not violated. The linking patterns 

of both readings of (277a) are shown below 

n n 
(278) a. Oplvii ... wlli ... wh, ... doll 

t-----l I 
b. Opl~oo~. ... wh ... wh ... dou ... Modi 

In this section 1 have shown that both free choice WH phrases and dou can be licensed 

by OPIMODI. 

6.4. CFC and BalBei-phrase blocking effect 

In this sectlon we will see that for both kinds of dou binding, i.e. symmehlcd and 

asymmemcal binding, a balhci-phrase generally cannot intervene between the binder and the 

bindee. 

Ba marks the patient or the theme of a transitive verb, while ber marks the agent of a 

passive verb." Both ba and hci phrases must occur in preverbal positions. The ba blocking 

" u the  me inuoduced by bo is neither an M element isel[ nor an dement which can h affected iteratively. 
thereby ensuring the plural agent o bc an M element, dou cannot occur, since it will not h licensed. regardless 



effect in dou rentences wns observed in Lee (1986:17), and the bei blccking effect in dou 

sentences was noted in Cheng (1995). (279) and (280) we examples of asymmehical binding of 

dou in sentences containing ha or bet phrases. 

(279) a. LaoLi [ha W J  dou pian-le. 

LaoLi oA lhey all cheat-ASP 

'LnoLi has cheated them all. 

b. *&ma [ha LaoLi] doupian-le. 

c. rn d o u  [ba LaoLil pian-le. 

'They nll have cl~eated LaoLi.' 

ofils psilion. The following eramplcs uro from Sung (personal communication). In lhese examples. h e  sub@ 
lomen 'thcy' is not an M clemcnt to dlc evcnlualily of 'selling lhis book'. 

(i) a. 'wmen dau ibazhoibcn shul mai-le. 
thcy 811 DA this b w k  sell-MP 
intended: Fach of them sold lhat bwk 

h. *mmcn [big rhelhn shu] deu mai-lo. 

Bul if the hema introduced by bo can bo affected iteratively, lhe plural agent can h an M element. and Ule ba- 
pltrasc blocking clfect is obvious. 

(ii) a. m d o u  Ibane>shou shi] kan-le yiyan. 
lhey all M Ulat poem look-nsponecye 
'Each of them had a glanceat lhal poem.' 

b. '-3 [ba neishou shil dou kan-lo yiyan. 
(iii) a. mnq dou lbanelgeronl plping-le yidun. 

lhcy all oh thal person criliciz-Assonce 
'Eish of them crilici,ed that person onco.' 

b. *m Iba tnclgc rcnl deu piping-lo yidun. 

Other verbs such &s da-fe 'hit-asp' can also occw in the context of (iii). and the conlrasl between (iii-a) and (iii- 
b) is the wme. 



(280) a. LaoLi [her kutml doup~an-guo. 

LaoLi oW they all cheat-ASP 

'LaoLi has been cheated by them all.' 

b. * m n  [bei LaoLil dou pian-guo. 

c. kutm ifori [bei LaoLi] plan-guo. 

'They all have been cheated by LaoLi.' 

(281) and (282) are examples of symmefrical binding of dou by non-W-umvenal 

quantifien. 

(281) a. LaoLi [ha s u o v d e  ren] dou pian-lc. 

LaoLi BA all person all cheal-ASP 

'LaoLi has cheated all persons.' 

b. * m v o u d e  re0 [ba LaoLil dou pian-le. 

c. m d a  dou [ba LaoLiJ pian-le. 

'All persons have cheated LaoLi.' 

(282) a. LnoLi [bci suovoude ren] doupian-guo. 

'LaoLi was cheated by all persons.' 

b. * ~ u o w ~ i d e  ren [bei LaoLil doupian-guo. 

c. juovoude ren doit [bei LaoLi] pian-guo. 

'All persons were cheated by LaoLi.' 



(283) a d  (284) are examples of symmelrical binding of dou by WH-universal 

quantifiers. 

(283) a. LaoLi [ha &] dou pian-le. 

LaoLi BA who all cheat-ASP 

'LaoLi has cheated everyone.' 

b. *a [ba LaoLi] dou pian-le. 

c. do11 [ha LaoLi) pinn-le. 

who all B A  LaoLi cbeat-ASP 

'Everyone has cheated LaoLi.' 

(284) a. LnoLi [be id~c i ]  dolt pian-guo. 

'LaoLi was cheated by everyone.' 

b. *& [her LaoLij do!) pian-guo. 

c, &do11 (hei LaoLi] pian-guo. 

'Everyone was cheated by LaoLi.' 

(285) to (288) are examples in which dou co-occurs with a PP. Note that the (b) and (c) 

sentences have the same interpretation." 

'' Connparing Uicse dou binding data wilh lllo dou facustng dam in (18), wc can see a difference: in (18) dou 
must M-command the facuscd clement, wllilc in (285) - (288). dou does not nacd lo M-command ill licensn. I 
will lnalrc a gen?..ral discussimm on this in scclion 7.5. 



LaoLi [gen larnenlsheilsuovoude re01 dou chi-guo fun. 

LaoLi with they/who/all persons all eat-ASP dinner 

LaoLi has eaten with them all/everyone/all of the persons.' 

farnenlsheilsuoroude rat [gen LaoLi] dou chi-gun fan. 

'they all/everyone/all of the persons ate with LaoLi.' 

~arnen/~~hci/suovoude ren dou Igen LaoLi] chi-guo fun. 

'they all/everyone/all of the persons ate with LaoLi.' 

LaoLi [gei famenlsheilsrroypude ren] douxie-lex~,~. 

LaoLi to they/who/all persons all write-ASP letter 

'LaoLi wrote letters to them all/everyone/all of the persons.' 

t a m e n l s h c i i ~ e n  [gei LaoLi] dou xie-le xin. 

'They all/eve~yone/all of the persons wrote letters to LaoLi.' 

~nls l te i l suoroude  ren dou [gei LaoLil xie-le xi!>. 

'They allleveryone/all of the persons wrote letters to LaoLi.' 

LaoLi [dui ~ornen/~heils~o~nude ren] dou hen hao. 

LaoLi to they/who/all persons all very good 

'LaoLi is very gwd to them all/everyone/all of the persons.' 

~ l ~ l s u o w d e  ren [dui LaoLiJ doti hen huo. 

'They all/everyone/all of the persons areiis very good to LaoLi.' 

~ l s I ~ e i l s ~ ~ o v o u d e  ren dou [duiLuoLil hen hao. 

'They all/everyone/all of the persons areiis very good to LaoLi.' 



(288) a. ti lcong Fenlan he lia'nadal doudalai-le dianhua. 

he from Finland and Canada all call-ASP telephone 

'He called from both Finland and Canada.' 

b. ~annlsl~e~l,nrovoude ren [cong Fenlon] dou dalai-le dianhua. 

they who all person from Finland all call-ASP telephone 

'They all/everyone/all of the persons called from Finland.' 

c. ~ P _ ~ I ! ~ ~ I ~ P U O V U &  dou [cong Fenlon] dalai-le dianhua. 

'They all/everyone/all of the persons called from Finland.' 

The data shown above naturally lead to a generalization that balbei-phrases to the left of dou 

block dou from linking to anything to the left of the balbcr-phrases. Other PPs, however, do not 

have this blocking effect. The following sentence shows that linking of dou to an element to the 

right of a bo-phrase is acceptable, not surprisingly. 

(289) Loo1.i lba zhciben shttl yuhj dou fong mi jio-li. 

lLnoLi DA this book all-the-time all put at home-in 

'LaoLi has put this book in his home all the tune.' 

There are two issues involved here. One is how the object of a preposition can bind dou 

without C-commanding dou. The other is why there is a bo-lbei-phrase blocking effect. 



6.4.1 PP object binders and C-command 

We have seen that on the one hand, PP objects can be binden of dou. For example, the 

objects of the PPs in (285a), (286a), (287a) and (288a), are all grammatical binders of dou. On 

the other, in situ objects of verbs, as in (233b) and (234b), and phrases within subject CPs, as in 

(235) to (237). cannot be binders of dou. The latter case can be accounted for by a C a m m a n d  

condition on binding, but tile former case cannot. One solution, suggested by Cheng (1995: 

2!19), is that Chinese PPs can be e~ther real PPs or NPs. If they are NP, the apparent prepositions 

are dummy Case-markers. To limit the optionality between the NP and PP status of a phrase, 

and pursue more explanatory power, 1 suggest a different solution: dou binding by eventuality 

quantifying elements has a special structure requirement, which I call Verbal C-command (VC- 

command). 

Verbal constituents include any projections of V, y, I, and C, but not P. Grimshaw 

(1991,1993) proposes that IP and CP are verbal projections, suggesting that these funcoonal 

projections arise because of properties of the verb. My distinction of VP, vP, IP and CP from PP 

is  based on the claim that the lhead of any member of the former group can either contain a verb 

or attract sn uninterpretable feature of a verb to get the feature checked in various languages 

(Chomsky 1995). while the [lend of a PP cannot contain a verb or attract a feature of a verb. 

My definition of C-command is taken from Kayne (1994: 16). Thus the definition of rm/ 

VC-command is the following: 



(290) X VC-commands Y iff X and Y are categories and X exclndes"~ and every 

KCM category that dominates X dominates Y. 

The essence of VC-cottimat~d involves skipping or ignoring non-verbal projection PPs in 

compudng C-command relationships. If VC-command is relevant to dou binding, then, neither 

an in situ object, nor a constituent within a subject CP, both of which do not VC-command dou, 

can be binder of dou. As for PPs, if they occur to the left of dou, they may adjoin to a verbal 

projection, and the object of the preposition is dominated by the PP. This PP is in turn 

dominated by a verbal projection which also dominates dou. Thus the object of the preposition 

cnn VC-command do11. This is shown in (29La). If a PP occurs to  the right of dou, the object of 

the preposition 1s dominated by the PP, which is in turn dominated by a verbal projection. 

However, this verbal projection does not dominate dou. Thus the object of the preposition does 

not VC-command dou and it cannot bind dou. This is shown in (291b). In such a case, if there is 

no other binder of dou, the dou sentence is unacceptable. The dataare in (292). 

IP Kaync (1994: 133) notcs: "In tltc scnsc olChamsky (19866. p. 9): X ercludcs Y if no Eegmenl of X dominates 
Y." 



(292) a. mi  wiiiee c h e n d i ,  la dou chang-guo zkezshou ge. 

at that-several city he all s~ng-ASP this song 

'He sang this song in all of those ctties.' 

b. zai w i ~ i p e  c h e n A  ra zhelshou ge dou chang-guo. 

at that-several city he this song all sing-ASP 

'He sang this song in all of those cities.' 

c. *la dorr zheishou ge 201 nerii~e cheneshi chang-guo. 

he all this song at that-several city sing-ASP 

6.4.2 BalBei-phrase blocking effects and CFC 

A Ba-phrase marks the preverbal patient of a transitive verb. There is a debate over 

which category the word ba belongs to: a preposition (traditional view), a dummy Case marker 

muang 1982 and Li l990), a causative verb (Sybesma 1992), an inner aspectual verb (Travis 

1993). or the head of a functional projection BaP (Zou 1995). Bei-phrases, on the other hand, 

mark the preverbal agent of a passlve verb. Bci has been considered to be a dummy Case 

marker, a preposition, a modal (Tsai 1993), or a verb (Cheng, 1989, Ting 1996)." 

Following the current assumption that both bci-phrases and ba-phrases are base- 

generated in their preverbal positions, we can see that at the right of a bei-phrase or a ba-phrase, 

if bei is tnkcn la be a verb, lhc bei-phrase biockiog ellecl might bc accounted for by Lhe clause-bound 
constraint of dou licenring (if there a no resuuuuring between two clauses) (fm the dausebound consminl, see 
Chiu 1993). But onc s i l l  has la explain the ba.phrasc blocking elfcct. My appmach will pmvide a unified 
lrcament to these two kin& of blocking effect. 



1.e. at the moment before these phrases are merged to a verbal projection, the theta-role 

discharge of the related transitive verb is incomplete. This amounts to saying that both bei- 

phrases and ba-phrases are part of the "Complete Functional Complex" (CFC) of the transitive 

verb in the sense of Chomsky (1986:169). A CFC, roughly speaking, is a minimal syntactic unit 

containing both a subject and a complement of a verb.6' It can stand on its own as a complete 

"thought' or "information unit," as it is termed by Chierchia and Turner (1988). On the other 

hand, following the current vP internal subject hypothesis and the assumption that dou can 

adjoin to any vf:rb;tl projection (Cheng 1995). we can see that if dou occurs to the left of ba- 

lhei-phrases, as illustrated in (293a) and (293b). dou is outside the CFC. If dou does not co- 

occur w~th  ba-li?ei-phrases, as illustrated in (293c), it can be outside the CFC. If dou is merged 

to the nght of a balhei phrase. i t  is within a CFC, as illushated in (293d) and (293e). (In the 

following forms, the order of the trace of a subject (tsus) and a ba-phrase (ba-XP) is irrelevant 

to the current issue.) 

(293) a. dorr [C1"ha-XP ... tsun V ] (c) of (279). (281) and (283) 

Ipat~cntl 

" Olhcr canslitucnls. which cncode instruments. bcnefaelives, etc.. m not within CFC. Both complernenl of a 
fliuansilivc verh bclane to CFC. Ilu hn-nllrasc oecurr with a diunnsitivo verh. the othcr cnmnlement must he m ~ ~ . . ~ ~  ~ ~ ~. ~~~ ~ ~ -.- . ~. ~ ~ ~~ ~. . ~~ -~ ~~- 

the rapltl ill lltc ho-plltlsc. 3s in (i). I n  olhrr uor.lr. lf bn-phma I S  ~ ~ ~ h i l l  3 C1.C. the other complentcnl must also 
h. u idtln lllc CTC. I n  Ih: I d b u i t ~ &  (I,), dl: gi.phosc a;unill~ U, lhc lrlt "fa vc~b ir ambiguous a< lo i l  lhcta 
rule. ~ I n o  ho-phr;r,r rla,wr a y .  t luucrcr,  il 11 acurr  to Ulc tell of ah-phrase. as in (iii). it musr be inlerpmled as 
the bcnelactive, not the goal (complcmcnl) of the diuans,tive verb. 

(i) wo [bs rin] ji ggA Ic. (ii) w o U j i - l e  yifeng rin. 
I lm lcttcr mail to ho nslV I U,/for hc rnail-ASP one leler 
'1 xnailcd the lellcr lo him.' A. 'I mailed a letter to him.' 

(iii) w o A !  [ha x ~ r ~ l  ji-r.oa le. B. '1 maileda letter for him.' 
L Car he BA kucr mati-of[ ASP 

'I1 mailed tho lcller far him.' 



b. dou [C" bei-XP ... Vp~ss  ~ O B J  (c) of (280). (282) and (284) 

(agent1 

d. Lac ba-XP .. dou tsue V I (a, b) of (279). (281) and (283) 

[patient] 

e. I"" bel-XP ... dou Vpnss ton,] (a, b) of (280), (282) and (284) 

[agent] 

Recall that an English anaphor 1s usually bound in the CFC where the anaphor occurs, 

and thus the CFC is an S (or IP or TP in the recent Minimalist verslon) or NP with a subject. If 

an anaphor cannot be bound in its CFC because there is no compatible antecedent, the sentence 

is unacceptable. 

(294) a. Shej wmhed herself;. 

b. *He wnshed herself. 

c. M a y  saw [NP John'sipicrure of himself;]. 

d. *Maryt saw [NP John'spicrrrre of hersell;] 



The linking of doff to its binders is similar to anaphor binding in !his respect: if dou 

occors to the right of a ba-phrase or a bei-phrase, it is in a CFC and must be bound within it. If 

there is no available binder in the CFC (no M element, universal quantifier o r  quantifier dabufen 

n ~ c ~ ~ t ' ) ,  the sentence is unacceptable. Dou cannot skip a ba-phrase or a bei-phrase to link to a 

pI:rase fmher lo the left. 

However, dou can link to both a balbei-phrase and a phrase preceding the balbei-phrase. 

In (295a) doll links to botli the subject ramen 'they', which is to the left of a ba-phrase, and the 

adverb yizhi 'always', which is to the right of the ba-phrase. In (295b). since the pre-ba NP 

nimen 'you-pl' and the NP of the ba phrase 1011 'head' have an inalienable possessive relation, 

double linking of do11 to both of tile NPs is implied. So the sentence is acceptable. 

(295) a. mi [ha drcijian ski/  yl&tj douibifang zai xin-shang 

they BA this matter all-the-time all put at hem-on 

'They all cxre about this matter all the time.' 

b. nimen /hami l  dori rai goo. 

you-pl BA head all raise high 

'All of you lift up your heads.' 

Since billding takes place ttt LF (Chomsky 1995b:31), we expect binding domains to be 

relevant to inte~pretation. CFC is an interpretive notion. ' R e  intsoduction of CFC permits a 

straightfonvard binding analysis for the special behaviour of balbei-phrases in dou sentences. 



6.4.3 The Ba-phrase blocking effect and "characterizing" verbs 

There is no ba-phrase blocking effect w~th  'characterizing verbs' (the term is from Levin 

1993: 181). for example, dangruo 'considerlregard', and ruower 'consider/regard.'. In the 

following, the binder of dou is to the left of the ba phrase. 

(296) a. LaoWu he LaoLi /ha ncijian shij dou dungzuo zui zhongyao de gongruo 

LaoWu and LaoLi BA that job all regard-as most imporlant DE work 

'LaoWu and I.aoLi both consider that job to be the most imponant task.' 

b. a m  [ha rlteihen shul dou zllowci yijian jinianpin.. 

tlley BA this book all regard-as one souvenir 

'They all regard the book as a souvenir.' 

c. mm ba wo dou dangcheng riben-ren le. 

they ba I all take Japan-people ASP 

i. 'They all took me to be a lapanese.' 

ii. 'They even took me to be a lapanese.' (wo 'I' bears stress) 

These characterizing verbs take predicate con~plemena. Tile postverbal nominal is the 

predicate of the nominal in tllc ba-phrase. In otller words, the nominal in a ba-phrase and the 

nominal to the right of the characterizing verb can form a small clause. Only when the predicate 

of the small clause is a nominal, can dou binding escape tlte ba-phrase blocking effect. I have no 

explanation for this and leave i t  open for further study. 



6.5 Speculations on the clause boundedness of dou licensing 

In this section I argue that dou and the dependent of its related element must be base- 

generated in the sanle clause. 

One freqoently mentioned locality constraint on dnu sentences is that the licenser of dou 

must "be syntactically 'close' to it, that is, be in the smne clause as dou." (Chiu 1993:192) (The 

underlined part is the licenser of doa.) 

(297) a. zkeixie xuesheng wo dorr xlhuan. 

these smdet~t I all like 

'I like all of these students.' 

6.  * ~ ! ~ ~ i x ~ ~ c d ! ~ ~  zlhidao [wo dou xihuan Suymgl. 

these student know I all like Suying 

'All of these students know that I like Suying.' 

However. Chetlg (1995:200) presents the following example (a) where dou and its licenser 

appear to be in different clauses: 

(298) a. neixiexrce.sh@gi wo xiangxin [Lisi dou hen xihuan ti I 

those studelit I believe Lisi all verylike 

'All of those students, I believe Lisi likes them.' 



b. *nelxie xtresheng, wo dou xiangxin [Lisi hen xihuan ti ] 

those student I all believe Lisi very like 

'All of those students, 1 believe Lisi likes them.' 

The question here is why long distance binding in (298a) is allowed, while shoner 

distance binding in (298b) is not allowed. Cheng claims that dou and its related nomlnals nlust 

be base-generated in the s w ~ e  clause. This claim explains the above data nicely. However, the 

following data shows that this claim may be too suong. 

(299) a. Opiaj ni renwei [ta doui mai-le shenmeil 

you think he all buy-ASP what 

'What all do you think he bought?' 

b. *Op,, ni doui renwel [m mai-le slrertme, 1 

you all think he buy-ASP what 

If we claimed that dou in (29911) is licensed by the WH phrase shenme 'what', we would violate 

the Ccommand condition, smce shenme does not C-command dou. If we claimed that dou is 

licensed by the operator, which is base-generated at the mahir CP (Tsai 1994), we would 

contradict the hypothesis that rlou and its related elements must be base-generated in the same 

clause. This hypothesis does not explain the acceptability of (299a). (299b) further shows that ff 

dou and a WH operator are base-generated in the same clause, the sentence is unacceptable. 





embedded clarlse and its licenser neixiexueshcng 'those students' is moved to the mauix clause. 

The long distance of dou binding is possible because the trace of neixie xuesheng 'those 

students' is in the embedded clause. Both dou and the dependent of its licenser (the trace here) 

are in the same clause. In (298b3, dou occurs in the mauix clause and its licenser, neixie 

xtiesheng 'those students', also occurs in the mauix clause. The shon binding of dou is 

impossible because the trace of neixiexucsheng 'those students' is in the embedded clause, not 

id the matrix clause where dou is merged. More data are listed below. 

(301) a. Opidj ni renwei [doui sheij knn-le ncthen shu I 

you think who all read-ASP that book 

'Who all do you think have read that book?' 

b. Opa j  ni rcnwei [ta doui zai shenme shiltouj kan dianrhi I 

you think be all at what time watch TV 

'When all do you think he watches TV?' 

c. ni renwei lta doui zai narj kan dianrhi ] 

you think he all at where watch TV 

'Where all do you think he watches TV?' 

d. Op nr rcnwei [tamen doui mai-le shenrnej ] 

you think they all buy-asp what 

i. 'What do you think each of them buy?' Opj [Mi dou; W H j ]  

ii.'Wl~at all do you think they buy collectively?' Opj  &; [M doui WH;] 

iii.'What all do you think each of them buy?' Op IMidoui W H j I  



In all of these data dou and the dependent of dou's licenser, if there is one, are both base- 

generated in the embedded clause. 

In the following data, the dependent of dou's licenser is an external argument. My claim 

still holds. 

(302) a. *Opiai shei, renwei [ l a  dart, kan-le neiben shul 

who think he all read-ASP that book 

b. *Opoj nt  dorri remvei [she;; kan-le neiben shul 

you all think who read-ASP that book 

c. 0 p ; ~ ~  ni rertwei [dou, skeii kan-le neiben shul 

you think all who read-ASP that book 

'Who all do you think read that book?' 

(303) a. neixie xrtcshengi wo xiangxin [r! dou kan-guo zheiben shul 

those student 1 believe all read-ASP this b w k  

'Those students, I believe (they) all have read this book.' 

b. *ncixie xeeshetg; wo dou xiangxin 16 kan-guo zheiben shul 

those student I all believe read-ASP this book 

The above data further show that a dou sentence is acceptable if the dependent of dou's licenser 

and dou are in the same clause. 



In this subsection I explored the conditions of long and short distance dou binding. My 

conclusion supports and refines Cheng's claim that dou and ils related nominals must be base- 

generated in the same clause The revised condition on dou binding with respect to the binding 

distance IS that dou and the dependent of its binder must be m the same clause. One implication 

of this study is that the two klnds of dependent, a movement trace and a binding variable, play 

the same role in dou binding. 

6.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, first. the locality constraints of dou linking were explained by a Shortest 

Link Principle. To be precise, I discussed why a pre-dou WH phrase must be interpreted as a 

universal quantifier in the absence of an M element and a post-dou WH phrase, and why a dou 

linliing which skips an adjacent universal quantifier wlll cause ungrammaticality. I also discussed 

thelinking properties of free-choice WH phrases, which are mentioned by Cheng (1991, 1995). 

Second, the bo-lbei blocking effect is, for the first time, accounted for by the binding notion 

Complete Functional Complex (CFC, Chomsky 1986, among others). Tnis binding approach 

unifies the ba and hei phrase blocking effect, regardless of the syntactic status of these phrases. 

Otlier approaches to dou do not account for the common properties of ba and bei phrases, thus 

do not explain why it i sba  and bci phrases, not others, that have the blocking effect. finally, 

extending the proposal of Cheng (1995). I claim that dou and the dependent of its licenser must 

be base-generated in the same clause. 



Chapter 7 Some Notes on the Semantic Properties of Dou Sentences 

As a polarity item licenser, dou ensures sentence acceptability, while as a quantification 

indicator, dou contributes aspects of meaning, such as distributivity and totality, to the sentence. 

The semantics of dnu sentences has been extensively studied in the recent literature. This chapter 

attempts to fill some gaps and put forward new proposals on some controversial issues, based 

on the cvidenct: presented in this thesis. 

Section 7.2 studies the internction between dou and the resuictive and the conhastive 

focus constructions. Section 7.3 clarifies that the distributive key function of dou applies only to 

the binders of doll, not to other eienlents of the dou sentence. Section 7.4 presents the inability 

of an instrument element to bind dori and provides an explanation for the restriction. Finally. 

section 7.5 comfnres the dou in the additive focus sentences and dou elsewhere. Section 7.6 

concludes the chapter. 

7.2 Dou in the restrictive and contrastive focus consmctions 

A hithrrto unnoticed property of quantification in dou sentences is that this 

quant~fication does not have a restrictive sense. The appropriate interpretation of dou 



quantification is so many as . so much as, as nlanv as and as much a, as in (304a), (304b) and 

(304c), but not or &, as in (304d) and (304e).62 

(304) a. ramen dunezhonede vi bun ren (dou) xue-guo Deyu. 

they among one half person (all) leanl-ASP German 

'Half of them lhave leamed Gennan.' 

b. ~ d a n ~ z h o n a d e  dablrfen ren (doll) xlre-guo Deyu. 

they among big-part person (all) learn-ASPGerman 

'A rn:tjorily of them ht~ve leamed German.' 

c. ramen dongdone sanfenzhiyi-de ren (don) xue-guo Deyu. 

they anlong one-third person (all) learn-ASP German 

'One third of them have learned German.' 

d. t o m a d a n ~ z h o n &  yixino bufen ren (*dou)xue-guo Deyu. 

they among one srn:lll pan person (all) learn-ASP German 

'A small p:ut of them have learnt Gern~:~n.' 

e. zhivou wuee ren (*do,&) jie-guo zhciben shu. 

only five person (all) borrow-ASP this book 

'Only five persons have borrowed this book.' 

'Ilwould like to tllank Sara13 Curnm!ss for ponnt~ng this out lo mc. 



The preverbal arguments in all sentences above are M elements. They have a restrictive sense in 

(c) and (d), but not in (a) and (b). Dou cannot link to M elements in (c) and (d). So dou is 

incompatible with restrictive readings. 

Flowever, dou binding can co-occur with restrictive focus if the binder of dou and the 

focus are not the same element. In the following sentence, the binder is the adjunct zheixie rian 

'these days', while the focus is the subject tn 'he' 

n 
(305) zlriyorr fa z l~e~xie  rian dou zai he jiu. 

only he these day all ASP drink alcohol 

'Only HE is drinking alcohol all these days ' 

We have seen in Chapter 5 that the dou consuuctlon allows object shift of the 

contrastive focus type, whether or not the object is a binder of dou. The following sentences 

show that contrastive focus and dou binding can co-occur. In (306a), the binder of dou and the 

focused elemenl: are two different elements, while in (306b). they are the same element. 

n 
(306) a. shi rn dou zai he jiu. 

FM he these day all AsPdrink alcohol 

'I IE is drinking :~lcohol all these days.' 



b. s h i m  dou zai he jiu. 

FM they :!I1 ASPdrinkalcohoi 

'THEY are all drinking alcohol.' 

I therefore conclude that a single element can sirnullaneously be a binder of dou and a 

contrastive focus, but not simolt:meously a binder of dou and a restrictive focus. Dou in additive 

focus constructions w~ll  be discussed in section 7.6. 

7.3 Binders of dou anddistributive keys 

Many researchers of dou have argued that one function of dou is to specify a distributive 

meaning (Lee 1986, lie Li 1995, Cheng 1995, Lin 1996). However, it seems that no one has 

discussed the scope of the distributive meaning in a dou sentence. It is not hue that every aspect 

of the eventuality encoded by a dorr sentence is dishibutlve. 

A distributive aspect "indicates that the actions lnvolved are performed separately, 

sequentially, or In a number of locations, that a number of agents are each canying out an 

action, working as individuals r:~tlier than as a group, or that the action is performed on a 

number of objects." (Rice 1989: 677) The presence of dou can spec~fy that an M element has a 

distributive meaning. 



(307) a. ~ z -  mai-lc rLxingche. 

child-a6'buy-ASP bike 

'The children bought a bikeibikes.' (collective or disnibutive) 

b, tl@1L-~_n dorr mai-lc zixingchc. 

'Each of the children bought a bike.' (distributive) 

Following Choe (1987) and current studies on distributivity (Oil 1995, among others), I call the 

antecedent of a dismbutive dependency the distlibutive key, while calling the bound element the 

distributive share. So in (307b). haizi-men 'children' is the dismbutive key. The following 

sentence shows that only a binder of dou can be a distributive key. This statement implies that 

elements othe~r than lhe binders of dou can receive a collective reading in the relevant respect. 

In other words, distributive meaning is related only to the binder elements, not to other elements 

in the sentence. 

(30R) a. LaoLi he LaoWang &&!@I zai shangliang zheijian shi. 

LaoLi and LaoWang these day at discuss this matter 

'Lao1.i and LaoWang have been discussing the matter these days.' 

b. LaoLi Ire LaoWang &d&km dou zaishnngliang therjiun shi. 

'LaoLi and LaoWang have beendixussing the matter all the time these 

days.' 

6, -men is a i.sing,ular. +hunlun. +spec~ficl msrker. I label il as PL (plurill) only for convenience. For a demiled 
discussion of -men. see lljic (1994). 





b. -np dolurr fang-zl~e sltu. 

'There xre books all over the table(s).' 

(312) it. ncizuo fanpzi shao-diao le. 

that house burn-finish ASP 

'That house has been bumt.' 

b. & d n n s '  dorr shao-diao le. 

'That house has been bumt completely.' 

(313) a. feng ba rode roufa chui-qilai le. 

wind BA her hair blow-up ASP 

'The wind blew up her hairs.' 

b. feng ha fade four3 dou chrri-qilai le. 

'The wind blew up all her hairs.' 

In the following (314b), there are two M elements C-commanding dou. Either or both of them 

can bind dou and can be interpreted as distrtbutive. But in (314c), only one binder is available, 

since the other M element does not C-command dou. Only the binder is distributive. 

(314) a. -err gei .sanpe ha~zirnar-le wanju. 

they for three kid buy-ASP toy 

'They have bought toys for the three kids.' 



b. fmw~ gei.sn~~!ze haizi dou mai-le WaIIjU. 

i. 'They have collectively bought toy(s) for each of t l~e  three kids.' 

ii. 'Each of them has bought toy(s) for the three kids.' 

iii. 'Each of them has bought toy(s) for each of the three kids.' 

c. ramen dorr gei,mnee haizi mai-le wnnlu. 

'Each of them has bought toys for the three kids.' (unspecified with 

whether for each kid) 

My conclusion is that only binders of dou can be distributive keys. The distributive 

~nterpretation of dou sentences is resuicted to binders of dou. 

7.4 Dou and instmment elements 

Another hitheno unmentioned property of dou quantification is that instruments cannot 

be binders of dou. 

(315) a. tn yong zheixie shaozi chi-guo fan. 

he with these spoon eat-~spmeal 

'He has eaten meals with these spoons.' 

b. *la yong zhcuk shaori dou chi-guo fan. 

he with these spoon all eat-ASPmeal 

intended: He has eaten meals with all of these spoons, 



Many theta mles, for example, agent, theme, goal, locative, temporal and experiencer, can be 

binden of dou. Semantically, instmments should also be measurable lo  a n  evenmalily as other 

t!~eta mles an:. This may be explained by aspectual str~tcture in the sense of Tenny (1992) (Also 

see Ghomeshi and Massam 1994). An aspectual structure is associated with various !6nds of 

event participants and constrains their syntactic positions. Instrument as an event panicipant has 

a rather restricted position in Chinese. I t  must occur to the left o f  a verb and is closer to the verb 

than other adverbials, as in (31fib). Only a manner adverbial can separate an instrument from the 

verb, as in (316a). Data (3lhb-e') sl~ow that various adverbs can occur only to the left of an 

Instrument. 

(316) a. ta z:li lyong mao-bi] manmnnde xie xin. 

he at with brush-pen slowly write letter 

'He i s  writing a letter slowly with a brush pen.' 

b. ta jingchang lyong mao-bi] xie xln. 

he often with bmsh-pen write letter 

'He often wnles a letter with a bmsh pen.' 

b'. *ra (yong m:~o-bi] jingchang xie xin. 

he wit11 brush-pet) often wrtte letter 

'I-le often writes a lener with a brush pen.' 



c. ta zong [yong mao-bi] xle xin. 

he always with brush-pen write letter 

'He always writes a letter with a brush pen.' 

c'. *la [yong mao-bi] zong xie xin. 

he with hrush-pen always write letter 

'He always writes a letter with a brush pen.' 

d. ta ye [yongmao-bi] xie xin. 

he also with brush-pen write letter 

'He also wrltes a letter with a brush pen.' 

d'. *ta [yong mao-bi] ye xie xin. 

he with brush-pen also write letter 

'He also writes a letter with a blush pen.' 

e. ta nandao [yong mao-bi] xie xln ma? 

he really with brush-pen write letter Q 

'Does he really write letters wtlh a brush pen?' 

e'. *ta [yong mno-bi] nandno xte xin ma. 

he wnh brush-pen renlly wrlle letter Q 

'Does be really write letters with a brush pen?' 

Dou as an adverb is not an exception to the restriction that adverbs are usually merged to 

the left of an instrument phrase. This observat~on leads us to conclude that there is no way for an 

instrument to C-command dou. 



7.5 Dou in the additive focus consmction and dou elsewhere 

The adverb dnrc also occurs in additive focus sentences. It is a matter of disagreement 

whether dou in additive focus sentences has the same properties as in non-focus sentences. (See 

Cao (1994). Shyu (1995). Cheng (1995) and S:Z. Huang (1995), Sybesma (1996)) 

111 this section I will disct~ss how doti in additive focus sentences behaves differently fmm 

dou in other sentences. I present three major differences, which have not been noted in the 

literatt~re, as far as I know. Then I w~l l  review another five differences noted by Sybesma (1996). 

First, !he distnbutor function of dorr shown in non-focus sentences is lost in additive 

focus sentences if the only possible licenser of dou is the plural agent subject. Compare: 

(317) a. ramen dou 17lat-le neiben shlr 

they buy-ASP that book 

'They all bought that book ' (distributive) 

b. linn- dou mai-lc ~ ~ c t b e n  shu. 

'Even they bought that book.' (collective or distributive) 

Although additive focusing presupposes that there must be plural elements in a set and 

highlights the fact that the focused one is included in the set, no distributive meaning for the 

focused agent is implied. 



Second, universal qo:ntifiers and quantifier dabufen 'most' are always possible licensers 

of dou in non-focus sentences. However, this is not true in additive focus sentences, which do 

not allow these quantifien. 

(318) a. meivige ren dou mai-le nerben shu. 

every person all buy-ASP that book 

'Everybody has bought that book.' 

b. *lian meivive yen dot, mai-le neihcn shu. 

even every person a11 buy-ASP that book 

(319) a. dahufc~ yen dou mai-le neiben shri. 

most person all buy-ASP that book 

'Most of the people has bought that book.' 

b. *liarr d f l b i ~  dou mai-le neihcn shu. 

even most person all buy-ASP that book 

Third, in a declarative sentence without additive focus, f the re  is ne~ther an M elemeilt, 

nor a proper quantifier (a universal quantifier or dabufen 'most') to the left of dou, the sentence 

is pnacceprable. However, this situation is allowed in additive focus sentences. 

(320) a. *fa dou mai-le neiben shu. 

he buy-ASP that book 



b. lion ta doit mai-le ne~ben sku. 

'Even he bought that book.' 

Sybesrna (1996) points out several more differences between dou in an additive focus 

sentence and dou in other cases. 

First, do11 is not stressed in an additive focus sentence, but may be seen to be (slightly) 

stressed and is fully pronounced with a full-fledged first tone in a dou quantification sentence. In 

fact, my research shows that it is only when the binder of dou is an M element that dou can be 

stressed. In all other cases, i.e. when the binder is a universal quantifier or the quantifier 

dablrfen 'mosr', there is no stress on dou. This fact can be accounted for: dou is stressed if and 

only if the presence of dou contrasts with the absence of dou in interpretation. A preverbal M 

element can stand alone without dori. The presence of dou specifies the distributive meaning of 

the M element. Thus dou is crucial to the interpretation. However, universal quantifiers, the 

quantifier dahufcn 'most', and the deletable focus marker lian 'even' are polarity items. They 

absolutely require do11 to ensure the acceptability of the sentence where they occur. Here the 

absence of dou in such sentences results in ungrammaticality, not in a different interpretation. 

Thus the stress factor is not linked to the distinction between a focus sentence and a 

quantification sentence, as Sybesmn claims. In the case of dou sentences, stress is required to 

help to eliminate an~biguity or vagueness of the interpretation, however, it is not required and 

even not allowed to occur with a dummy licenser of a polarity item. 



Second, Sybesma points out that while dou alternates with an unstressed ye 'also' in an 

additive focus sentence, it does not do so e l s e w h e ~ e . ~  If there is no additive focus, ye is suessed 

and means 'also'. In fact, Sybesma's claim needs a constraint: if dou in a non-additive focus 

sentence does not link to afree-choice Wtl pltrdse, it cannot alternate with ye. In other words, it 

isonly in either an additive focus sentence or a free-choice WH sentence that dou can alternate 

with ye. 

(321) a. ta (lian) zheixie shu doulye rnai-le. 

he (even) these bwk alValso buy-ASP 

'He even bought these books.' 

b, ta zheixie shu dou mm-le. 

he these book all buy-ASP 

'I-le bought all of these books.' 

c. ta zheixie shu ye mai-le. 

he these book also buy-ASP 

'He also bought these books.' 

d. (wulun) she, doulye yao he shui. 

(no-matter) who alllalso want drink water 

'Any person wants to drink water.' 

M '  See my page 15. Chilplcr 2. 'Also' is gcncrully an English gloss lor Chinex word ye. In fact ycdoesnol mean 
'also' in an additive fucus scnmnce. 



e. (wulun) she1 doul*ye lai le. 

(no-matter) who alllalso come ASP 

'Everyone came.' 

Sentence (a) shows that dolt can alternate with ye in an additive focus sentence. Sentences (b) 

and (c) show that if there is no additive focus, dou and ye contribute different meanings to a 

sentence. Sentence (d) tells us that dou can alternate with ye in licensing a free-choice WH 

phmse. Sentence (e) indicates that if the WtI phrase is not a free-choice one, dou cannot 

alternate with ye (notrce the aspect mcuker le in the sentence). Cases like sentence (d) imply that 

the ability to alternate dou with ye cannot distinguish dou of a focus sentence from dou of other 

sentences. 

Sybesma's third dist~nction hetweet~ the two dous is that their distribution is not entirely 

the same. For instance, in an additive focus sentence, dou cannot be separated from the shifted 

and rocussed oh,ject, while in other cases, dou can be separated from the shifted object which is 

linked to dou. 

(322) a. ta (lian) neixie huasheng dou yijing chi-wan-le. 

be (even) those peanut all already eat-finish-ASP 

'They alrendy even ate those peanuts.' 

b. *ta (lian) ~ieixie huuheng yijing dou chi-wan-le. 

he (lian) those peanuts already all eat-finish-ASP 



(323) a. ta neixie huasheng dou yijing chi-wan-le. 

he those peanut all already eat-finish-ASP 

'They already ate all those peanuts.' 

b. la ~ i z i e  huasheng yijing dou chi-wan-le 

he those peanut already all eat-finish-ASP 

'They already ate all those peanuts. 

My data (18) in section 2.3.3 and (285) to (288) support Sybesma's observation: the distance 

between dou of an additive focus sentence and tile focused element is shorter than the distance 

beween dou elsewhere and its linked element (distributtve key). This phenomenon can also be 

explained in my analysts that dou in a focus sentence M-commands the focused element, while 

d i u  in a dishibutive quantification sentence is a bound element and is C-commanded by its 

licbnser. Section 2.3.3 and section 6.4.1 discuss the structural relation between dou and its 

related elements in a focus sentence and in a quantiRcatiowl sentence respecdvely. The 

structural differences of the two dependencies are obvious. 

Sybesma's fourth claim on the relation of the two dous is that both can occur in one 

sentence. This fact is also noted by Gao (1994). 

(324) lian tamen dou meiyou dou mai zherben shu. 

even they all not all buy this book 

'Even they did not all buy this book.' 



This example clearly indicates that the two dous have different functions. 

Sybesma's fifth point on the relation of the two dous has to do  with their interpretation. 

Sirace Shyu (1995) claims that the two dous can be unified. Sytesma argues: "If it is m e  that 

dmr, is responsiirlr for the rven-semantics 1i.e. the additive focalization], it is not immediately 

clcnr how it would completely lose this element of its semantics when it gets to quantify over 

referential NPs." As we have seen in the previous chapten, there is no additive focus meaning 

when dou links to itn M element or a q~tsntifier. Thus Sybesma's comment is reasonable. 

All of these aspects discussed above show that dou in additive focus and other sentences 

hehnves differc~~tly. Thus the properties and functions of the same lexrcal item dou are 

structurally dependent. It can function as a anaphor, which is bound by an M element or by a 

cenain quantifier, or functxon as a focus marker. 

7.6 Conclusions 

Dou is never bound by an element which is restrictively focused. In addition, the 

distributive key function of doa only applies to its licensen, not other elements of a dou 

sentence. Funhemiore, an in~tmment is syntactically b m d  from binding dou. Finally, dou in the 

additive focus senlence differs from dou elsewhere m phonological, semantic and syntactic 

aypects 

The rese:irch in the Part B of this thesis argues agalnst the commonly assumed condition 

on do. licensers: the plurality condition. Instead, the notion of Measurable to the Eventuality 



Expressed by [he Predicate is shown to be involved in the licensing of dou. To account for the 

dependencies of dou sentences, a binding approach is adopted. This approach overcomes 

diffculties met by both movemenr/checking and operator unselective binding approaches in 

dealing with the C-command requirement and with multiple linking. This approach also accounts 

for the locality constraints on linking by a Shortest Link Principle and the binding notion 

Complete Functionnl Complex. The clause boundedness of dou dependency is re-examined. 

Sbme semantic properties of dou sentences are also studied. 



Chapter 8 Conclusions 

In this chapter I will put the mlyses  of the previous chapters in a wider theoretical 

penpectlve to evaluate the m~plicat~ons that the data and analysis have for the more general 

questions of the possible unificauon of checking and binding, and the degree to which 

con~putational options within a language are arbitrary. 

8.1 To what extent can checking and binding be unified? 

Non-overt copy dependencies such as WH-in-sit" and reflexives have drawn the 

attention of fo~mal syntactlcians since Huang (1982). There are two thrusts in the current 

literature. Pesetsky (1987). Tsai (1994) and Ouhdla (1996). among others, pursue a no- 

movement analysis of W-in-sltu, argulng that in cenain cases, the WH-in-situ dependencies 

involve binding, rather than covert LF movement. On the other hand, Chomsky (1986a). Cole 

and Sung (1994). Huang and Tang (1991). Reinhm and Reuland (R&R. 1991, 1993). among 

others, pursue an LF-movement analysis of reflexives, arguing that the interpretation of 

reflexives involves covert movement of the refl./solf-morpheme to  the functional head related to  

the antecedent (cliticiwtion,.~:). An anaphoric expression is taken to be the spellout of a trace 

(Hornstein 1997b). In the Minimalist Program, movemendcopy, regardless of whether it b 

coven or overt, must be motivated by the need to check an uninterpretable feanue of the 

atuactor. Thus Hornstein (19964 1997b) observes with respect to the movement analysis 

mentioned above that we need anaphors to move but it is not clear why they should. 



Specifically, the movement cannot be requtred for Case-checking. An accusative reflexive should 

nbt move to I to check its Case, since I has [assign nominative Case] feaulre. The two Case 

features, nominative and accusative, are not compatible. It cannot be phi-feature checking either, 

if lone considers phi-features of a nominal not to require checking, although a reflexive must 

agree with its antecedent in phi-features. Cliomsky (1995b. 1995 lecture notes) claims that the 

binding theory must be outside of the computation system and that binding is something 

occurring at the interface of an interpretive system. If this claim is adopted, no explanation 

would be found within the computation system for the unacceptability of forms such as *He 

washed herself. 

In this thesis, I have analyzed some new data, and given new analyses of some old data, 

with respect to both checking and binding. This study further shows the similarities and 

differences between these two kinds of syntactic dependency, which have been seen in the 

studies of WH-questions and reflexives. My question now is whether it is pass~ble to unify these 

twb kinds of dependencies at some higher level and derive their differences. If biding 

opprations are part of the computation system, how different will the notion of syntactic 

computation be from one which includes only checking? 

My hypothesis is that syntactic computation not only deletes uninterptetable features by 

chkking, but also repairs 'referentially defective' elements, as in the case of anaphors (R&R 

1993: 673). Repairing is done by binding, a matching operation. Repairing by binding is another 

way of eliminating undesirable features for Full Interpretation. After repair, a referentially 

defective feature is fully interpretable. In both cases, the two elements involved, the attractor 

and the attracted in checking, and the antecedent and the bindee in binding, can be taken to be 



links of a chain. It is the elimination of undesirable features for interpretation by means of 

forming links of ;I chain that un~fies checking and binding. If this unification is realized in h e  

syntactic computation system, the present definition of syntactic computation is extended. 

Saying this, we can account for the similarities and differences between checking and binding. 

The first difference between checking and binding is that in checking a feature of the 

upper link of the chain must be deleted, thus copy is driven by Attract. The Superiority Effect 

with English WH movement is an example of Attract, rather than Greed. A feature to be 

repaired in binding is always the lower link of the chain, thus binding is driven by Greed. It is the 

reflexive morpheme or the Chinese distributive variable dou 'dl', rather than its antecedent, that 

requires repair in order to interpret. 

The second difference between checking and binding is that in checking, a functional 

category is ;dways involved, while this is not true In binding. Binding can be applied between 

two lexical categories. Checking can be either overt or covert, and unchecked Case and phi 

features must be compatible between the two links of the chain. Binding is covert, and can be 

canied out after all uninterpretable features have been checked off. Thus binding does not have 

Case clash problems. However, 11 requires compatibility of the interpretable features, such as phi 

fentares of nom~nals. Forn~s such as *He  washed herself are mled out in binding computation 

because of the phi feature clash. Fonns such as *neiben shu la dou l i e  Ie 'That book he all 

borrowed' are rule out m binding computation because the non-M feature of the binder neiben 

shu 'that book' clashes with the distributive feature of the bindee dou (M is defined as 

'measurable to the eventuality'. See Chapter 5 for discussion.). 



The fust similarity shared by checking and binding is that both have symmetrical as well 

as asymmetrical dependencies. The typical example of a symmetrical dependency in checking is 

Case checking, where both the attractor and the attracted have an uninterpretable Case feature 

to: be deleted. The typical example of asymmetrical dependency in checking is phi feature 

checking, where the uninterpretable phi features of [V-y] attract the interpretable phi features of 

a nominal. In binding, Chinese dou also has both symmetrical binders, such as universal 

quantifien, and asymmch.icnl binders, such as M elements. Dou has a dishibutive feature, 

however, unless it is bound to some part~cipant in the eventuality, this distributive feature is 

referentially defective. On the other hand, Chinese universal quantifiers as polarity items also 

have defective features. A binding between a universal quantifier and dou can repair the 

defective features of both. An in sit" Chinese WH nominal as a variable of unselective binding 

and its null operator also symmetrically depend on each other, as shown in Tsai's (1994) work. 

The second similarity shared by checking and binding is that both kinds of dependencies 

require some version of the Minimal Distance Principle. For example, in Chinese S-not-V 

questions, it is always the nearest verb which is attracted and copied (section 4.3). In dou linking 

where there are two available symmetrical binders of dou, the nearest C-commanding one must 

bitid dou if there is no potenrixl nsymmetrical binder present (section 6.2). 

The third similarity shared by checking and binding is that both kinds of dependents, a 

movement trace and a binding bindee, play the same role in dou binding. In section 6.5 of 

Chapter 6 I demonstrated that if the binder of dou has a dependent, either a trace of movement 

o r a  bindee of binding, dou and the dependent of the dou binder must be base-generated within 

the same clause. 



The fourth s~milcuity shared by checking and binding is that binding allows split 

antecedents (section 5.3.3). and checking also allows several elements to check one feature of a 

particular functional head (Koizumi 1995). Multiple WH movement in Ukrainian and multiple 

nominative Case checking in Korean have this property. Thus theoretically, in both cases. 

dependencies can be a one-to-mmy relation. In addition, in both cases, the single element pan of 

the one-to-n1;lny relatlon is :ilw:tys the ttninterpretable or defective part, while the multiple 

element part is always the checker or binder part. 

If binding and checking belong to two different systems, the above similarities would be 

accidental. If binding is also a computational operation, binding and checking can be unified at 

some higher level and their similarities and differences can be accounted for. 

R.2 Computational options within one language 

If both binding and cllecking are operations of the compuladon system, we are 

confronted with the choice between different computational operations in a single language, for 

example, why in rim WH elements in Chinese and Iraq Arabic involve binding rather than coven 

checking. Tsai (1994) and Ouhalla (1996) discuss this issue and conclude that it is the 

morphological properties of the WH elements in these languages that make the choice. Tlus, 

there are underlying principles governing the options between checking and binding. 

We are also confronted with another kind of choices between different compnfational 

operations in a single language: in checking, what governs the choice between oven checking 

and covert checking, and between merge checking and movement checking. While the latter 



variation has been assumed to be an issue of numemtlon, the former, i.e. overt/covert variation, 

ha5 been claimed to be a strongtweak parameter issue in the current Minimalist theory. The 

chapter 2 and chapter 4 of this thesis conclude that languages differ in the default strength of a 

foimal feature, rather than the absolute strength of the feature, and that the choice between 

oven and covert checking can be decided contextually by the presence of a cenain feature in the 

complement domain of the relevant functional head. For example, in Chinese object shift, the 

f d u s  feature of a focus marker adjoined to an object triggers the strength of y, and in Chinese 

yes-no questions, a cenain feature of the elements which adjoin to the interrogative WNeg 

makes the [Ql of C to be strong. 

In conclusion then the options in the computation system are not arbimuy. There are 

always underlying principles determining the choice. 
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